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Introductory	remarks	
 
It  is our great pleasure  to  introduce  these proceedings of  the sixth Symposium on Semantic 
Mining  in  Biomedicine  (SMBM  2014)  held  at  the University  of Aveiro,  Portugal.  Today,  the 
importance  of  semantic  mining  in  support  of  biomedical  domain  research  is  increasingly 
recognized.  SMBM  aims  to  bring  together  researchers  from  text  and  data  mining  in 
biomedicine, medical, bio‐ and chemo‐informatics, and researchers from biomedical ontology 
design and engineering, and the Semantic Web. The combined research helps to promote full 
integration  of  data  and  factual  content  from  large  text  collections,  biological  databases, 
ontological  and  terminological  resources,  and  from  the Web.  This  symposium will  address 
some of the challenges that have yet to be met to achieve the goals of comprehensive analysis 
and  integration of data sources. The presentations and open discussions will explore current 
challenges  facing  these  communities,  and  what  are  the  most  effective  approaches  to 
addressing them.  

SMBM 2014  is  the  follow‐up event  to SMBM 2012 (University of Zürich,  Switzerland) SMBM 
2010 (EBI, U.K.), SMBM  2008 (University  of  Turku,  Finland), SMBM  2006  (University  of  Jena, 
Germany), and SMBM 2005 (EBI, U.K.). The SMBM series of events are planned to be arranged 
every  second  year,  alternating  with  the  “sister  event”  LBM  (International  Symposium  on 
Languages  in  Biology  and Medicine).  Previous  LBM  events  have  taken  place  in  Tokyo (LBM 
2013),  Singapore (LBM  2011),  Jeju  Island,  Korea (LBM  2009),  Singapore (LBM  2007),  and 
Daejeon (LBM 2005).  

Submissions were  invited  in  the  following  categories:  full  research papers,  short papers and 
system  demonstrations. A  total  of  twenty  submissions were  received.  Careful  review  of  all 
submissions  by  two  or  three members  of  the  programme  committee  confirmed  the  high 
quality  of  submissions:  six  were  accepted  as  full  papers,  eight  were  accepted  as  short 
papers/posters, and three as system papers. Selected papers will be published in the Journal of 
Biomedical Semantics. 

Regarding the six full papers, the first one, Ehrentraut et al proposes a text‐mining pipeline to 
detect and monitor healthcare‐associated infections in clinical records. Iyappan at al describe a 
methodology  to  generate  semantic  web‐based  mechanistic  disease  models  that  allow 
formalization of complex  research questions. The paper by Dramé et al propose a k‐nearest 
neighbours  approach  that  uses  titles  and  abstracts  of  a  large  collection  of  documents  for 
proposing  indexing terms for their full text. Han & Kim propose an active  learning method to 
reduce  the amount of manual annotations  for ontological event extraction. Zweigenbaum & 
Grouin describe a method for text normalization based on global statistics to eliminate implicit 
layout in EHR. Finally, the paper from Furrer et al describes a methodology that aims extracting 
protein‐protein interactions from a large pool of supporting papers. 

The following contributions were accepted as short papers. The authors Abacha et al discuss 
the problem of guaranteeing the validity of ontology mapping over time. Ahltorp et al explore 
the  utilization  of  distributional  semantics models  on  Japanese  documents.  Slob &  Verbeek 
discuss  the  importance  of  an  imaging  ontology  to  describe  not  only  contents,  but  also  the 
acquisition  instruments  that  are  used.  The  following  paper,  by Mehryary  at  al,  investigates 
hierarchical clustering of event triggers to identify and eliminate incorrect annotations. Gupta 
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at al, explore a combination of frequency‐based and pattern‐matching techniques to Identify 
biological functions of microRNAs from literature. The paper from Bravo et al presents BeFree, 
a  text  mining  system  that  explores  morpho‐syntactical  information  to  extract  relations 
between  genes,  diseases  and  drugs.  The  papers  from  Yi &  Rinaldi  and Marques &  Rinaldi 
present two new components to OntoGene framework; the first one enables the generation of 
annotated PDF versions of the original articles, while the second describes OntoRest, a set of 
web services to remotely annotate text in BioC format. 

Three system papers were also included in the program. Scuba et al describe a web‐based tool 
that supports users in developing a semantic schema of domain content to be used in an NLP 
application.  Conway  et  al  present  a  web‐based  SKOS  editor  for  representing  and  sharing 
thesauri,  lexica,  vocabularies,  taxonomies,  and  classification  schemes.  Finally,  Fluck  et  al 
describe  BELIEF,  a workflow  to  facilitate manual  curation  of biological  expression  language 
(BEL) statements generated by text mining. 

The conference also  includes two tutorials on modern semantic mining framework: "COEUS", 
introduced by Pedro Sernadela (University of Aveiro) and “@note2”, presented by Hugo Costa 
(SilicoLife).  Each  day  features  a  keynote,  with  appealing  presentations  from  Eric 
Prud’hommeaux  (W3C),  "Enabling  Research",  and  M.  Scott  Marshall  (MAASTRO  Clinic), 
"Bringing semantics into the picture in radiation oncology". 

As organizers we wish  to  thank all  the authors  for  their  research commitment and  for  their 
choice of SMBM 2014 as the venue to present their work. We are indebted to all members of 
the  programme  committee  for  their  detailed  inspection  of  all  submitted  work  and  their 
valuable  comments. Our  very  special  thank goes  to  the  keynote  speakers  for  truly  inspiring 
talks.  A  final  note  to  the members  of  local  organization  committee, who  also  deserve  our 
gratitude for making SMBM 2014 a successful event. 
 
Scientific chairs 
Fabio Rinaldi, University of Zurich, Switzerland 
Olivier Bodenreider, National Library of Medicine, USA 
 
Program chair 
José Luis Oliveira, University of Aveiro, Portugal 
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Detecting Healthcare-Associated Infections in Electronic Health Records -
Evaluation of Machine Learning and Preprocessing Techniques

Claudia Ehrentraut1, Maria Kvist1,2, Elda Sparrelid3 and Hercules Dalianis1
1Department of Computer and Systems Sciences (DSV), Stockholm University, Sweden

2Department of Learning, Informatics, Management and Ethics (LIME), Karolinska Institutet, Sweden
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Abstract

Healthcare-associated infections (HAI) are in-
fections that patients acquire in the course
of medical treatment. Being a severe pub-
lic health problem, detecting and monitoring
HAI in healthcare documentation is an impor-
tant topic to address. Research on automated
systems has increased over the past years,
but performance is yet to be enhanced. The
dataset in this study consists of 214 records
obtained from a Point-Prevalence Survey. The
records are manually classified into HAI and
NoHAI records. Nine different preprocess-
ing steps are carried out on the data. Two
learning algorithms, Random Forest (RF) and
Support Vector Machines (SVM), are applied
to the data. The aim is to determine which
of the two algorithms is more applicable to
the task and if preprocessing methods will af-
fect the performance. RF obtains the best
performance results, yielding an F1-score of
85% and AUC of 0.85 when lemmatisation is
used as a preprocessing technique. Irrespec-
tive of which preprocessing method is used,
RF yields higher recall values than SVM, with
a statistically significant difference for all but
one preprocessing method. Regarding each
classifier separately, the choice of preprocess-
ing method led to no statistically significant
improvement in performance results.

1 Introduction

1.1 Healthcare-associated infections
The Centers for Disease Control and Preven-
tion (CDC) define healthcare-associated infections
(HAI) as "infections that patients acquire during the

course of receiving healthcare treatment for other
conditions." (CDC, 2013)

HAIs pose a public health problem worldwide,
in developed as well as resource-poor countries. A
survey conducted under the patronage of the World
Health Organisation (WHO), in 55 hospitals from 14
countries, found that about 8.7% of all hospital inpa-
tients suffered from HAI. Besides being a leading
cause of death among hospitalised patients, HAIs
impose an enormous economic burden on healthcare
facilities due to, for instance, a prolonged stay of the
infected patients or increased drug usage (Ducel et
al., 2002).

1.2 Automatic surveillance of
healthcare-associated infections

Detecting and monitoring HAI is an important topic
for healthcare to address. Many different attempts
to confine HAIs have been made, e.g., better hy-
giene (Breathnach, 2009) and manual surveillance
performed by infection control professionals (Evans
et al., 2009). Nevertheless, the presence of HAIs
persists in modern health facilities.

The increasing amount of digital data available in
hospitals has pioneered the way for and led to an in-
crease in research and the development of automated
systems over the past years (Adlassnig et al., 2009).
MONI-ICU (Blacky et al., 2011) and the HELP sys-
tem (Evans et al., 2009) are examples of automated
systems, which are designed to detect HAI, that are
in use. For most systems, however, performance still
needs to be enhanced before these systems can be ef-
fectively established in real-life hospital settings.

Automated surveillance systems are either based
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on handcrafted rules describing medical knowledge,
or on machine learning algorithms. Machine learn-
ing describes the task of finding patterns that under-
lie some example data, and using them in order to
make predictions on unseen data.

1.3 Aim

The study focuses on applying machine learning
techniques to the problem of detecting HAI. Two
well-known algorithms, Random Forest (RF) and
Support Vector Machines (SVM), are applied to the
data. The aim is to determine which of the two algo-
rithms is more applicable to the task, i.e., which of
them performs best when detecting HAI.

In combination with each of the learning algo-
rithms, we apply nine different preprocessing meth-
ods, including lemmatisation, reduction to infection-
specific terms, and negation detection. Assuming
that preprocessing will influence which features are
selected by the classifier, we seek to answer the
questions if and to what extent the preprocessing
methods affect the performance of RF and SVM.

Another goal of this study is to investigate
whether the presence of community-associated in-
fections will affect the performance.

2 Data

2.1 Characteristics

The dataset1 encompasses electronic health records
(EHR) from 120 inpatients at a major university hos-
pital in Sweden and was collected during a Point-
Prevalence Survey (PPS)2 in spring 2012.

Not all information stored in the patients’ EHRs
was considered valuable by the physicians for de-
tecting HAI. Thus, a subset of information from
the EHRs was retrieved: Journalanteckning (Engl.:
record notes), Läkemedelsmodul (Engl.: drug mod-
ule), Mikrobiologiska Svar (Engl.: microbiological
result), and Kroppstemperatur (Engl.: body temper-
ature). The information extracted from these mod-
ules consists of structured and unstructured data.

1This research has been approved by the Regional Ethical
Review Board in Stockholm (Etikprövningsnämnden i Stock-
holm), permission number 2012/1838-31/3.

2In Sweden, PPSs are performed twice a year to estimate
the occurrence of HAI by counting existing cases of HAI at one
specific time.

Structured data refers to data that is stored in prede-
fined fields, such as ICD-10 diagnosis codes, medi-
cation or body temperature. Unstructured data refers
to textual notes written by physicians, such as daily
notes or microbiological results.

For each of the 120 patients, information from all
four modules was extracted for the patient’s entire
hospitalisation. The physicians define one hospitali-
sation as the stay of a patient at a health facility for
one care process. If the patient is discharged from
one department of the hospital and admitted to an-
other within 24 hours, this is regarded as the same
hospitalisation. Moreover, any noted event occur-
ring within 24 hours after discharge is included in
the hospitalisation. From this point on, we will re-
fer to the file that contains the data of a patient’s
entire hospitalisation as the Hospitalisation Record
(HR). Since some of the 120 patients were hospi-
talised multiple times during the five month-period
of records we received, our dataset comprises 214
HRs. Hospitalisations of less than 48 hours are not
represented in the final dataset as they were consid-
ered to carry too little information. Table 1 depicts
the characteristics of the HRs that are used as input
for the classifiers.

Table 1: Characteristics of the patient records used.
HAI NoHAI Total

Number of HRs 131 83 214
Length in days 2-144 3-93 2-144

Number of words 1,536,656 311,729 1,848,385

2.2 Class distribution

120 patients had experienced HAI according to the
PPS results. We had access to a five months period
of records. As a result, the physicians in this study,
unlike the physicians who carried out the PPSs, ob-
tained information on how the health status of the
patient progressed and which assessment he or she
received during the time after the PPSs had been
conducted. The physicians in this study could there-
fore give a more accurate answer on whether HAI
occurred or not. Only 131 of 214 HRs contained
HAI diagnoses (positive examples). The remaining
83 HRs contained no HAI diagnoses (negative ex-
amples), according to their assessment. The dataset
is not balanced but instead skewed towards the pos-
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itive class, with a skew value3 of 0.634. Besides be-
ing unbalanced, the classes HAI and NoHAI con-
tain HRs of mixed kind. Some of those that con-
tain HAI also contain community-associated infec-
tions (CAI). As depicted in Table 2, 11 of the HRs
containing HAI also contain an additional CAI. The
class NoHAI comprises HRs that do not contain
HAI. Of these, 25 contain CAI while 58 HRs do not
include any infections at all (NoINF).

Table 2: Distribution of CAI and NoINF among HAI and
NoHAI class.

Class HAI CAI NoINF Total
HAI 131 11 - 131

NoHAI - 25 58 83

3 Method

3.1 Automatic text classification
Text classification describes the task of classifying
documents into predefined classes by means of a
machine learning algorithm (Hoyt et al., 2012). In
the learning phase, the algorithm is trained on a
training set, where each document is labelled with
the class it belongs to. Based on this training data, a
classification model is built by identifying common
core characteristics of all documents in each class.
The built model is then used to assign unseen docu-
ments to one of the predefined classes. In this study,
we deploy the machine learning algorithms RF and
SVM to classify the HRs into the predefined classes
HAI and NoHAI. Both algorithms are used within
the WEKA4 environment.

3.1.1 Random Forest (RF)
The core aspect of RF is that it constructs multi-

ple single decision trees, i.e., weak learners, to form
one stronger learner (Breiman, 2001). The chal-
lenges in our data lie in the fact that the sample
is small and imbalanced while the feature space is
high-dimensional, each feature carrying only a small
amount of information. RF has become a popu-
lar choice within bioinformatics, precisely because

3The skew is measured according to the definition given in
(Jeni et al., 2013).

4WEKA is a collection of state-of-the-art machine learning
algorithms, data preprocessing and visualisation tools. http:
//www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/.

the algorithm is able to deal with these aspects (Qi,
2012). The following parameter settings are cho-
sen for RF. The number of trees is set to 1000. The
number of features that are randomly chosen at each
node of the tree is 10.

3.1.2 Support Vector Machines (SVM)
SVM uses the concept of representing docu-

ments that are to be classified as points in a high-
dimensional space, and finding the line that sepa-
rates them. SVM tries to find the line with the max-
imum margin, where margin refers to the distance
between the line and the nearest data points (Noble,
2006). Using SVM is, among other reasons, moti-
vated by the statement that SVM is found to be very
effective for 2-class classification problems (Dalal
and Zaveri, 2011). We use a non-optimised SVM
with a radial basis function (RBF) kernel with de-
gree=3, C=1, epsilon=0.001 and gamma=1/1,000.

3.2 Text representation

Like many other classifiers in WEKA, RF and SVM
cannot handle data that is represented as a string.
Therefore, the HRs need to be converted into a for-
mat that is readable for the classifiers. The HRs in
the dataset are represented as bag-of-words vectors
when being passed as input to the classifiers. In this
representation, which is the most prevalent one for
text classification (Boulis and Ostendorf, 2005), the
order of words is ignored (Manning et al., 2008).
Consequently, syntactical information as well as the
linear temporality of events are not preserved.

3.3 Nine preprocessing methods

The data was preprocessed in nine different ways:
NoStopwords, Lemma, Infection-Specific Terms
(IST), NegationTagged, NegationTagged + IST,
NegationRemoved, NegationRemoved + IST, TF-
IDF 50, and Tagged. After preprocessing, the 1,000
most frequent terms were selected from each ver-
sion of the data, and their corresponding TF-IDF5

values were stored in the frequency vectors. A non-
preprocessed version of the dataset was kept as a
baseline and termed Plain. For the method TF-IDF

5TF-IDF stands for Term Frequency-Inverse Document Fre-
quency. It shows the importance of a feature in the text and is
considered the most common method of weighting in text min-
ing (Shi et al., 2011).
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50, the 50 most frequent terms were kept from a non-
preprocessed version of the dataset.

3.3.1 Stop word filtering
Stop words are terms that are regarded as not con-

veying any significant semantics to the texts they ap-
pear in and are consequently discarded (Dragut et
al., 2009). Removing them from the text makes it
easier for text processing systems to index the re-
maining text (Fox, 1989). In Swedish texts, stop
words comprise 43% of the words (Sigurd, 1991).
A Swedish stop word list that comprises 113 words,
such as och (Engl.: and) and att (Engl.: to), was
used.6 The method where stop words are filtered out
is called NoStopwords.

3.3.2 Lemmatisation
Lemmatisation is a method to reduce inflected

words to their lemma or base form. For example, the
inflected words blödning, blödningar (Eng.: bleed-
ing, bleedings) are reduced to blöda (Eng.: bleed).
We used the CST lemmatiser (Jongejan and Haltrup,
2013), which is adapted to Swedish. This method is
called Lemma.

3.3.3 Reduction to infection-specific terms
The idea behind this attempt is to influence the

feature selection process by reducing the HRs to
infection-specific terms (ISTs), that is, to delete all
other terms from the HRs. We consider ISTs to bear
a significant part of the information, which is impor-
tant to identify whether the HRs contain HAI or not.
All ISTs are contained in a terminology, which was
built in a semiautomatic approach. The physicians
supplied a seed set of 27 ISTs. The seed set was ex-
tended by finding related terms, e.g., synonyms or
misspellings of the input term, through the use of an
automatic synonym generator based on Random In-
dexing7 (Sahlgren, 2005). One physician then anal-
ysed the proposed terms with respect to whether
they could be regarded as applicable ISTs or not.
All relevant terms were added to the terminology.
In the present approach, the terminology contained
2,201 terms. The terms in the terminology can be

6
http://snowball.tartarus.org/

algorithms/swedish/stop.
7The Random Indexing model is trained on the first five

months of patient records from 2008, which form a subset of
the Stockholm EPR corpus (Dalianis et al., 2009).

assigned to 6 main classes, which were created by
the physicians: ATC8 – 1108 terms, e.g., tetracyklin
(Eng.: tetracycline), Action – 157 terms, e.g., ul-
traljud (Eng.: ultrasound), Diagnosis – 281 terms,
e.g., lunginflammation (Eng.: pneumonia), Device –
101 terms, e.g., kateter (Eng.: catheter), Event – 340
terms, e.g., intubering (Eng.: intubation), Symp-
tom – 214 terms, e.g., feber (Eng.: fever). The
method where all but the infection-specific terms are
removed from the HRs is referred to as IST.

3.3.4 Negation detection using NegEx

Clinical text contains many negations, e.g.,
negated symptoms or diagnoses. Negation de-
tection is the technique to identify such negated
entities. NegEx is a negation detection system
for clinical text that has been adapted to Swedish
(Skeppstedt, 2011). NegEx was run on our dataset
to detect ISTs. 3,233 negated ISTs were found,
which accounts for approximately 5% of the to-
tal of 60,932 ISTs in the data. The method
where a tag was added to the negated term,
e.g., <NEGATED>infection<NEGATED>, is called
NegationTagged; where the negated term is re-
moved, it is referred to as NegationRemoved. Both
methods were also used in combination with the IST
method, being termed NegationTagged + IST and
NegationRemoved + IST, respectively.

3.3.5 Tagging

Tagging is performed automatically by using the
ISTs and meta information, which could be eas-
ily identified automatically. ISTs are tagged with
their respective class. For instance, the term oper-
ation belongs to the class event and is thus tagged
as <event>operation<event>. Temperature values
could be easily identified in the data and are tagged
in the following manner: <temp>38<temp>. In ad-
dition, meta data, i.e., age, gender and length of hos-
pital stay, is identified for each HR and annotated
with the respective tag. The patient records are re-
duced to tagged terms only. This method is referred
to as Tagged.

8Anatomical Therapeutic Chemical Classification (ATC).
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Table 3: Classification results (in percent) of the RF and SVM classifier in combination with the respective prepro-
cessing methods. The best result of each classifier is highlighted.

RF SVM
Preprocessing Precision Recall F1-score AUC Precision Recall F1-score AUC

Plain 80 86 83 0.84 80 71 75 0.71
NoStopwords 79 87 83 0.84 79 70 74 0.70

Lemma 83 87 85 0.85 79 71 75 0.70
IST 80 86 83 0.86 84 74 79 0.76

NegationTagged 80 89 84 0.84 78 71 74 0.70
NegationTagged + IST 81 86 84 0.86 83 73 79 0.75

NegationRemoved 80 87 83 0.84 79 70 73 0.69
NegationRemoved + IST 80 85 82 0.87 86 74 80 0.77

TF-IDF 50 74 79 77 0.80 72 65 68 0.63
Tagged 79 84 82 0.85 82 69 75 0.72

4 Evaluation

4.1 Measures

Although dealing with a binary classification prob-
lem, we are mainly interested in the HAI class. Per-
formance of the classifier for this class is measured
in recall, precision and F1-score, which are standard
measures when evaluating the performance of infor-
mation systems (Van Rijsbergen, 1979). The mea-
sures can be defined in terms of true positives (TPs),
false positives (FPs), true negatives (TNs) and false
negatives (FNs). The area under the ROC curve
(AUC) is considered during evaluation, since it pro-
vides an important value on whether there is a statis-
tical dependence between the features and the class.
An area of 1 represents a perfect test in separating
two classes, while an area of 0.5 represents a worth-
less test (Tape, 2006). Our dataset is slightly im-
balanced. Metrics such as Cohen’s Kappa or accu-
racy are attenuated by skewed distributions, whereas
AUC is not (Jeni et al., 2013).

4.2 10-fold cross-validation

For evaluation, stratified 10-fold cross-validation
was used, one of the best known and most com-
monly used evaluation techniques (Japkowicz and
Shah, 2011). One run of 10-fold cross-validation
was performed.

4.3 Statistical tests

The non-parametric Sign Test (two-tailed, at 5% sig-
nificance level) was used to test the significance of

the results (Japkowicz and Shah, 2011).

4.4 Error analysis

For the method yielding the best result, the FPs were
analysed with regard to how many of them contained
CAI and NoINF respectively. Manual error analysis
was performed by looking at the resulting TP, FP,
TN and FN groups of HRs. The records were ex-
amined by one physician to determine whether there
were any similarities from a clinical perspective.

5 Results

5.1 Classification results

Table 3 depicts the classifier performance for RF and
SVM.

With regard to recall, RF outperforms SVM, ir-
respective of which preprocessing method is used.
Except for the TF-IDF 50 preprocessing technique,
the recall values obtained by RF are statistically sig-
nificantly higher than the ones obtained by SVM. On
average, the recall obtained by RF is 86%, about 15
percentage points higher than for SVM.

With regard to precision, however, the difference
in the performance of the two classifiers is not statis-
tically significant, irrespective of which preprocess-
ing method is used. Both classifiers have an average
precision of 80% and, depending on the preprocess-
ing method used, either RF or SVM yield a slightly
higher precision.

The average F1-score of RF is 83%, about 8
percentage points higher than the average F1-score
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yielded by SVM. This is due to the much higher re-
call obtained by RF. The higher F1-scores imply an
overall better performance of RF for all preprocess-
ing techniques. For the Lemma, NegationTagged,
NegationRemoved and Tagged methods, the differ-
ence in F1-scores obtained by RF and SVM is statis-
tically significant.

The performance results vary depending on which
classifier is used, but also based on the applied pre-
processing technique. Here, the various preprocess-
ing techniques affect the performance of the two
classifiers differently. However, none of the differ-
ences in results are statistically significant.

RF performs well when Lemma, NegationTagged
or NegationTagged + IST is used. Lemma yields the
best result for RF, obtaining a precision of 83%, re-
call of 87% and F1-score of 85%.

SVM performs best when IST, NegationTagged
+ IST or NegationRemoved + IST is applied. The
method NegationRemoved + IST yields the best re-
sult for SVM, obtaining a precision of 86%, recall
of 74% and F1-score of 80%. It is interesting to no-
tice that this method increases precision consider-
ably when compared to the Plain method, i.e., from
80% to 86%.

TF-IDF 50 yields the lowest performance for both
classifiers. This could be explained by the fact that
only occasional events in the HRs refer to HAI.
Thus, terms used to describe HAI appear rather in-
frequently and are therefore not represented by the
50 most frequent terms that are used by the TF-IDF
50 method.

With regard to AUC, RF outperforms SVM for all
preprocessing methods. The highest AUC of 0.87
is observed for RF when the NegationRemoved +
IST preprocessing method is used. RF-Lemma that
yields the highest performance for RF with regard
to recall and precision, obtains an AUC of 0.85, re-
vealing that the classifier is making an informed de-
cision with a good dependence between the features
and the class.

It is interesting to point out that RF significantly
increases recall compared to SVM. On the other
hand, both classifiers perform similarly with regard
to precision. Since we want the classifier to ideally
maximise both measures, i.e., yield the highest pos-
sible F1-score, the results based on our data suggest
that RF is more suitable for the task. The overall

best result was yielded by RF-Lemma.

5.2 Error analysis

An error analysis of the HRs classified by RF shows
that the classification, to some extent, was dependent
on the load of infections in the classified HRs. HRs
containing HAI were correctly classified if there was
a more severe infection, or if the HR contained mul-
tiple infections of both types, HAI and CAI. The
FNs were more often HAI of a less severe type, or,
if the patient had several healthcare episodes follow-
ing the discovery of HAI, the HAI infection was not
elaborated on in the narratives for the subsequent
healthcare episodes, and was therefore possibly mis-
judged by the classifier.

Patients with infectious symptoms such as fever,
but without any detectable bacteria, were sometimes
misclassified as having HAI. However, the classifier
did not strictly classify by infection or no-infection:
it was more of a trend in the different groups.

The assumption that CAI may be more often mis-
classified as HAI than NoINF can be confirmed. For
RF-Lemma, 12 of the 24 FPs are CAI. Given that
there are 25 CAIs in total, 48% of all CAIs are in-
correctly classified as HAI. On the contrary, only 12
of 58 total NoINFs (21%) are incorrectly classified
as HAI. A similar distribution was observed for all
other preprocessing methods for both algorithms.

6 Discussion

6.1 Temporality

For both classifiers and all preprocessing techniques,
a greater percentage of CAI than NoINF was mis-
classified as HAI. This could indicate that the clas-
sifiers had difficulties in distinguishing between the
cause of infections. The reason for this may lie in
the nature of how these infections are described in
the HRs, in combination with the approach we use
to process these HRs. HRs respectively containing
HAI and CAI comprise similar terms, for example,
terms that refer to symptoms, such as feber (Engl.:
fever), or to medication. While being similar in re-
gard to which terms occur in the record, HAI and
CAI do differ and can be distinguished based on the
temporal context in which the terms appear. This
means that, despite the terms in both descriptions
being similar, the cause of events and temporality
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of the events are different. For both RF and SVM,
however, our approach does rely solely on terms and
their occurrence, which illustrates that the syntactic,
semantic or temporal context is not taken into ac-
count.

6.2 Comparison to related work
Detecting HAI in EHRs has been studied in previ-
ous approaches. However, the effect of negation de-
tection and term reduction on classifier performance
has not yet been analysed.

Our experiments suggest that we can achieve re-
sults that are in line with those obtained in ap-
proaches by other research groups, even though they
are not directly comparable due to different datasets
and variants of languages used. Benhaddouche et al.
obtain their highest recall at 96.64% for the internal
and 82.76% for the external test set (Benhaddouche
and Benyettou, 2012), while Cohen et al. obtain a
maximum recall of 92.6% (Cohen et al., 2004); fi-
nally, Iavindrasana et al. obtain a recall of 82.56%
(Iavindrasana et al., 2009).

6.3 Limitations
One limitation concerns the fact that the dataset does
not represent the real-life distribution of HAI and
NoHAI, which corresponds to about 10% HAI and
90% NoHAI. Moreover, our dataset is not balanced
but skewed towards the positive class. However, RF
has been proposed as appropriate when handling im-
balanced data (Dehzangi et al., 2010), so the im-
balanced data can be considered a minor limitation
compared to the fact that it does not represent real-
life distribution.

Another limitation is the fact that our dataset is
fairly small. Obtaining more data will hopefully im-
prove the results in a future approach.

The terminology that we use in order to detect
ISTs is also a source of limitation. With 2,201
terms, the terminology is comprehensive, contain-
ing a number of relevant terms. Yet it was not
checked for its consistency regarding the inclusion
of inflected forms for the respective terms.

In addition, another limitation of the study is
that no inter-annotator agreement was calculated, al-
though two annotators evaluated whether the HRs
contained HAIs or not. This was due to the fact that
the physicians considered the task to be very diffi-

cult. Therefore, they decided to perform the assess-
ment and subsequent annotation together instead of
individually.

7 Conclusion

The best result was obtained by Random Forest
when lemmatisation was applied as a preprocessing
method, yielding a precision of 83%, recall of 87%
and F1-score of 85%. The AUC of 0.85 implies that
the classifier is making an informed decision with a
good dependence between the features and the class.

Applying Random Forest to our small and imbal-
anced dataset proved to be a good choice. With re-
gard to recall, the overall performance and AUC,
Random Forest outperforms Support Vector Ma-
chines for all preprocessing techniques and can
therefore be considered more applicable to the task.

Preprocessing affected the performance of Sup-
port Vector Machines, especially with regard to pre-
cision, slightly more so than the performance of
Random Forest. However, none of the preprocess-
ing methods led to statistically significant improve-
ments in performance results. It would therefore be
interesting to explore other combinations of prepro-
cessing methods, to see if any of these will improve
the results significantly. An example would be to
combine the Lemma and NegationRemoved + IST
methods, each of which yielded promising results in
this study.

Distinguishing between records that contained
healthcare-associated and community-associated in-
fections respectively was difficult for the classifier,
since terms describing each kind of infection are
similar. A future approach could focus on incorpo-
rating temporality to address this.
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Abstract

Neurodegenerative diseases are incurable and
debilitating conditions with huge social and
economical impact, where much is still to be
learnt about the underlying molecular mecha-
nisms. Mechanistic disease models could of-
fer a knowledge framework to help decipher
the complex interactions that occur at molecu-
lar and cellular levels. This motivates the need
for development of a framework consisting of
heterogeneous data coupled into different reg-
ulatory layers. Thus, enabling deeper mecha-
nistic and medical insight into such complex
diseases. Here, we describe a methodology to
generate semantic web-based mechanistic dis-
ease models that allow formalization of com-
plex research questions in order to gain dis-
ease understanding.

Data for disease model construction was inte-
grated from publicly available (semi-) struc-
tured and unstructured data resources into a
single semantic web framework called Neu-
roRDF. Different data types were consid-
ered ranging from protein-protein interac-
tions, miRNA-target interactions, pathways,
to microarrays. Furthermore, we discuss in
detail the data preprocessing effort incurred,
and RDF schemas implemented for building
NeuroRDF. We illustrate the effectiveness of
this approach through a real world biomedi-
cal query for biomarker identification in the
context of Alzheimer0s disease (AD). Further-
more, we report on the effort and challenges
faced during generation of such an indication-
specific knowledge base comprising curated

†These authors contributed equally.
⇤Corresponding author.

and quality-controlled data.

Availability: The developed RDF
schemas, used ontologies, and sup-
plementary files are available at
http://www.scai.fraunhofer.de/neuroRDF.html.
The data generated for NeuroRDF will be
publicly available through the Aetionomy
project1.

1 Introduction

Although research in neurodegenerative diseases
has taken tremendous strides, the characteristic
pathophysiology of chronic, irreversible neuronal
cell damage has limited the treatment possibilities.
However, reliable biological markers of disease and
disease progression could assist in early diagnosis
and treatment catered to the patient (Rachakonda
et al., 2004). On the contrary, low-resolution out-
comes of the biomarkers due to limited availability
of biological samples and lack of disease specificity
has hindered the progress (Rosén et al., 2013).

In silico disease models have become popular in
complex disease research as they provide a frame-
work to decipher biological responses through a
holistic view. These models are capable of recapitu-
lating prime biological properties for a given condi-
tion. Furthermore, they can function as knowledge-
derived decision support systems for clinical stud-
ies, reducing the cost and risk (Rodriguez-Esteban
and Loging, 2013). Ideally, a harmonized aggrega-
tion of heterogeneous data sources in the form of
a model facilitates data interpretation over a large

1http://www.aetionomy.eu
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knowledge space, but data integration is far from
trivial due to increasing complexity and storage lim-
itations (Schneider and Jimenez, 2012).

There is not one but many widely used strategies
aiming at a comprehensive view of the integrated
data such as data warehousing, federated databases,
and web-based services (e.g. tranSMART (Szalma
et al., 2010)). Data warehousing requires human in-
tervention and it is limited to hardware/software re-
sources allocated and increasing maintenance cost.
On the other hand, federated databases are highly
dependent on the service availability and internet
speed. Although, web-based services facilitates in-
tegration at large-scale with good search quality, it
needs to cope with variability, incompleteness, and
heterogeneity in language and formats with each of
the source data repositories.

Semantic web technologies have overcome the
above-described challenges up to an extent by rev-
olutionizing the lossless exchange of data and for-
malizing data format (Samwald et al., 2011), call-
ing it “smart data” (Kinjo et al., 2012). It is built
on the W3C proposed Resource Description Frame-
work (RDF) and XML (Extensible Markup Lan-
guage), the former being a standard model. Al-
though it faces a similar challenge as of web data,
usage of automated semantic reasoners has largely
been beneficial.

2 Related Work

Generating a comprehensive repository for several
life science data resources (as linked data) could
ease cross-data querying for life science knowledge
discovery. Bio2RDF (Belleau et al., 2008) is one
such database platform that allows integration of dif-
ferent data into a common knowledge space. It uses
semantic web technologies by normalizing all data
entities to URIs and applying a common ontology.
Linking Open Drug Data (LODD) (Samwald et al.,
2011) is another initiative linking drug data informa-
tion from DrugBank2 and clinical trials resources.
Chem2Bio2RDF (Chen et al., 2010) demonstrates
the potential usage of the above two mentioned RDF
repositories in the field of chemoinformatics.

Among the early users of RDF in elucidating dis-
ease pathophysiology, Shin et al. (2012) demon-

2http://www.drugbank.ca/

strated how RDF can enable systematic querying of
linked heterogenous data to identify common genes
that are differentially regulated by volatile organic
compounds in diseases, pathways, and in a specific
group of patients. Qu et al. (2009) integrated a set
of nine prior knowledge sources to devise a knowl-
edge framework, enabling mechanistic linkage for
drug re-purposing in Systemic Lupus Erythemato-
sus (SLE).

To our knowledge there has been very limited re-
search to use RDF for neurodegenerative diseases.
Lam et al. (2006) made the first attempt to de-
velop an e-Neuroscience data integration frame-
work, AlzPharm (Lam et al., 2007). They ex-
tracted AD-related drug information from Brain-
Pharm3 to be further integrated with manually in-
ferred hypotheses from the scientific literature and
published articles (SWAN4). Using such a model
they demonstrated its usage in clustering AD drugs
based on their molecular targets and to filter publica-
tions (claims and hypotheses) specific to Donepezil
effect on treatment of AD.

Our study aims at harnessing the potential of RDF
as a framework for modeling neurodegenerative dis-
eases by enabling a close, biologically sensitive in-
tegration of multiple data types. The proposed ap-
proach, called NeuroRDF, shows that RDF tech-
nologies are efficient in traversing different knowl-
edge graphs (derived from distinct resources) in an
integrative manner, in order to understand the un-
derlying disease mechanisms better. Such a for-
malised knowledge representation will aid the mech-
anistic elaboration of well discussed hypotheses in
neurodegeneration. Moreover, this framework can
easily be extended to other disease domains.

We believe that to obtain more precise and mean-
ingful results from huge existing data resources, data
quality is of paramount importance. Considerable
effort is required to process and manually curate
huge amounts of data that is required to build such a
knowledge base. Therefore, we propose to construct
the knowledge base specific to a disease than to a
domain. Along these lines, our approach focuses to
build NeuroRDF for Alzheimer’s disease indication.

3http://senselab.med.yale.edu/BrainPharm
4http://www.w3.org/TR/hcls-swan/
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Figure 1: Schematic representation of the overall-
workflow used for building NeuroRDF

The subsequent sections will discuss the strate-
gies we applied to integrate AD-specific literature,
databases, and gene expression information using
RDF (see section 3). We will discuss in section 4 the
results, and challenges faced while extracting and
harmonizing the resources to build the RDF mod-
els. Further, we will demonstrate in section 5 a use
case scenario on how to query different knowledge
graphs to provide more meaningful biological in-
sights into the well established hypotheses of AD
disease mechanisms.

3 Methodology

The developed generic semantic web based work-
flow integrating heterogeneous data resources is out-
lined in Figure 1. This multi-layered model in-
tegrates data from various public resources such
as databases, literature, and gene expression infor-
mation. Harmonization of heterogenous data to
build RDF models was acheived by using several
data/file parsers. The workflow also includes a pre-
processing step to monitor the quality of each in-
coming data type for specificity. The following sub-
sections elaborate each step of the workflow and sec-
tion 4 describes the details of the generated data.

3.1 Data Collection and Resources
This subsection depicts briefly different data re-
sources integrated into NeuroRDF.

Database Derived Knowledge We extracted a
subset of the experimentally confirmed protein-
protein interactions (PPIs), assembled from 21
databases, annotated with human brain regions18, to

generate a brain PPI network representing a nor-
mal physiological state (Bossi and Lehner, 2009)
(Younesi and Hofmann-Apitius, 2013). The cross-
talks between molecular networks could give a hint
on cascade of events participating in a disease aeti-
ology. To uncover these associations between causal
entities, we retrieved pathway information using the
Reactome API5.

Literature Derived Knowledge Data The bridg-
ing factor between researchers and scientific ac-
complishments are published texts, warehoused in
large repositories like PubMed6. In order to har-
vest disease-specific knowledge, we used the named
entity recognition (NER) system ProMiner (Fluck
et al., 2007) and SCAIView7 to retrieve AD specific
articles. These articles were further annotated for
genes/proteins, miRNAs, and relation entity men-
tions. The system has been optimized for recall
to reduce the false negative rate. By applying tri-
occurrence based approaches, we extracted miRNA-
target gene interactions (MTIs) and by using state-
of-the-art machine learning based relation extraction
(RE) system, we captured protein-protein interac-
tions (Bobić et al., 2012). The obtained relations
have been manually filtered for false positives. The
retained PPIs were additionally tagged with brain-
region and experimental validation information, if
available.

Experimentally Validated Knowledge
Microarray-based studies provide massive po-
tential to measure gene expression under different
experimental conditions. We downloaded AD
specific human datasets from GEO8 using a simple
keyword search (“alzheimer”). These datasets
have been manually curated for relevant meta-data
information such as age, phenotype, and tissue. We
identified differentially expressed genes through
SAM (Tusher et al., 2001) in R9 on raw data. The
top 1000 genes of each dataset, ranked based on
their P-value, were used for RDF model generation.

5http://www.reactome.org/
6http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed
7http://www.scaiview.com
8http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/
9http://www.r-project.org
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3.2 Data Curation and Pre-processing

Considering that recall-optimized automated NER
and RE systems were used, the results are prone to
a high false positive rate (FPs) with low precision
(Czarnecki and Shepherd, 2014). Especially when
considering the full text articles, FPs frequency is
higher. It is not straightforward to use these sys-
tems for retrieval of context-specific triples such as
for cell type specificity, disease state, or an indica-
tion. Furthermore, to retain healthy state PPIs that
represent healthy state for humans also involved hu-
man effort.

Applying an automated approach to extract the
meta-data annotations for microarray data such as
age, phenotype, tissue, etc. is limited due to incom-
plete annotations and scattered information. Brazma
(2009) reported that not all the data submitted to
GEO or ArrayExpress10 are MIAME compliant. Al-
though, the published research articles are rich in an-
notations, a large number of experiments have miss-
ing citations (Piwowar and Chapman, 2010), which
have to be be added in a manual process. The guide-
lines for this curation and numbers about the human
effort for building such a gene expression knowl-
edge base will be discussed in a separate publica-
tion.

Thus, to overcome above mentioned challenges
all the data resources are subjected to manual cu-
ration to guarantee the interoperability and the indi-
cation specificity.

3.3 Generation of RDF Model

3.3.1 RDF Data Model

RDF allows the generation of models for pro-
cessed data that exchanges information on the Web
(Klapsing et al., 2001). The “RDF data model”
stores all the relationships between different enti-
ties as triples (subject-predicate-object). In RDF
terminology, the subject, predicate, and the ob-
ject are known as resources and represented by an
unique “Uniform Resource Identifiers (URIs)”, sup-
porting global data exchange. Literals are the val-
ues mapped to these resources. Ontologies, simi-
lar to controlled vocabularies, explicitly describe the
terms with a formal meaning to link the resources.

10http://www.ebi.ac.uk/arrayexpress/

3.3.2 RDF Schemas
We constructed the RDF schemas18 by abiding

the standard RDF graph notation where ellipse rep-
resents Resource, an arrow for Property, and rect-
angle for Literal (see Figure 2 for details). In all
the RDF schemas, we have maintained a common
resource representation for the “Gene”, namespace
adapted from OpenPhacts11. For the namespaces
with no available ontologies, we created a names-
pace, called “SCAI”.

For diseased PPI and MTI models, apart from the
details of interactions, we additionally included ev-
idences from articles and experiments that support
these interactions. Similarly, for healthy PPI schema
we included brain region and literature evidences.
For microarray data, meta-annotation details have
been attached to the sample. For better reasoning,
quantitative values retrieved from statistical analysis
are linked to genes, cf. Figure 218. The RDF schema
encoding the pathway information represents the re-
lations between a gene and all related pathways.

SCAI:Sample 

SCAI:Phenotype 

SCAI:Age 

SCAI:Gender 

SCAI:Organism 

SCAI:Platform 

SCAI:Probe_ID OP:URI_HGNC 

MetaAnalysis 

SCAI:Experiment 

SCAI:Expressionval SCAI:Q-value 

SCAI:Rank 

SCAI:P-value 

SCAI:R-fold 

SC
A

I:
h

as
_a

 
M

G
ED

:h
as

_i
d

 

M
G

ED
:h
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_i

d
 

MGED:has_name 

M
G

ED
:h

as
_d

is
_s

ta
te

 

SCAI:hasExpression SCAI:qvalue MGED:has_id 

“40 yrs” 
rdfs:label 

“M” 

“Homo 
sapiens” 

“GPL96” 

“Diseased” rdfs:label “GSE1297” rdfs:label 

rdfs:label 

rdfs:label 

rdfs:label 

Figure 2: RDF schema for microarray data representation
(ellipse represents Resource, an arrow for Property, and
rectangle for Literal).

3.3.3 Construction, Validation and Storage of
RDF Models

We modeled all the generated schemas in Java us-
ing the Apache Jena API12. Resources, and Prop-
erties are created using the corresponding in-built
methods in the API and with the help of Schema-
gen13. All ontologies used in our models were con-
verted into Java classes.

In order to check for the correctness of our gener-
ated RDF models, we made use of the online service

11http://www.openphacts.org/
12https://jena.apache.org/
13http://jena.apache.org/documentation/tools/schemagen.html
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RDF validator14. Using such a service, we verified
the models using both graph and triples representa-
tion.

Triple stores, such as Virtuoso15, provides an op-
portunity to store individual or integrated RDF mod-
els. Taking advantage of this, we stored all our RDF
models as individual graphs in a single Virtuoso in-
stance. Using the common URI (e.g. “Gene” identi-
fier) as the connecting link between these models, it
is possible to traverse through them integratively.

3.4 Data Mining and Analysis

In RDF, all the stored triples are accessible using a
common query language, SPARQL (SPARQL Pro-
tocol and RDF Query Language)16. We generated a
Java library with embedded SPARQL queries to ask
our endpoint biologically relevant questions. Indi-
vidual model queries have been integrated as nested
queries into one bigger query. Each query uses the
common Gene URI namespace to pass on the re-
sults used to the next nested query. One possibilty
to visualize the query results is the SemScape17 Cy-
toscape plugin showing the return values as (sub-
)graphs again.

4 Results

4.1 Data Collection

A single virtuoso endpoint stores all constructed
RDF models, whose details are described in the fol-
lowing subsections. The healthy PPI RDF model
consists of 7255 genes and 45284 interactions oc-
curring in 15 brain regions. Out of the 45284 PPI
interactions, about 36000 interactions are found to
occur in specific brain regions.

The Alzheimer’s disease PPI RDF network con-
sists of 303 genes and 339 interactions along with
167 in-vitro and two in-vivo literature evidences.

In the literature derived miRNA RDF network,
there are 29 miRNAs participating in 111 relations
with 28 genes.

The generated microarray RDF model consists of
one manually selected GEO experiment (GSE1297),
for incipient AD as an example. In total there are 31

14http://www.w3.org/RDF/Validator/
15http://virtuoso.openlinksw.com/
16http://sparql.org/
17http://apps.cytoscape.org/apps/semscape

samples, 22 disease and nine normal. Among these,
19 samples belong to female and 12 samples to male
donors.

For all the unique genes present in the endpoint,
we derive an additional RDF network for pathway
data from Reactome. Thus, for 151 genes we re-
trieve 280 unique pathways (with genes participat-
ing in more than one pathway).

4.2 Data Curation

Although, we used state-of-the-art relation extrac-
tion system extracted PPIs and MTIs needs man-
ual filtering for context specificity, i.e. occurring in
AD. We observed that only about 10-30% of the ex-
tracted PPIs and MTIs are truly relevant to AD over
several iterations.

For retaining healthy state PPIs from databases,
manual inspection for the specificity to healthy con-
dition tested in certain pre-listed experiments needed
10-15 months of human effort.

Similarly, for microarray data, we invested effort
to automate meta-data information extraction. How-
ever, the meta-data information is scattered in GEO
website, publication, supplementary material, fig-
ures, etc. As a consequence, manual effort of about
30 minutes to 2 hours per experiment (depending on
the availability and number of samples) was needed
to retrieve the relevant information.

4.3 RDF Models

Table 1 summarizes the content of the generated
Triple Store by providing some statistics of all in-
tegrated networks. Uploading and querying these
models were not computationally expensive due to
low set of relations and relatively small file size.

5 Use Case: Discovery of Integrated Data
within Alzheimer’s Disease

Here we report an application demonstrating the us-
age of the integrated data repository for facilitat-
ing data mining and analysis. This example shows
the advantages of using RDF by intuitively query-
ing all integrated data layers, connected by common
namespaces.

A commonly discussed pathophysiological mech-
anism of AD concerns the faulty processing of amy-
loid precursor protein (APP) forming A� plaques,
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Models No. of Triples No. of Entities No. of Properties Size (in MB)

Alzheimer’s Disease PPI 8353 19900 11 0.894
Healthy State PPI 1204194 78852 11 99.102
MTI 667 300 5 0.095
Microarray 609991 155036 16 532.129
Pathway 1069 291 3 0.123

Table 1: Statistics of Virtuoso endpoint containing generated RDF models

leading to neurotoxicity. Over the last 25 years,
molecules designed to target defective amyloid bi-
ology have not been successful in late-phase drug
trials (Golde et al., 2011). Thus, calling for a
deeper understanding of the in-direct A� accumu-
lation mechanism. A set of filters, expressed as bio-
logical conditions, have been defined to focus on the
genes underlying APP related mechanisms through
convergence of different data layers:

• Common to healthy and diseased state so as to
derive mechanistic interpretations significant to
both states

• Targeted by at least one miRNA, due to its im-
plication in post-transcription modulation

• Up or down-regulated in human gene expres-
sion studies

• At least one of its first neighbor being differ-
entially expressed in specific brain region, to
determine local neighborhood cohesiveness

• Participating in pathways that are linked to neu-
rodegeneration

Box 1 is an example SPARQL query syntax used
to obtain common genes between healthy and AD-
PPI networks. Similar querying has been applied to
build a system of faceted searches to combine the
above-defined conditions. The query in Box 1 re-
sulted in 230 intersecting genes and by further fil-
tering for genes targeted by miRNAs, we obtained
13 genes. For each of these 13 genes, we queried
the microarray data to extract the fold change val-
ues. Only APP and LRP1 genes were dysregu-
lated in the selected microarray data. APP, BACE1,
MAPK3, LRP1, and CASP3 directly interact with
genes that are differentially expressed. The details
of the quantitative values calculated are given in Ta-
ble 2. The retrieved pathways18 show involvement

SELECT&COUNT&(DISTINCT(?Gene3))&?Gene2&WHERE&{&
&GRAPH &&<h<p://localhost:8890/Healthy_PPI>&{&
& &?Gene&<h<p://purl.uniprot.org/core/encodedBy>&?p&}&.&
&GRAPH&<h<p://localhost:8890/Diseased_PPI>&{&
& &?Gene2&<h<p://purl.uniprot.org/core/encodedBy>&?p1&}&.&
&GRAPH&<h<p://localhost:8890/Diseased_PPI>&{&
& &?Int&<h<p://purl.uniprot.org/core/parUcipant>&?p1&&.&
& &?Int&<h<p://purl.uniprot.org/core/parUcipant>&?p2&&.&
& &?Gene3&<h<p://purl.uniprot.org/core/encodedBy>&?p2&.&
&FILTER&(!(?p1=?p2))&
&}&
& &FILTER&(?Gene=?Gene2)&

}&

Box 1: SPARQL query syntax to retrieve intersecting
genes between healthy and AD network

of these genes in neurodegeneration. Further, we
created a sub-network for these genes listed in Ta-
ble 2.

Interestingly, we identified two sub-networks
that provide new direction for investigation in AD
pathology (cf. Figure 3). Inspecting for literature ev-
idences18, we observed one publication for the first
trio (PRNP-APP-BACE1) and none for the second
trio (LRP1-APP-SHC1) in AD within human con-
text (cf. Figure 3). However, there are additional ev-
idences in other species and cell lines for these two
trios. It is reported that binding of tyrosine phos-
phorylated LRP1 to SHC1 transfers the SHC1 to the
plasma membrane for undergoing phosphorylation
and thereby activating Ras, which is a possible cause
of AD onset (Woldt et al., 2011). On the other hand,
it is shown that the PRNP gene modulates the APP
through post-translational modification and inhibi-
tion of the BACE1, possibly causing amyloid- neu-
rotoxicity (Lewis et al., 2012).

Thus, showing the advantage of such a proposed

18Detailed information available as supplementary file.
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Intersecting
Gene
Symbols

#miRNAs
Targeting

Fold
Change

Differentially
Expressed
First Neighbors

APP 18 1.13 MMP2, SHC1,
PRNP, NUCB1,
LRP1, MMP14,
PLD1, NCL

BACE1 9 - PRNP, APP
MAPK3 1 - STAT1
LRP1 1 1.32 SHC1, APP
CASP3 1 - TARDBP, APP

Table 2: Statistics of final list of genes derived from the
SPARQL queries

methodology for deriving new knowledge from ex-
isting data. As a result, we can speculate new mech-
anisms involved in complex diseases.

PRNP$
22(19)$

0(0)$

10(10)$
BACE1$

APP$

LRP1$

SHC1$

71(65)$

1(1)$

309(279)$

8(1)$ 1(0)$

Figure 3: Extracted subnetworks with literature statistics
(numbers represent count of articles supporting the inter-
action, in brackets are count of articles specific to human)

6 Conclusion and Future Work

The proposed integrative approach takes advantage
of the well-known and highly accepted RDF tech-
nology to integrate data from various sources within
a specific indication area. From our perspective it
is necessary to focus on one indication or at least
a group of indications to build such a knowledge
base for precise modeling and analysis due to the
high curation effort one has to spend in order to
reach the necessary detail level. We showed how
to harmonize three major heterogeneous resources
(databases, gene expression, and literature) used in
the research area to generate hypotheses for underly-
ing disease mechanisms. This approach supports the
tackling of ever-growing data without compromis-
ing over quality. Furthermore, new data resources
can be included without altering the overall frame-
work. The usage of well-accepted ontologies pro-

vide the advantage for further integration of external
resources and databases (e.g. federated queries).

However, we are aware of several limitations of
the presented method itself but also of the data
used. One open point is the amendment of the RDF
schema in order to improve the interoperability of
the models and to expand the provided information.
Furthermore, we would like to (semi-)automatically
update the knowledge base and expand the net-
works with new incoming data. Additionally, dis-
ease modeling specific ontologies are required for
such a framework. Another future goal is to work
on the quality and the completeness of the underly-
ing data resources. For example, we want to harvest
full text for MTIs and robust integration of the all
relevant (irrespective of the platforms) microarray
experiments with stage-specific information. Inclu-
sion of next generation sequencing, proteomics, and
SNP data could enhance the quality and specificity
of derived hypotheses. The presented methodology,
if further optimized, is also capable of automating
computer-aided translation of imaging information
for personalized diagnosis and prognosis.

We would like to conclude that integrative ap-
proaches using RDF are powerful techniques to
locate biologically meaningful sub-networks from
highly heterogeneous and voluminous data within a
well-defined indication area.
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Abstract 

With the rapid growth of biomedical litera-
ture, automated methods for assigning index-
ing terms to textual documents have received 
a growing interest. While many efforts have 
been done towards this direction, it remains a 
real challenge. Moreover, the issue is even 
more complicated since full text is not always 
freely available. In this paper, we propose a k-
nearest neighbors (k-NN) based approach 
which only uses titles and abstracts of a large 
collection of documents for proposing indexes 
for their full text. We explore the TF-IDF 
weighting scheme for document neighbors’ 
retrieval and then investigate several learning 
methods for annotating documents. Experi-
mental evaluation performed on a standard da-
taset shows that the proposed method achieves 
good performance compared with the current 
state-of-the-art methods, reaching a competi-
tive F-measure of 0.53%.  

1 Introduction 

The amount of biomedical information is growing 
rapidly with an abundant production of digital 
documents (biomedical papers, medical reports, 
patient discharge summaries, etc.) in the domain. 
Furthermore, this information is generally ex-
pressed in natural language and so in an unstruc-
tured form (under textual format), which makes 
difficult its automated processing. In addition, with 
their growing volume, effective access to useful 
information among this large amount of data is 
necessary. To do so, a suitable representation of 
the information present in these textual documents 
is crucial. Controlled vocabularies, such as the 
Medical Subject Heading (MeSH) thesaurus, are 

widely used to index biomedical texts (Trieschnigg 
et al., 2009) and thus to facilitate access to useful 
information (Díaz-Galiano et al., 2009; Azcárate et 
al., 2012). The use of these external resources is 
very important for analyzing biomedical texts and 
has received a growing interest for improving in-
formation retrieval performance. As regards con-
ceptual indexing, concepts defined in thesauri or 
ontologies are often used to annotate documents. 
The MeSH thesaurus is a well-known example 
which is used for indexing Medline citations. In-
deed, the latter are indexed manually by the Na-
tional Library of Medicine (NLM) curators using 
the MeSH descriptors. Although the task of anno-
tators is now facilitated by a semi-automatic meth-
od (Aronson et al., 2004), the rapid growth of bio-
medical literature makes manual-based indexing 
approach complex and time-consuming (Huang et 
al., 2011). Thus, fully automated indexing ap-
proaches seem to be essential. While many efforts 
have been done in this direction, indexing biomed-
ical texts according to specific segments of these 
texts, such as their title and abstract, remains a real 
challenge (Tsatsaronis et al., 2012). 

In this paper, we propose a k-NN based ap-
proach for extracting and selecting relevant MeSH 
descriptors from the titles and abstracts of a large 
collection of online scientific articles in order to 
index their full texts. The principle of the k-NN 
based approach is to consider the set of concepts 
(MeSH descriptors, in this case) assigned manually 
to the k most similar documents (training set) of 
the document to be indexed. Then, these concepts 
are ordered by their relevance score so that the 
more relevant are used to index the document. In a 
previous work (Huang et al., 2011), authors noted 
that over 85% of MeSH descriptors relevant for 
indexing a given document are contained in its 20 
nearest neighbors. This seems to better represent 
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the documents rather than what can be found in 
their title and abstract solely. 

First, we have developed a method to determine 
similar documents by combining unigram and bi-
gram models with the TF.IDF (term frequency – 
inverse document frequency) weighting scheme. 
This latter is used for retrieving the document 
neighbors. Then, we have investigated different 
types of features and several learning methods to 
improve document indexing using the k-nearest 
neighbors’ algorithm. Our work is related to named 
entity recognition because we identify entry terms 
of the descriptors in the text. However, our purpose 
is different in the sense that we use only titles and 
abstracts of a large collection of documents in or-
der to predict relevant entities for indexing their 
full text thanks to the exploitation of neighboring 
documents through a k-NN based approach. These 
relevant documents could be used later in an In-
formation Retrieval (IR) system. This is a very 
challenging task, which motivated the recent 
launch of the BioASQ large-scale biomedical se-
mantic indexing and question answering chal-
lenge1. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. 
First, related work concerning biomedical indexing 
and, more generally, multi-label classification is 
presented in Section 2. Then, the proposed k-NN 
based method is described. In Section 4, the exper-
iments are presented while the results are discussed 
in Section 5. Conclusion and future work are final-
ly drawn in Section 6. 

2 Related work 

Classical IR methods, which use generally bags of 
words, present some limitations (Fernández et al., 
2011). To address these limitations, knowledge-
based approaches, which bring some semantics to 
the process, are increasingly used. These semantic 
approaches are often based on resources like the-
sauri or ontologies (Diallo et al., 2006) and aim at 
indexing documents with concepts that describe 
their contents. For indexing textual documents, 
different approaches have been proposed in the 
literature: pattern-based methods, machine learning 
based methods (Jiang et al., 2012) as well as hy-

1 http://bioasq.lip6.fr/ 
2 Labels are categories used to index documents 

brid methods which combine both (Xu et al., 
2012). 

The pattern-based approaches often rely on lin-
guistic patterns automatically discovered or manu-
ally defined to find concepts (or terms) appearing 
in a document. In particular, the MTI (Aronson et 
al., 2004) is one of the first attempts to index bio-
medical documents (Medline articles) using con-
trolled vocabularies. To map biomedical text to 
concepts from the UMLS Metathesaurus, they used 
the well-known concept mapper MetaMap and 
combined its results with the PubMed Related Ci-
tations algorithm (Lin and Wilbur, 2007). The 
combination of these methods results in a list of 
UMLS concepts which is then filtered and recom-
mended to human experts for indexing citations. 
Recently, the MTI was extended with various fil-
tering techniques and machine learning algorithms 
in order to improve its performance. Ruch (2006) 
has designed a data independent hybrid system for 
the automatic annotation of medical texts.  The 
first module is based on regular expressions to map 
texts to concepts while the second is based on a 
Vector Space Model (VSM) (Salton et al., 1975) 
considering the vocabulary concepts as documents 
and documents as queries. Then, the rankers of the 
two components are merged to produce a final 
ranked list of concepts with their corresponding 
weight. The results showed that this method 
reached good performance, comparable to machine 
learning based approaches. One limitation of this 
system is that it may return MeSH terms which 
match partially the text (Trieschnigg et al., 2009). 

The machine learning based approaches, 
meanwhile, learn a model from a training set con-
stituted of already indexed documents and then use 
it to classify new documents. Trieschnigg et al. 
(2009) have presented a comparative study of six 
systems which aim at classifying medical docu-
ments using the MeSH thesaurus. In their experi-
ments, they showed that the k-NN method outper-
forms the others, including the MTI and the ap-
proach developed in (Ruch, 2006). In their work, 
the k-NN classifier uses a language model to re-
trieve documents similar to a given document. The 
relevance of MeSH descriptors is calculated by 
summing the retrieval scores of documents indexed 
by these descriptors among the document neigh-
bors. Another k-NN based approach has been pro-
posed in (Huang et al., 2011). A learning-to-rank 
model is used to compute relevance scores and 
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then to rank candidate labels2. Experiments on two 
small standard datasets showed that this method 
achieves better performances than the MTI. 

In (Dinh et al., 2013), authors explore a set of 
factors that affect the effectiveness of biomedical 
document indexing. They proposed a multi-
terminology based concept extraction method us-
ing voting techniques. An approximate concept 
extraction method is used for identifying concepts 
in documents with their associated relevance 
scores using each terminology. Then, voting tech-
niques are used to merge lists of concepts obtained 
with the different terminologies and to select the 
best concepts. They have shown that their multi-
terminology indexing approach improved signifi-
cantly the performance of IR in the biomedical 
domain.  

On the other hand, indexing biomedical docu-
ments where each document of the dataset is as-
signed one or several categories (also called labels) 
can be considered as a multi-label classification 
task. Multi-label classification (MLC) is increas-
ingly studied and especially in text classification 
(Tsoumakas et al., 2010). Several methods have 
been developed to deal with this task (Cherman et 
al., 2011; Spyromitros et al., 2008), which can be 
categorized into two main approaches (Tsoumakas 
et al., 2010): the problem transformation approach 
(Read et al., 2011) and the algorithm adaptation 
approach (Zhang and Zhou, 2007; Spyromitros et 
al., 2008; Tsoumakas and Katakis, 2007). The 
problem transformation approach splits up a multi-
label learning problem into a set of single-label 
classification problems whereas the algorithm ad-
aptation approach adjusts learning algorithms to 
perform MLC. 

In MLC, the k-NN based approach is widely 
used. This approach was proven efficient for MLC 
in terms of simplicity, time complexity, computa-
tion cost and performance (Spyromitros et al., 
2008). Zhang and Zhou (2007) proposed a ML-
KNN (for Multi-Label k-NN) method which ex-
tends the traditional k-NN algorithm and uses the 
maximum a posteriori principle to determine rele-
vant labels of an unseen instance. For an instance t, 
the ML-KNN identifies its neighbors and estimates 
respectively the probabilities that t has and has not 
a label l based on the training set, for each label l. 

                                                           
2 Labels are categories used to index documents 

Then, it combines these probabilities with the 
number of neighbors of t having l as a category to 
compute the confidence score of l. Spyromitros et 
al. (2008) propose a similar method, named BR-
KNN (for Binary Relevance k-NN), and two ex-
tensions of classical MLC. The proposed approach 
is an adaptation of the k-NN algorithm using Bina-
ry Relevance method which trains a binary classi-
fier for each label. Confidence scores for each la-
bel are computed using the number of neighbors 
among the k neighbors that include this label. In 
addition, an empirical evaluation of these methods 
was investigated. In (Madjarov et al., 2012), an 
experimental comparison of several multi-label 
learning methods is presented. In this work, differ-
ent approaches were investigated using various 
evaluation measures and datasets from different 
application domains. Other recent works address 
MLC with large number of labels (Bi and Kwok, 
2013). Indeed, in many applications, the number of 
labels used to categorize instances is generally 
very large. For example, in the biomedical domain, 
the MeSH thesaurus consisting of thousands de-
scriptors is often used to annotate documents. This 
large number of descriptors can affect the effec-
tiveness and performance of multi-label models. 
To address this issue, a label selection based on 
randomized sampling is performed. 
In the following section, we describe our k-NN 
based approach and experiment the proposed 
method for indexing biomedical texts. 

3 Method 

In this work, we propose a biomedical text index-
ing method which consists of two steps: i) k-
nearest neighbors’ identification; and ii) document 
classification.   

3.1 K-nearest neighbors’ retrieval 

For each document, we first retrieve its k-NN from 
a large dataset annotated previously. For this, we 
exploit approaches which are based on common 
words between documents to estimate their simi-
larity (Lin and Wilbur, 2007; Huang et al., 2011). 
In our work, we determine the similarity degree of 
a target document with others within the collection 
according to the cosine measure. This measure is 
commonly used in text classification and infor-
mation retrieval within the VSM. The unigrams 
and bigrams are used in this work to represent the 
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documents. The principle of the VSM is to repre-
sent documents by vectors whose components are 
the weights of n-grams (unigrams and bigrams) 
and then to compute the cosine of these weighted 
vectors to determine the documents’ similarity. 
The TF-IDF weighting scheme is used in this 
method. Formally, let C = {D1,...,Dn} be a collec-
tion of n documents, and T = {t1,...,tm} the set of 
the m distinct n-grams occurring in the collection 
C,  a document Di is thus represented by a multi-
dimensional vector : 
         V(Di) = {wi1, …, wim} 
where wij is the TF.IDF of the n-gram tj in the doc-
ument Di. 
For two given documents Di and Dj represented 
respectively by the weighted vectors V(Di) and 
V(Dj), their cosine similarity is defined by: 

    (     )   
 (  )   (  )
| (  )|| (  )|

(1) 

where V(Di) · V(Dj) is the scalar product of the 
vectors V(Di) and V(Dj), and |V(Di)| and |V(Dj)| 
their respective norms. 

To sum up, our method consists of: i) tokeniza-
tion and removal of stop words in titles and ab-
stracts; ii) from these preprocessed texts, all the 
unigrams and bigrams are extracted and stemmed; 
iii) these extracted n-grams are used with their
associated TF-IDF to build the document vectors 
and thereby to determine the similar documents; 
iv) for each document, its k most similar docu-
ments are recovered. 

3.2 Classification of documents 

3.2.1 Principle 
For a given document, once its k-NNs are re-
trieved, all categories assigned to these documents 
are gathered in order to constitute a candidate cate-
gories’ set likely to index this document. As this 
can be seen as a classification problem, we have 
used learning techniques to classify these catego-
ries. Simple classifiers are used to determine the 
categories relevant for indexing a document. The 
labels are then ranked according to their relevance 
and the top N most relevant labels are selected, 
where N is fixed empirically. We have investigated 
different techniques to determine the optimal value 
of N. First, we have set N to the number of labels 

having a relevance score greater than or equal to 
0.5. We have also set N to the average size of the 
labels’ sets collected from the k-NN, like in (Spy-
romitros et al., 2008). Thirdly, we have explored 
the use of an alternative method to determine the 
number of labels for each document described in 
the first BioASQ challenge (Yuqing Mao and 
Zhiyong Lu, 2013). 

To build a classifier, a training set consisting of 
documents with their associated labels has been 
constituted. For each document in the training set, 
its k-NN are retrieved and their associated labels 
are collected (a list of labels are manually assigned 
to each document). Each label in this collected set 
is considered as an instance for the training. There-
after, this labeled training set is used to build the 
classifier. We have experimented different classifi-
cation methods: Naïve Bayes (NB), Decision Trees 
(DT), Neural Network (NN), and Random Forest 
(RF) classifiers.  

To annotate a given document, the labels col-
lected from its neighbors are represented as the 
training ones described above and the trained mod-
el is then used to estimate the relevance score of 
each label. Indeed, the model computes, for each 
label, its probabilities to be relevant and to be irrel-
evant, and these probability measures are then used 
to determine its relevance score and therefore to 
rank candidate labels according to their corre-
sponding scores. 

3.2.2  Features extraction 
For determining its relevance, each label is repre-
sented by a vector of features. In the training step, 
its class is set to 1 if the label is assigned to the 
target document or 0 otherwise. In the predicting 
step, the model uses the label features to estimate 
this confidence score. Different types of features 
have been defined based on related work. 

For each candidate label, the first feature is the 
number of neighbors in which it is present. For 
each candidate label of the target document, the 
similarity scores of the k nearest documents that 
are assigned this label are summed and used as a 
feature. Formally, like in (Spyromitros et al., 
2008), let Lj, j=1…n, be the candidate labels’ set of 
a new document D, and Di, i=1…k its neighbors. 
The values of features 1 and 2 of the label Lj are 
respectively: 
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where the binary function Contain(Di, Lj) outputs 1 if 
the document Di contains the label Lj and 0 otherwise; 
and Sim(Di, D) is the similarity score between Di and D 
as described in 3.1. 

For each candidate label, we verify whether all 
its constituent tokens appear in the whole docu-
ment and consider it as the third feature. This bina-
ry feature captures disjoint terms (terms constituted 
of disjoint words) which are frequent in the medi-
cal texts to be processed. 

We also computed two other features using 
term synonyms. Indeed, for indexing the biomedi-
cal documents, the MeSH thesaurus is used. The 
latter is composed of a set of descriptors (called 
also main headings) organized into a hierarchical 
structure. Each descriptor includes synonyms and 
related terms which are known as its entry terms. 
Hence, for each descriptor, we verify whether one 
of its entry appears in the document. If this is the 
case, the fourth binary feature is set to 1 and the 
descriptor frequency is computed as a value of the 
fifth feature, otherwise the two features are set to 
0. 

Finally, another feature is used to verify wheth-
er a candidate label is contained in the document 
title. Our assumption is that if a label is found in 
the title, this should boost its importance to repre-
sent this document.  

4 Experiments 

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of our meth-
od, we have performed two different experiments: 
one with the official BioASQ challenge dataset 
provided by the organizers and a derived one from 
the latter, as described below. 

4.1 Datasets 
The BioASQ organizers provided a collection of 
over 4 million documents (constituted by titles and 
abstracts only) of specific journals in the task 2a of 
this challenge (Tsatsaronis et al., 2012). It consists 
of manually annotated articles extracted from 

PubMed. For the k-NN retrieval, we used a dataset 
consisting of all articles of this collection pub-
lished since 2000 (2,268,724 documents). The or-
ganizers of the BioASQ challenge then provided 
sets of PubMed articles not yet annotated which 
are regarded as test sets to evaluate the participat-
ing systems. Participants were asked to classify 
these test datasets using the MeSH thesaurus. The-
se test documents were then annotated by the 
PubMed curators for evaluating the results provid-
ed by the participating systems. 

For the second experiment, from the previous 
dataset, we extracted all articles published since 
2013 (133,770 documents) in which 20,000 ran-
domly selected documents were used for training 
the classifiers and one thousand as a test set (avail-
able in http://lesim.isped.u-bordeaux2.fr/data). The 
same training set was also used in the first experi-
ment. Like in the training dataset, each document 
in the test set is assigned a set of labels. These 
manually assigned labels are used to evaluate our 
results. 

4.2 Evaluation measures 
Indexing biomedical documents is considered here 
as a MLC problem. Instead of one class label, each 
document is assigned a list of labels. Thus, we 
used the following measures to evaluate our meth-
od: a) example based precision (EBP), b) example 
based recall (EBR) and c) example based F-
measure (EBF) (Tsoumakas et al., 2010). These 
measures are computed as follows. Let Yi be the 
set of true labels (labels manually assigned to the 
documents), Zi the set of predicted labels and m the 
size of the test set. 

     ∑|     |
|  |  
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4.3 Results 

First, we present the results obtained in the task 
2a of the BioASQ challenge. For this, we report 
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results of batch 3 for only the three measures de-
scribed in section 4.2 (different methods were used 
for the two first batches but we choose to only pre-
sent the batch for which our approach obtained the 
best results). Table 1 shows the results of our 
method and the one which obtained the highest 
measures in the different tests of the batch 3. In 
tests 2 and 5, our best system uses a Naïve Bayes 
classifier and selects only labels having a confi-
dence score greater than or equal to 0.5 while in 
the others, the best system sets N to the average 
size of the neighbors. In most cases, using the av-
erage size yielded better or similar results than the 
others. In the challenge, we did not use the auto-
matic method to fix the number of labels as de-
scribed in (Yuqing Mao and Zhiyong Lu, 2013) 
but in the second experiment, this technique has 
been explored. 
Secondly, we evaluated our approach with differ-
ent configurations in the test set described above 
and compared the achieved performances. Thus, 
we tested combinations of different classifiers with 
different techniques for determining the number of 
labels for a given document. The evaluation of 
configurations with the two better classifiers in our 
experiment, Naive Bayes (NB) and Random Forest 
(RF), are presented in Tables 2, 3 and 4. The pa-
rameter k is empirically set to 25 using cross-
validation. 

Table 1: Results of our system and the best ones in 
the different tests of the batch 3. Size is the number 
of document in the test 
Test Size System EBP EBR EBF 

test 1 2,961 Ours 0.55 0.48 0.49 
Best 0.59 0.62 0.58 

test 2 5,612 Ours 0.52 0.50 0.48 
Best 0.62 0.60 0.60 

test 3 2,698 Ours 0.55 0.49 0.49 
Best 0.64 0.63 0.62 

test 4 2,982 Ours 0.49 0.55 0.49 
Best 0.63 0.62 0.62 

test 5 2,697 Ours 0.50 0.53 0.48 
Best 0.64 0.61 0.61 

Table 2: Results according to the classifier using 0.5 as 
the minimal confidence score threshold 

Classifier EBP EBR EBF 
NB 0.58 0.49 0.49 
RF 0.74 0.34 0.43 

Table 3: Results according to the classifier using the 
average size 

Classifier EBP EBR EBF 
NB 0.51 0.54 0.51 
RF 0.52 0.54 0.52 

Table 4: Results regarding the classifier using the cut-
off method 

Classifier EBP EBR EBF 
NB 0.56 0.52 0.51 
RF 0.61 0.52 0.53 

When the minimal score threshold is used, the pre-
cision often increases significantly, mainly with 
the RF classifier but the recall is lower (table 2). 
Regarding the average size technique, it yields a 
good recall but the precision decreases slightly 
(table 3). In this case, the results of both classifiers 
are similar but the RF one slightly outperforms the 
NB classifier. The best results are achieved with 
the cut-off method which balances both precision 
and recall, and yields the best F-Measure. Except 
for the minimum threshold technique (table 2) 
where the NB classifier results are better, the best 
F-Measure was achieved with the RF classifier 
(tables 3 and 4). The DT and NN classifiers have 
been investigated but their results are less interest-
ing. The former yielded worse results while the 
latter performed very slowly and got results com-
parable to the RF ones. 

5 Discussion 

Our experiments show that the proposed approach 
is promising for medical documents classification. 
Among the classification systems presented in 
(Trieschnigg et al., 2009), the k-NN one yielded 
the best results. When comparing our method with 
the latter, we use more advanced features to deter-
mine the relevance of a candidate label. Indeed, 
Trieschnigg and his colleagues determine the rele-
vance of a label by summing the retrieval scores of 
the k neighbor documents that are assigned to the 
label. In our method, this sum is only considered as 
one feature among others for determining the con-
fidence scores of labels. While the results of our 
method did not outperform the MTI system (Mork 
et al., 2013) which is currently used by the NLM 
indexers, it got satisfying and comparable results 
which, need to be improved (0.53 against 0.56 of 
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F-measure). A direct comparison with the method 
proposed in (Huang et al., 2011) is not simple 
since the authors used an old collection different 
from the BioASQ official datasets which are recent 
and annotated with the new (2014) MeSH de-
scriptors. As their experiment, when our method is 
evaluated on 1000 randomly selected documents, it 
outperforms this method (0.53 against 0.50 for the 
F-measure). But a comparison with their recent 
results in the first challenge (Yuqing Mao and 
Zhiyong Lu, 2013) where they integrate the MTI 
outputs, their systems performed slightly better 
than ours (F-measure of 0.55 against 0.53). Com-
pared with two approaches proposed in (Zhu et al., 
2013), one based on the MetaMap (Aronson and 
Lang, 2010) tool and another using IR techniques, 
our method got better results (0.53 against 0.42 for 
the F-measure). Our approach outperforms also the 
hierarchical text categorization approach proposed 
in (Ribadas-Pena et al., 2013). For our participa-
tion in the challenge, the NB classifier was com-
bined to the average size of neighbor’s technique 
to determine relevant descriptors for a given doc-
ument. In the second experiment, we noted, how-
ever, that a combination of RF with the cut-off 
technique proposed in (Yuqing Mao and Zhiyong 
Lu, 2013) yielded better results. In addition, we did 
not use any specific filtering rules like the MTI to 
improve our performances. This makes our ap-
proach generic and its reuse in other domains easi-
er. For the k-NN retrieval, we have investigated the 
cosine similarity which is widely used in IR. It 
should be interesting to investigate the combina-
tion of this measure with domain knowledge to 
overcome the limitation of similarity computation 
based only on common words. 

6 Conclusion 

In this paper, we presented a k-NN based approach 
for improving the classification of large collection 
of biomedical documents. The cosine measure was 
used with the TF.IDF weighting method to com-
pute similarity between documents and therefore to 
find the nearest neighbors for a given document. 
Simple classification methods permitted then to 
determine the most relevant labels for each docu-
ment. We have investigated an important feature of 
the classification problem; the decision boundary 
which permits to determine the relevant label(s) for 
a target document. Thus, instead of using voting 

techniques like in the classical k-NN algorithm, 
machine learning methods were used to classify 
documents. Another interesting factor is the pa-
rameter k that we have empirically set to 25 using 
cross-validation. Note that using the RF classifier 
with the cut-off method yielded the best results in 
our experiments. We also note that this proposed 
approach achieved encouraging performance com-
pared with existing methods. 

For indexing purpose, the representation of 
documents as bags of words is limited since simi-
larity between the latter is only based on the words 
they share. Therefore, we plan to use a wider do-
main knowledge like the UMLS Metathesaurus in 
the computation of similarity between documents 
(exploitation of synonyms and relations) and thus 
to overcome this limitation. Other features and 
similarity measures will be studied to improve the 
performance of our method. 
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Abstract

Text mining community in the biomedical do-
main are targeting more event types, but the
cost of manual annotation for each new event
type, which is required for supervised learning
systems, hinders the progress. To reduce the
amount of required annotations, we propose
a novel active learning method for ontological
event extraction. Our method can significantly
reduce the amount of annotated corpora to sat-
urate event extraction performance, compared
to random selection of corpora for annotation,
which is the common practice, and previous
active learning methods for corpus selection.
We tested the methods using the TEES event
extraction system against the BioNLP Shared
Tasks datasets, showing that our method can
help the system achieve its previously reported
performance only with 60%-70% of the origi-
nal training data.

1 Introduction

The most common framework of information ex-
traction systems is supervised learning, which re-
quires training data that are annotated with infor-
mation to be extracted. In the biomedical informa-
tion extraction, such training data are usually manu-
ally annotated, where the annotation process is time-
consuming and expensive. On the other hand, recent
research efforts are extending from protein-protein
interactions (PPI) (Hirschman et al., 2005) to more
complicated biological events, which are defined in
ontologies (Kim et al., 2011a). However, the manual
annotation cost hinders the progress. There is thus
the need of reducing the amount of training data that

is required for event extraction systems to reach per-
formance saturation point. To address this need, we
propose a novel active learning method that selects
‘informative’ data to maximise system performance.

Active learning (Settles, 2012) is to choose ‘most
informative’ documents for manual annotation. It
has been studied in many research areas in natu-
ral language processing, such as word sense disam-
biguation (Chen et al., 2013), named entity recog-
nition (Tomanek and Hahn, 2009a; Tomanek and
Hahn, 2009b; Tomanek and Hahn, 2010), speech
summarization (Zhang and Yuan, 2014) and senti-
ment classification . In the biomedical information
extraction, it has been applied to the task of extract-
ing PPIs (Cui et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2012), where
the ‘informativity’ of a document is measured based
on whether the document contains any expression of
PPI or not.

In our work, the goal is to find documents that
‘most informatively’ express event concepts of a
given ontology, which involves the following issues:

1. An ontology may have multiple event concepts,
and a sentence may express multiple concepts
in different parts. We thus consider the ‘infor-
mativity’ of a document as collective likelihood
of containing individual concepts, ignoring the
locations of the concept expressions in the doc-
ument.

2. The manual annotation process can be progres-
sive, and if an event extraction system trained
on earlier annotations can extract an event con-
cept from a new document, the document is no
longer ‘informative’ about that concept. The
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‘informativity’ is thus limited to those events
unrecognizable by the event extraction system
of our interest, in order to avoid overfitting.

3. An ontology has a hierarchical structure. We
also propose a method that considers the hier-
archical structure.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 de-
scribes the related work. In Section 3 we discuss the
method and algorithm, followed by the experiment
results and discussions in Section 4. Finally, Section
5 concludes this paper.

2 Related Work

2.1 Active Learning

In biomedical information extraction, some re-
searchers have applied active learning to the extrac-
tion of PPIs. For instance, (Cui et al., 2009) pro-
posed an uncertainty sampling-based approach of
active learning, and (Zhang et al., 2012) proposed
maximum uncertainty based and density based sam-
ple selection strategies. However, the extraction of
PPI is a simple task, while recent biomedical event
and relation extraction tasks (Kim et al., 2009) are
much more complicated. In this paper, we propose
an active learning method for extracting complex
events.

As for the sample selection in active learning,
its existing works can be roughly classified into
two approaches: committee-based approach (Seung
et al., 1992) and certainty-based approach (Lewis
and Catlett, 1994). In committee-based approach,
a committee of classifiers are maintained and doc-
uments whose classifications have the greatest dis-
agreements among the classifiers are selected out
and passed to external human experts for annotation.
The certainty-based approach is to label the most un-
certain samples by using uncertainty schemes such
as entropy (Fu et al., 2013).

Due to the lack of many classifiers for the event
extraction tasks of our interests, we follow the
certainty-based approach. Our approach is based on
an event extraction system and a language model for
predicting ontology concepts, and considers a docu-
ment as uncertain about an event concept if the sys-
tem and the model disagree on the presence of the

concept in the document. Particularly, when the lan-
guage model predicts that a document expresses an
event concept, but the system cannot extract any in-
stance of the concept from the document possibly
due to the lack of training data about the concept,
we pass this document to human experts to check if
the document expresses the concept or not.

2.2 BioNLP-ST datasets and event extraction
system

The BioNLP shared tasks (BioNLP-ST) were orga-
nized to track the progress of information extraction
in the biomedical text mining. In this paper, we used
the datasets of two tasks, namely GRO’13 (Gene
Regulation Ontology) and CG’13 (Cancer Genet-
ics). Each corpus was manually annotated with an
underlying ontology, whose number of concepts and
hierarchy are different from the others. Those differ-
ences in the underlying ontologies bring about dif-
ference in the results of our experiments as shown in
Section 4. A comparison between the two is given
in Table 1.

Task Number
of on-
tology
concepts

Ontology
depth

Corpus
size (ab-
stracts)

GRO’13 507 7 300
CG’13 18 2 400

Table 1: Summary of task datasets

In this study, we propose a novel active learning
method and test it against the two datasets above,
using the state of the art biomedical event extraction
system, namely the Turku Event Extraction System
(TEES) (Björne et al., 2011). The TEES is based
on SVM and was the only system that participated
in all the tasks of BioNLP-ST’13, showing the best
performance in many tasks (Björne et al., 2012).

3 Method

The tasks of our interests are to annotate all relevant
concepts and relations from given ontologies on spe-
cific spans of text (Kim et al., 2011b). To simplify
the problem, our proposed method of active learning
does not locate the exact text spans that express on-
tology concepts/relations, but checks if a document
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as a whole expresses any concept/relation.
As explained above, our approach is based on a

language model, which measures the probability of
the presence of an ontology concept in a document,
and an event extraction system (i.e. TEES), which
automatically extracts events of ontology concepts
from a document. We assume that if the TEES can
annotate a concept on a document, the document is
not informative for the system to be further trained
about the concept. Our method thus ignores the con-
cepts that the TEES can annotate on a document,
even if the document is likely to express the con-
cepts according to the language model. Figure 1 de-
picts the workflow of the proposed method.

Document (D) Concept/relation (C)

Does TEES 
annotate C on D?

D is informative 
for C

Unlabeled corpus Ontology

No Yes

Is D likely to 
express C?

Yes No

D is not 
informative for C

Figure 1: Overview of proposed active learning method

Our method works iteratively as follows: We train
the TEES and build a language model based on an
initial training dataset. We measure the informativ-
ity of each unlabelled document for an ontology and
choose the top documents as feed for manual anno-
tation and for retraining the TEES and rebuilding the
language model. We then update the informativity
of unlabelled documents using the retrained systems
and continue to increase the training data size until

the system performance is saturated.
During each iteration of active learning, we mea-

sure the informativity score of a document at the
sentence level, that is, the sum of the informativity
scores of all the sentences in the document. For each
sentence (Sk), we measure its informativity score
I(Sk) in two dimensions: the ontology event con-
cepts (Ei) and relations (Rj), as expressed in (1).

I(Sk) =
Ei∈Sk!

P (Ei|Sk) +

Rj∈Sk!
P (Rj |Sk) (1)

The conditional probability in (1) is estimated us-
ing the Bayes’ theorem as shown in formula (2) and
(3).

P (Ei|Sk) =
P (Ei)P (Sk|Ei)

P (Sk)
(2)

P (Rj |Sk) =
P (Rj)P (Sk|Rj)

P (Sk)
(3)

We decompose a sentence in two ways: n-grams
(NG) and predicate-argument relations (PAS) pro-
duced by the Enju parser (Sagae et al., 2007). Equa-
tions (4, 5) show the conditional probabilities of
event concept based on the two decomposition meth-
ods, respectively. The conditional probabilities of
relation are calculated likewise.

P (Sk|Ei) =
!

l;NGl∈Sk

W (NGl, Ei) (4)

P (Sk|Ei) =
!

l;PASl∈Sk

W (PASl, Ei) (5)

The weight score W (NGl, Ei) (similarly for
PASl and Rj) is dependent on co-occurrences be-
tween the n-gram (NGI ) and the ontology event
concept (Ei). The score is thus calculated in three
ways: 1) Yates’ chi-square test, 2) relative risk, and
3) odds ratio (Corder and Foreman, 2009).

In addition, we incorporate the hierarchy structure
of ontology into the statistical active learning frame-
work as follows: Given an event concept Ei and a
sentence Sk, we replace P (Ei|Sk) with the sum of
P (Em|Sk) for all the ancestor concepts of Ei, as
shown in Equation (6).
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P (Ei|Sk) =
!

m;Ei⊆Em

P (Em|Sk) (6)

Table 2 summarises the calculation of informativ-
ity scores in pseudo codes.

4 Results and discussion

The experiments are carried out in two phases: 1)
Parameter optimization and 2) evaluation against the
BioNLP-ST datasets.

4.1 Experiment 1: Parameter optimization

We first take a separate parameter optimization step,
in order to determine the most appropriate measure
for the calculation of the aforementioned weight
score and the most effective n-gram size. A simu-
lation of ontology concept prediction is carried out
at the sentence level. In this task, for a sentence Si

that contains N manually annotated ontology con-
cepts, only the original string of Si and the number
N are given to the informativity calculator. The cal-
culator predicts top N candidate ontology concepts
for this given sentence.

Using 10-fold cross validation, the average pre-
diction rate is calculated and reported in Table 3.
Each column corresponds to a n-gram size, and each
row to one of the three co-occurrence analysis meth-
ods used for the prediction. Note that when N=2
(i.e. bi-grams), it does not include unigrams for the
calculation. This experiment is carried out using the
GRO’13 dataset.

Calculation
Method

N-gram
N=1 N=2 N=3 N=4 N=5

chi-
square

0.507 0.413 0.159 0.036 0.009

relative
ratio

0.341 0.395 0.307 0.128 0.038

odds 0.420 0.395 0.274 0.117 0.035

Table 3: Paremeter optimization results

As shown in Table 3, for all weight score calcu-
lation methods, the average accuracy mostly drops
as the length of N-grams increases. This may hap-
pen due to the data sparseness problem for large N-
grams. We choose to use chi-square test and uni-

grams for the following experiments based on the
results.

4.2 Experiment 2: Evaluation of application of
active learning

In this section, we compare the proposed active
learning method with other sample selection strate-
gies, including random selection (i.e. baseline) and
entropy-based active learning (Zhang et al., 2012).
Each experiment has ten rounds, where in each
round, 10% of the original training data are added
for training the TEES system. The followings are
considered for the selection of additional 10% train-
ing data in each round:

– Random selection: We randomly split the la-
beled documents into 10 bins in advance, and
in each round during the training phase, one
bin is randomly chosen. By using 10-fold
cross validation, we report the averaged perfor-
mance of random selection (hereafter referred
as RS Average).

– Entropy-based active learning: We calculate
the maximum entropy of each document re-
gardless of the given ontology, sort documents
by their entropy values and feed from docu-
ments with top values to those with bottom val-
ues as training data. Note that the sorting will
be done only once. (designated as Entropy)

– Proposed active learning: We vary the method
in two orthogonal dimensions: 1) Using either
unigrams (Unigram) or predicate-argument re-
lations (PAS), and 2) the weight scores for
events only (Event), relations only (Relation),
and both events and relations (Event + Rela-
tion). In each round, we re-calculate the in-
formativity of all remaining documents in the
training data and feed those with top scores as
training data.

Note that all the datasets were already annotated
by the shared task organisers, and so there is no need
to annotate them again. In the cases of real applica-
tion to unlabelled data, after selecting a subset of the
data as training data in a round, the documents in
the subset should be annotated by domain experts.
In the testing phase, the F-score will be measured as
the performance of the methods.
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Input: labeled document pool L, unlabeled document pool U , batch size b
// Initialization
ER0 = the set of events/relations annotated on L
Learn a TEES model M0 from ER0

// Active Learning Loop
while U is not empty:

for each document Dij in U :
Document informativity score I(Dij) = 0
for each sentence Sk in Dij :

Apply Mi−1 to Sk and collect the resultant events/relations set ERSk

for each event/relation er s.t. er ∈ ERi−1 and er /∈ ERsk:
I(Dij) += informativity score I(Sk, er)

I(Dij) = I(Dij) / sizeOf(Dij)
Rank Dij in U based on I(Dij) and select the top b documents, designated as B
Remove B from U , add B to L, and add the annotations on B to ERi−1, designated as ERi

Learn a new model Mi from ERi

Table 2: Proposed algorithm of active learning with TEES

We first applied those methods to the dataset of
GRO’13 (Kim et al., 2013) and measured the per-
formance change with incremental feed of the train-
ing data by using the TEES system. The evaluation
results are plotted in Figures 2 and 3. As shown in
the figures, the PAS models generally perform better
than the unigram models. In Figure 2, the method
using AL(Event PAS + Relation PAS) reaches the
saturated performance only with 60% of the original
training data and does not drop as more training data
are added for the system training. Saturated perfor-
mance indicates the performance of a system when
it is trained with 100% of the training data. Note that
the proposed active learning models perform better
than the random selection and the entropy-based ac-
tive learning in most cases.

At the point of using 30% of training data in Fig-
ure 2, the performance of the active learning meth-
ods all fall significantly, though quickly restored af-
terwards. We examined the results at the point and
found that the performance of relation identification
was relatively low. It may mean that the relation
identification is unstable with small amount of train-
ing data.

We then carried out a similar experiment using
the CG’13 dataset. Figures 4 and 5 plot the re-
sults of the experiments. In these experiments, we
can again confirm that the PAS models outperform
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Figure 2: Comparison of active learning with PAS,
entropy-based method and random selection in GRO’13

the unigram models and that the proposed active
learning methods outperform the random selection
and the entropy-based active learning. In Figure 4,
the method using AL(Event PAS + Relation PAS)
reaches the saturated performance only with 70% of
the original training data.

However, the performance improvement is less
significant compared to that of the GRO’13. Note
that the ontology of CG’13 is much smaller than that
of GRO’13, and thus that the CG’13 task would re-
quire less training data for performance saturation
and so there is less room for contribution from ac-
tive learning. This claim can be supported by com-
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Figure 3: Comparison of active learning with n-grams,
entropy-based method and random selection in GRO’13

paring the performance changes for the random se-
lection models against the two datasets. As shown
in Figures 3 and 5, the performance of the random
selection model for the CG’13 is getting saturated,
while that for the GRO’13 is not.
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Figure 5: Comparison of active learning with n-grams,
entropy-based method and random selection in CG’13

4.3 Incorporation of ontology hierarchy
Apart from the previous comparisons, we incor-
porate ontology hierarchies into the active learn-
ing method. We carried out experiments using the
GRO’13 dataset, as its ontology depth is bigger than
that of CG’13. Note that in this experiment, only the
extraction of events but not relations is evaluated,
since only event concepts have a hierarchy structure
in the GRO. We use PAS models for this experiment
as they show better performance than unigram mod-
els in the previous comparisons.

The results of the ontology hierarchy incorpora-
tion is plotted in Figure 6. The incorporation helps
system performance reach the reported performance
of the TEES system from the point of using 60%
of training data and not fall below the reported one,
while the active learning method of AL(Event PAS)
without the ontology hierarchy information shows
unstable performance. Additionally, we have also
tried to use descendants, but the performance is
worse than using ancestors.
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Figure 6: Incorporation of ontology hierarchy into active
learning

5 Conclusion

In this study, we propose a novel active learning
method for ontological event extraction, which is
more complicated than the simple PPI extraction.
Our method measures the collective ‘informativity’
for unrecognizable biological events expressed in
documents. We found that the proposed method us-
ing the predicate-argument structure and the ontol-
ogy hierarchy is able to make the underlying event
extraction system reach saturated performance with
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significantly less documents and hence reduce the
amount of needed documents for manual annotation.
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Abstract

Texts in electronic medical records often keep
traces of the layout used to display or print
them in hospital information systems. This
includes blank lines in double-spaced text or
short lines in wrapped paragraphs. Directly
inputting this format to an information ex-
traction system may prevent it from optimally
detecting entities or relations. We address
this problem with a method of text normal-
ization based on global statistics on the lay-
out of a text. Our goal is to obtain reformat-
ted texts in which sentences are never split
across two lines. We present two evalua-
tions: (i) intrinsic, which obtains very good
results, with all double-spaced texts correctly
detected, and wrapped line detection scores
of R = .9877, P = .9434, F = .9651;
(ii) extrinsic, which shows a small impact
of text reformatting on two information ex-
traction tasks: de-identification and risk fac-
tors identification (i2b2/UTHealth 2014 chal-
lenge). Precision is consistently improved at
the expense of recall. The overall improve-
ment on F-measure is small (+.2pt for PHI) or
null (for risk factors). Closer examination for
risk factors shows that it is negative (�.2pt F)
for singled-spaced texts which incur wrapped
lines, but positive (+.7pt F) for the larger set
of double-spaced texts in our corpus.

1 Introduction

Documents from the biomedical domain (e.g., scien-
tific papers, clinical records, etc.) contain useful in-
formation for clinicians and researchers. Those doc-
uments need automatic processing to make the most

of the information they contain. Since a few years,
an increasing number of shared tasks (BioNLP-ST,
i2b2 NLP Challenge, DDI) proposed to process such
kinds of documents to access and represent their
content: identification of entities, of relationships
between entities, of interactions between drugs, of
events on the patient’s timeline, etc.

In the biomedical community, an effort was
made to produce and distribute rich corpora. The
MIMIC II database (Saeed et al., 2011) includes
documents of several genres (nursing notes, imaging
reports, etc.). The de-identified clinical records of
this database keep their original format (e.g., fixed-
width column, single/double spacing, tables repro-
duced without column separator, headers or footers
inserted in the middle of a paragraph, etc.). Those
particularities often cause sentences to be broken
into several segments: this may cause entities to be
split across two sentences, preventing their recog-
nition; or entities and their properties or relations
to be separated instead of present in the same sen-
tence, also impairing their detection. More gen-
erally, broken sentences impede the application of
part-of-speech taggers or syntactic parsers which of-
ten bring precious information for semantic process-
ing. A phase of text normalization should therefore
benefit subsequent processing of such texts.

Text normalization has been an important issue
in the text-to-speech domain. Nowadays, it consti-
tutes a crucial step to process informal documents
such as documents from the Internet. A few pa-
pers address these issues: (Zhu et al., 2007) con-
sidered the normalization task as classification task
of each token in a text, considering different types of
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tokens (standard word, non-standard word, punctu-
ation mark, space and line break). They performed
several experiments based on SVM, CRF and a cas-
cade of approaches to normalize informally entered
text (SMS and forum posts) through a classification
process (e.g., for a line break: preserve line break,
replace line break by space, delete line break). Us-
ing a CRF model, they achieved high results de-
pending on the task they processed: extra line break
(F = .9375), extra space (F = .9457), sentence
boundary (F = .9918). They also addressed ex-
tra punctuation marks, unnecessary tokens, and case
restoration.

In this paper, we present the method of text nor-
malization we designed to process a corpus of elec-
tronic medical records. Our goal is to obtain texts
where sentences are never split.

We observed three main phenomena which inter-
act to account for the original format of the texts:
line spacing, line folding, and extra spaces within
lines. We address the problem as two main deci-
sions to make: whether a text uses double line spac-
ing, and whether a text uses line folding. These
decisions, which are based on global text statistics
obtained from a training corpus, drive a determinis-
tic reformatting process which replaces with spaces
or removes selected line breaks, normalizing extra
spaces in the process.

We present two evaluations of this method. The
first is intrinsic and measures the recall, precision,
and F-measure of line break removal in the task of
reformatting broken sentences. The second is ex-
trinsic and measures the impact of this reformatting
on two information extraction tasks: the identifica-
tion of PHI and risk factors for diabetic patients, as
per the i2b2/UTHealth 2014 NLP challenge Tasks 1
and 2.

2 Material

The corpus is composed of 1,304 de-identified
clinical records extracted from the MIMIC II
database. This corpus was used as part of the 2014
i2b2/UTHealth NLP challenge, whose aim was to
identify risk factors for diabetic patients automati-
cally from clinical records (Stubbs et al., 2014).

A corpus analysis revealed the following four pos-
sible document structures, from most to least con-

form to a ‘clean’ version:

• double spacing, fixed-width columns, indent-
ing and multi spaces;

• single spacing, fixed-width columns, indenting
and multi spaces;

• single spacing, normalized sentences, indent-
ing and multi spaces;

• single spacing, normalized sentences, no in-
denting nor multi spaces.

For the risk factor extraction task, gold stan-
dard annotations were provided for the following
types: risk factors CAD, family history of CAD, di-
abetes mellitus, hyperlipidemia, hypertension, obe-
sity, smoking status, as well as medication used to
treat those disorders.

For each risk factor, additional information was
provided: time to indicate whether the risk occurs
before, during or after the document creation time
(DCT), indicator to indicate how the information
was mentioned in the text (e.g. for hyperlipidemia:
“mention”, “high cholesterol”, and “high LDL”),
type to indicate the medication class (among several
classes: “aspirin”, “diuretic”, “statin”, etc.).

The corpus is split into several parts as illustrated
in Table 1. The Training/Train sub-corpus was used
to gather statistics to tune the system, while the
Training/Dev sub-corpus was used for its intrinsic
evaluation. The Testing sub-corpus was used for the
extrinsic (information extraction) evaluation.

Part #doc
Corpus 1,304

Training 790
Train 390
Dev 131
Test 269

Testing 514
Double spacing and line wrapping 125
Single spacing and line wrapping 98
No need for reformatting 291

Table 1: Sub-corpora used in the present experiments
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3 Methods

3.1 Text normalization

The basic operation we need to perform on a text
is to decide what to do with each line break: keep
it, replace it with a space (i.e., unwrap the current
line), or remove it. A specificity of our method lies
in its making this decision after an examination of
the global layout of the text, then using this infor-
mation to drive reformatting.

3.1.1 Acquiring global layout statistics

We observe two main text-level properties to ob-
tain this global view:

1. Whether the text is double-spaced. Double
spacing introduces blank lines every other line
in a text, in such a way that it contains at least
as many blank lines as non-blank lines.

2. Whether the text uses line wrapping. Typically,
line wrapping is used to fold lines when they
exceed a set maximum line width (henceforth
the column width). A characteristic of such a
text is that the length of its lines tends to be
close to this column width.

We compute scores to assess each of these properties
for a given text.

We tested variations on the number of blank lines
in a text, line lengths, length of initial indentation,
and used them as features for a text clustering algo-
rithm (we used Weka’s EM-based clusterer, which
does not require to set an a priori number of clus-
ters). We ran this clusterer on the Training/train sub-
corpus: it created between five and seven clusters
depending on the input features. This helped us de-
termine the features most associated to the global
layout properties of the texts, among which we kept
the following two.

For double spacing, we measure the ratio B of
blank lines (= empty lines, or lines containing only
spaces) over the total number of lines in the text as
per formula (1), where L is the set of lines in the
text.

B(L) =
| l 2 L; l is blank |

| L | (1)

For line wrapping, we measure statistics over line
lengths. Ideally, the maximum line length in the

whole text should be close to the column width.
However, for some reason, much larger lines some-
times occur in the texts we examined, hence one
cannot trust this maximum line length. A more re-
liable method consists in observing the line length
average and standard deviation. Average line length
should be more robust to noise than the single max-
imum. Wrapped lines should have a length which
is close to average, so that a text which enforces
line wrapping should have a small standard devia-
tion. Indeed, if the column width is large, the stan-
dard deviation might be larger too, so a more re-
liable statistics should be obtained by dividing the
standard deviation by the average: this is the coeffi-
cient of variation CV of the initial variable, here the
length of each line of L, as per formula (2). Note
that blank lines are ignored when computing CV :
this way, this variable is not sensitive to the amount
of ‘vertical space’ inserted in the text, only to the
lengths of non-blank lines.

CVlength(L) =
stddev l2L(length(l))

avgl2L(length(l))
(2)

We decide for each text whether it uses double
spacing and whether it uses line wrapping accord-
ing to a threshold tuned on the Training/train sub-
corpus. For double spacing, we ordered the docu-
ments of this sub-corpus in ascending order of B
and determined the threshold Bt over which all texts
were double-spaced. For line wrapping we did the
same for CVlength, selecting a ceiling CVc in the mid-
dle of the zone where texts evolved from heavily us-
ing line wrapping to slightly using line wrapping.
Proceeding this way allowed us to focus our exam-
ination of input texts on selected zones instead of
having to annotate the full sub-corpus, as a super-
vised learning algorithm would have required. (This
can be seen as a manual implementation of active
learning, where document scores were used to focus
human annotation on their uncertainty zone.)

3.1.2 Text reformatting process

Final processing goes through three stages. (1) If
a text is categorized as using double spacing, it can
be reformatted by removing blank lines every other
line. (2) Indentation is then reduced, taking into ac-
count indentation blocks. This helps the subsequent
processing of wrapped lines if any. (3) If a text is cat-
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egorized as using line wrapping, it is not reformatted
in its entirety. Instead, local constraints are enforced
to decide locally whether a line should be pasted to
the following line. Some of these constraints rely
on the global line length statistics. Local processing
takes into account:

• Section titles, assumed to be made of a large
enough sequence of uppercase words, or of
capitalized words followed by a colon ‘:’; they
start a new line;

• Numbered lists, with variant formats; context
constraints are enforced on the presence of
other numbered items before or after the cur-
rent line; each item starts a new line;

• Tabulated lists; local homogeneity constraints
are enforced by comparing the current indent
size to the average of those of neighboring
lines; each item starts a new line;

• A very short line (smaller than average length
by less than one standard deviation) always
ends the current reformatted line;

• A moderately short line (smaller than average
length by less than half a standard deviation)
ends the current reformatted line if it ends with
a strong punctuation (‘.’, ‘!’ or ‘?’); if it looks
like a title (is are capitalized and contains a
colon ‘:’), it makes a reformatted line by itself;
otherwise it is treated as a normal line;

• Idiosyncrasies found in the Training/train cor-
pus, such as initial identifiers (a coded line with
uppercase letters and caret) and signature sepa-
ration lines (made of underline characters) are
kept as separate lines;

• Other lines are pasted to the preceding line.

Note that internally, tokens retain their original char-
acter offsets, thereby keeping their link to other ex-
isting annotations indexed on character offsets.

3.2 Application use case

3.2.1 Presentation

In order to test the impact of such automatic text
normalization on NLP tasks, we applied a pipeline
to process two tasks from the 2014 i2b2/UTHealth

NLP Challenge (Stubbs et al., 2014). The first task
aims at identifying PHI (protected health informa-
tion) within clinical records among 7 main cate-
gories and 25 sub-categories. The second task con-
sists in identifying 8 types of information from the
same clinical records: diseases, associated risk fac-
tors for diabetic patients, and medication names.
While outputs from the first task are expected to
give offsets of characters for each found PHI, out-
puts from the second task must give information at
the document level.

Our pipeline relies on two steps: (i) a tool to
identify PHI or risk factors, based on Conditional
Random Fields as implemented in the Wapiti tool
(Lavergne et al., 2010), and (ii) a classifier (SVM)
from the Weka toolkit (Hall et al., 2009) to process
the “time” attribute associated with each risk factor.
The details on this pipeline are presented in (Grouin,
2014; Grouin et al., 2014).

We use here this pipeline in two situations: (i)
directly on the original texts of the corpus, and (ii)
on the reformatted versions of these texts as obtained
by the above-described process (normalized).

To obtain a finer-grained assessment of the differ-
ences, we split the Testing corpus (514 documents)
into three sub-corpora (see Table 1):

• 125 documents for which double-spacing re-
moval is needed, generally followed by refor-
matting wrapped lines (“double” sub-corpus
hereafter);

• 98 documents with single spacing for which re-
formatting wrapped lines is needed (“single”
sub-corpus hereafter);

• and the remaining 291 documents for which no
reformatting is needed at all; although a small
number of false positive reformatted lines can-
not be fully excluded for this corpus, we esti-
mate that their potential impact is very low and
therefore that those documents are not relevant
for our purpose.

This division into sub-corpora was based on a man-
ual examination of the text representation produced
by our pipeline.
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3.2.2 Experiments

We produced two CRF models to identify risk fac-
tors:

• a model built on the original training corpus
(790 documents for which we did not perform
any text normalization, “original model”);

• and a model built on the training corpus
with text normalization processing (“normal-
ized model”).

We conducted four experiments:

1. the original model on the original single sub-
corpus;

2. the original model on the original double sub-
corpus;

3. the normalized model on the normalized single
sub-corpus;

4. the normalized model on the normalized dou-
ble sub-corpus.

3.3 Evaluation

3.3.1 Intrinsic evaluation

We examined the detection of double spacing at
the level of each document in the Training/dev sub-
corpus. 54% of the documents are double-spaced.
We counted the proportion of these that were de-
tected.

For line wrapping, we recorded the number of
lines that were wrapped and should therefore be
pasted to the next line (gold standard). We counted
the number of wrapped lines that were correctly de-
tected by our system (TP ), the number of wrapped
lines that were not detected by our system (FN ),
and the number of normal lines that were incor-
rectly pasted to the next line (FP ). This allowed
us to compute recall (R = TP

TP+FN ), precision
(P = TP

TP+FP ), and F-measure (F = 2PR
P+R ).

3.3.2 Extrinsic evaluation

We used the i2b2/UTHealth evaluation script to
compute the results of each information extrac-
tion experiment. On PHI, the evaluation script
scores the following information for each annota-
tion: (i) category of PHI (among the 7 main cat-
egories), (ii) “type” attribute (which corresponds

to a potential sub-category among the 25 ones),
(iii) starting and ending offsets, and (iv) identity
of the contents of the “text” attribute and of the por-
tion of text delimited by those offsets within the clin-
ical record. Six evaluations in micro/macro aver-
aged recall, precision and F-measure (Manning and
Schütze, 2000) are provided; here we only report the
strict evaluation on all categories of PHI, which is
used for the official ranking.

On risk factors, the script scores complete anno-
tations for each risk factor:

• “time” and “type” attributes for medication;

• “time” and “indicator” attributes for CAD, dia-
betes, hyperlipidemia, hypertension, obese;

• “status” attribute for smoker;

• “indicator” attribute for family history.

It computes micro-averaged recall, precision, and F-
measure.

4 Results

The threshold Bt for the blank line ratio was set to
0.5: documents with B � 0.5 were submitted to
removal of every other blank line.

The ceiling CVc for the coefficient of variation of
line length was set to 0.64: texts with CVlength <
0.64 were submitted to reformatting according to the
process described in Section 3.1.2.

4.1 Intrinsic evaluation

All double-spaced documents were correctly de-
tected and turned into single-spacing.

Table 2 shows the recall, precision and F-measure
of line wrapping. 1,367 lines were correctly detected
as being wrapped, 82 were incorrectly detected as
wrapped, and 17 wrapped lines were not detected.

Sub-corpus P R F
Training/dev .9434 .9877 .9651

Table 2: Performance of wrapped line detection
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4.2 Extrinsic evaluation

Table 3 shows the overall micro averaged results we
achieved on both PHI and risk factor i2b2/UTHealth
tasks on the test corpora, according to whether or
not the texts have been reformatted. In both cases,
precision is improved (+.8 or +.3pt) at the cost of
a loss in recall (�.2pt), resulting in a slightly im-
proved (PHI, +.2pt) or stable F-measure (risk fac-
tors, +0pt).

i2b2 task Processing P R F

PHI Original .8937 .7332 .8055
Normalized .9015 .7314 .8076

Risk factor Original .9057 .7922 .8451
Normalized .9085 .7903 .8453

Table 3: Micro averaged precision, recall and F-measure
on PHI and risk factor identification i2b2/UTHealth tasks
depending on whether or not the texts have been refor-
matted

Table 4 examines more closely the differences in
the results of the risk factor identification pipeline
achieved on the “single” and “double” sub-corpora,
depending on whether the corpora used to build the
CRF models and to evaluate the results contained
the original texts or their normalized versions. The
variation when moving from original to normalized
texts ranges from �.5 percentage points (recall on
single-spaced corpus) to +1 (precision on double-
spaced corpus). Precision is always improved (+.2
or +1pt), while the orientation of recall depends on
the sub-corpus (�.5 on Single, +.5 on Double) and
drives the direction of variation of F-measure.

Processing Sub-corpus P R F

Original Single .8761 .7755 .8227
Double .8887 .8174 .8516

Normalized Single .8779 .7705 .8207
Double .8984 .8222 .8586

Table 4: Micro averaged precision, recall and F-measure
on the risk factor identification task depending on the sub-
corpus and whether or not the texts have been reformatted

5 Discussion

The intrinsic evaluations show that our text normal-
ization system, tuned with statistics gathered from

the Training/train sub-corpus, performs well on
the Training/dev sub-corpus: it detects all double-
spaced texts and detects wrapped lines with high re-
call and precision: its F-measure of .9651 is com-
parable to that of (Zhu et al., 2007) for extra line
break detection (.9375). A large part of the lines in-
correctly detected as wrapped occur in the header or
footer parts of the reports: we expect that a specific
classifier could detect these specific parts of the text
and be used to prevent this spurious detection (see,
e.g., (Deléger et al., 2014)).

The extrinsic evaluation obtains different results
depending on the task. The detection of PHI is an
entity detection task where each individual mention
must be detected, together with its attributes. In con-
trast, the detection of risk factors as defined in the
i2b2/UTHealth 2014 Task 2 can be seen as a text
classification task: given a text, assert whether the
patient had this or that risk factor (and when, rela-
tive to the date of the current document). In the latter
task, whether one or multiple mentions of the same
risk factor were present in the input text is not rele-
vant. Therefore, missing one mention is not a prob-
lem if another mention of the same risk factor was
present and correctly found in the text. This may ex-
plain why risk factor detection was less sensible to
reformatting than PHI detection.

Looking more closely at the results for risk fac-
tor detection, we observed that it varied depending
on the formatting properties of the considered sub-
corpus. In the single-spaced sub-corpus (98 doc-
uments), precision increases by .2pt while recall
decreases by .5pt, resulting in a lower F-measure
(�.2pt). In contrast, in the double-spaced sub-
corpus (125 documents), both precision (+1pt) and
recall (+.5pt) increase, yielding an increase of F-
measure (+.7pt). Reformatting has a larger, positive
impact on texts which are most transformed by it:
in the double-spaced sub-corpus, original texts with
both double spacing and wrapped lines are seen as
a series of small lines, many of which are only sub-
sentential fragments. Once reformatted, sentences
recover their integrity.

While the intrinsic evaluation is very positive,
it actually results in modifying 1,449 lines in the
Training/dev corpus out of a total of 19,007 lines,
i.e., 7.6%. This relatively small proportion of the
corpus lines may help explain the relatively low im-
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pact of reformatting on our information extraction
tasks. Another explanation might be that in these
tasks, few entities spanned two lines, or that our in-
formation extraction pipeline is robust to these phe-
nomena. We examined further the distribution of
intrinsic false positives in the Training/dev corpus
and noticed that double-spaced documents have an
average of 0.48 false positives while single-spaced
documents have an average of 0.80 false positives:
assuming that the Test and Training corpora have
similar properties, this correlates with the decrease
in recall in the extrinsic evaluation. The reason why
there are more false positives in wrapped sentence
detection in single-spaced documents remains to be
found.

A direction to improve the detection of wrapped
lines consists in including more local information in
the classification of line breaks, after double spac-
ing has been processed. This could be done by
modelling the problem as a supervised classification
task, where a space (including plain space or line
break) must be classified as plain space or line break;
features could include information on the previous
and next word, among which their capitalization and
their prevalence in first, last, or other position in
a line, information on the current and neighboring
line lengths, on top of the global statistics computed
in the present work. This can be done with no ad-
ditional annotation, either on noisy input with the
original texts, or on cleaner input with texts that have
been reformatted automatically with our system.

In the present information extraction experiments,
contrarily to the other information extraction com-
ponents, the temporal relation detection component
was not retrained on the reformatted corpus: this is a
limitation of these experiments. Besides, we expect
that working on better-segmented sentences should
also help design better features for the detection of
temporal relations.

6 Conclusion

Observing global text layout statistics allowed us to
design a method for the automatic detection of doc-
uments which use double spacing or line wrapping.
This method detected all double spaced texts and ob-
tained high recall and precision in the detection of
individual wrapped lines (F = .9651). The obtained

text reformatting consistently improved the preci-
sion of two clinical information extraction tasks, al-
beit by a small amount, while generally decreasing
recall. Its overall impact on F-measure was positive
(PHI detection, +.2pt) or null (risk factor detection);
it was found to be stronger for risk factor detection
(+0.7pt F) in the subset of double-spaced texts with
or without wrapped lines.

Further investigation is needed to better under-
stand the sources of negative impact (�0.2pt F) in
single-spaced texts. We have outlined directions for
improvement in the detection of individual wrapped
lines through space classification. Another direction
of improvement for the information extraction task
consists in taking advantage of the better sentence
segmentation to extend the set of relevant features
that can be fed to its classifier: this is the topic of
our current work.
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Abstract

Evidence in support of relationships among
biomedical entities, such as protein-protein in-
teractions, can be gathered from a multiplicity
of sources. The larger the pool of evidence,
the more likely a given interaction can be con-
sidered to be. In the context of biomedical text
mining, this elementary observation can be
translated into an approach that seeks to find in
the literature all available evidence for a given
interaction, and thus provides a reliable means
to assign it a likelihood score before deliver-
ing the results to an end user. In this paper
we present the initial results of an on-going
collaborative project between a major pharma-
ceutical company and an academic group with
extensive expertise in biomedical text mining,
with the goal of extracting protein-protein in-
teractions from a large pool of supporting pa-
pers.

1 Introduction

The OntoGene group (http://www.ontogene.org/) at
the University of Zurich (UZH) specializes in min-
ing the scientific literature for evidence of inter-
actions among entities of relevance for biomedical
research (genes, proteins, drugs, diseases, chemi-
cals). The quality of the text mining tools developed
by the group is demonstrated by top-ranked results
achieved at several community-organized text min-
ing competitions (Rinaldi et al., 2008; Rinaldi et al.,
2010b; Rinaldi et al., 2013).

The Data Science group at Hoffmann-La Roche
supports the development of projects in research and
early development with the analysis, management
⇤University of Zurich, Institute of Computational Linguistics,
Binzmühlestr. 14, 8050 Zürich, Switzerland

†pREDi (Pharma Research and Early Development Informat-
ics), F. Hoffmann-La Roche Ltd, Basel, Switzerland

and visualization of biological and chemical data us-
ing its expertise in chemoinformatics, text mining,
data mining, information science, competitor infor-
mation, pathway analysis and bioinformatics.

Recently the two groups initiated a collaboration
aimed at the development of a system which is ca-
pable of automatically processing an input corpus
of scientific articles. The system should be able to
detect evidence for specific protein interactions de-
scribed in the input documents. Given an input gene
or protein, the system will locate all interactions of
that gene/protein and present them as a ranked list,
with evidence coming from all papers where they are
mentioned. The interface should be structured in a
way that allows easy inspection of the original evi-
dence from the publications for any candidate inter-
action suggested by the system. The ranking com-
puted by the system should take into consideration
not only the local evidence in each paper, but also
the global evidence across the collection. In this pa-
per we present the preliminary results of the collab-
oration.

2 Methods

The OntoGene pipeline is used to provide all the ba-
sic text mining capabilities that are needed for the
successful realization of the project. The typical On-
toGene approach is based on sourcing named enti-
ties (terms and identifiers) from one or several refer-
ence databases, and use them to annotate the target
collection. In a second phase, candidate interactions
among the detected entities are generated and they
are scored against a target database.

Therefore the preliminary decision to be taken is
which reference database (or databases) should be
used for sourcing the terminology, and as a reference
in training the interaction scoring module. In this
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project, our choice has fallen upon BioGrid1 (Dolin-
ski et al., 2013) for its good coverage and quality
curation. We used release 3.2.115 (June 25, 2014)
which contains 747,514 relations and 55,495 inter-
actors (protein entities). However, according to the
specific requirements of the industrial partner, and
due also to the limited duration of the project, we fo-
cused only on relations derived from physical exper-
iments (no genetic), and considered only the human
species. Besides, in order to avoid papers describing
high-throughput experiments (which typically con-
tain large number of interactions in table format),
we selected only articles containing at most 12 cu-
rated relations. We were left with 50,784 relations,
composed of 9,151 interactors, coming from 20,928
PubMed abstracts.

2.1 Entity recognition and generation of
candidate interactions

The terminology derived from the entire BioGrid
database is stored as an OntoGene internal lexi-
cal resource, and used to annotate the target docu-
ments. OntoGene will efficiently recognize all entity
names from this resource, and associate them to their
database identifiers. OntoGene takes into considera-
tion several possible variants of the input terms (e. g.
removal of hyphenation), but if a completely differ-
ent form is used in a paper, not derivable from any
term seen in the database, this will be missed. Ap-
plying our term mapping strategy we only have a
minor loss in recall.

The result of the entity annotation phase is a richly
annotated version of the original document, which
can be inspected with a suitable interface, such as
ODIN (OntoGene Document Inspector) (Rinaldi et
al., 2010a). ODIN has been used in assisted curation
experiments in collaboration with major databases,
such as PharmGKB (Rinaldi et al., 2012), and Reg-
ulonDB (Gama-Castro et al., 2014).

Additionally, the pipeline will produce a list of all
(term, identifier) pairs seen in the document, and it is
this list that will be used to generate candidate inter-
actions, by initially considering all possible combi-
nations of the identifiers, and scoring them using in-
formation from the original database. Once a score
is produced, the best candidate interactions are se-

1
http://thebiogrid.org/

lected, and for every established relation, we extract
the n best text snippets that represent evidence for
this protein-protein interaction (PPI).

The specific collection that has been used for our
experiments is a set of 20,928 PubMed abstracts, se-
lected from those containing interactions that satisfy
the conditions described above (must contain 1 to
12 curated relations with human proteins with phys-
ical experiments in BioGrid). This collection is then
split into a training and test set using a 10-fold vali-
dation approach. The information that we use from
each abstract is: title, abstract text, MeSH terms and
Chemical Substance list. The abstracts have an av-
erage length of approximately 300 words.

Additionally we use a smaller collection of full
text articles (877 documents), which is a random
stratified sample of the set above, as we aim at
achieving a similar distribution in the number of
protein-protein interactions per article.

2.2 Ranking of candidate interactions
We use a distant-learning approach to train and eval-
uate the ranking of extracted protein relations per ar-
ticle. Given an article, we expect our system to find
and rank highest all pairings of two entities that are
part of a curated interaction for this article.

Among the recognized protein concepts in a doc-
ument, we look at all combinatorial pairs and assign
each of them a score, which expresses the likelihood
that it is a relevant protein-protein interaction. By
ranking the protein pairs by this score, we produce a
list of candidate interactions with decreasing confi-
dence.

Since the entity recognition phase of the Onto-
Gene system is recall-oriented, it introduces numer-
ous false positives that need to be weeded out in a
later phase. This is even aggravated when moving
to relation extraction, since the error is squared: For
example, if 90 % of the extracted proteins are accu-
rate, only 81 % of all protein pairs potentially rep-
resent a relevant protein interaction. Therefore, a
powerful ranking method is essential for relation ex-
traction, so that the best protein pairs are brought to
the top.

The score for each candidate interaction is com-
puted from the scores of the individual proteins, and
from a context-based score for the shared sentences
in which these proteins are mentioned. The individ-
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ual score for each protein concept (henceforth con-
cept score) expresses the probability of a concept to
participate in an interaction, given its surface form
and its position inside the document (e. g. in the ti-
tle). Using a Maximum Entropy (ME) model, we es-
timate the probability P (gold(A, c)), i. e. the prob-
ability of concept c being part of a relevant relation
in article A. The concept score �ME

c is computed as
follows:

�ME
c =

X

t2A|hc,ti2L

fb

(t, c)⇥ P (gold(A, c)|c, t, f cap

(t, c))

(1)
where fb

(t, c) is the boosted (location-sensitive)
frequency of a term t which can be mapped to
concept c, as defined by the term lexicon L, and
f cap

(t, c) is the capped frequency of t mapped to
c. The details of this computations are given in
(Clematide and Rinaldi, 2012).

The sentence score of a candidate pair (c
1

, c
2

) ac-
counts for the linguistic context in which the terms
of c

1

and c
2

are found. For each sentence s con-
taining two or more terms, we computed its proba-
bility to express a gold interaction P (gold(s)). This
probability was estimated with a Naı̈ve Bayes (NB)
model, having a bag of words as its features. The es-
timations were calculated in a distant-learning man-
ner, as the training labels were defined as follows:
For every sentence with two or more terms, expand
every term to all of its possible concepts. If any com-
bination of two concepts (originating from different
terms) match a curated relation for this document,
the label is “true”, “false” otherwise.

In order to ensure a certain confidence in the pre-
dicted probability value, P (gold(s)) is set to 0 if it
does not equal or exceed a threshold t:

P conf

(gold(s)) =

⇢
P (gold(s)) if P (gold(s)) � t
0 otherwise (2)

The sentence score �NB for a pair of protein con-
cepts (c

1

, c
2

) is the sum of the confidence probabil-
ity P conf

(gold(s)) for each shared sentence s. If c
1

and c
2

never appear in the same sentence, the score
results in the back-off value �NB

0

, which we currently
set to 0:

�NB
c1,c2 = �NB

0

+

X

s2Sc1,c2

P conf

(gold(s)) (3)

Sc
1

,c
2

is the set of sentences in A which have two
distinct terms t

1

and t
2

that can be mapped to c
1

and
c
2

, respectively:

Sc1,c2 = {s 2 A|9t
1

, t
2

2 s :

hc
1

, t
1

i 2 L ^ hc
2

, t
2

i 2 L ^ t
1

6= t
2

}
(4)

The two different scores are then combined into
a relation score. For each combination (c

1

, c
2

),
we compute a relation score based on the harmonic
mean of the two concept scores �ME

c
1

and �ME
c
2

and the
sentence score �NB

c
1

,c
2

for all occurrences of c
1

and c
2

:

�REL
c1,c2 = (1� �)

2�ME
c1 �

ME
c2

�ME
c1 + �ME

c2

+ ��NB
c1,c2 (5)

where � is a value 0  �  1, which was used in the
experiments to give different weights to the concept
score and sentence score (with � = 0 indicating that
only the concept score should be used, and � = 1

selecting only the sentence score).

3 Evaluation

Using 10-fold cross-validation, we evaluated the
ranked PPI lists produced by our system against the
curated interactions in BioGrid. While the manu-
ally curated relations in BioGrid are undoubtedly of
good quality, using BioGrid as a gold standard still
needs some caution. Since the mentions of the pro-
teins involved in an interaction are not annotated in
BioGrid, all we know is the fact that in article A,
protein c

1

interacts with protein c
2

. In our eval-
uation, we interpreted this as follows: if the sys-
tem is able to establish a triple (A, c

1

, c
2

), where c
1

refers to a different textual mention than c
2

, and if
(A, c

1

, c
2

) or (A, c
2

, c
1

) is found in BioGrid, then
we grade this as a true positive. Triples found in
the system’s output, but not in BioGrid, are consid-
ered false positives. And finally, triples missing in
the output, but present in the subset of BioGrid we
focused on, are seen as false negatives.

3.1 Entity recognition quality
In order to evaluate and optimize the entity recogni-
tion pipeline, we further adapted this notion to the
intermediate results: the annotated terms. Thus, ev-
ery concept that was found in the annotations of a
document was considered true positive, false posi-
tive or false negative based on its presence in the cu-
rated relations for this document. This means that a
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OntoGene OntoGene optimized Neji
P 0.116 0.146 0.119
R 0.706 0.700 0.676
F1 0.199 0.242 0.202

Table 1: Entity recognition quality: Precision (P), Recall
(R), F-Measure (F1) for different entity recognizers.

correctly annotated concept is nonetheless counted
as a false positive when the protein is only men-
tioned, but does not participate in a curated protein-
protein interaction. Thus, this classification has to
be interpreted with respect to the specific usage in
relation extraction.

Table 1 summarizes the performance of the entity
recognition in terms of precision, recall, and their
harmonic mean (F1). The first two columns show
the effects of optimizing our pipeline. After manual
inspection, we added a small number of exclusion
rules for very frequent false positives. We also ex-
perimented with the pipeline tool Neji (Campos et
al., 2013), which runs out of the box with competi-
tive performance. As we already mentioned, the low
level of precision can be explained by the fact that
while both tools aim at producing all entities of the
selected types, only those participating in interac-
tions will be considered for this specific evaluation,
leading to a large number of false positives, which
might be perfectly good entities. Please note that the
recall of about 70 % is not only due to false negatives
of the term recognizer, but also reflects the fact that
the text portions we are dealing with (which is the
abstract in most cases) do not always mention the
proteins of all curated relations.

3.2 Interaction recognition quality

For evaluating the quality of the interaction recogni-
tion, we used Threshold Average Precision (TAP-k)
(Carroll et al., 2010), which is a measure of ranking
quality. While the details are more complicated, it
can be roughly described as “precision after having
seen k false positives”.

It is unavoidable that the system will miss some
interactions: if a curated interaction is not men-
tioned in the text portion available to it, there is no
chance of finding it. A rough estimate for the upper
limit of the relation extraction recall can be drawn
from the term recognition recall: Assuming a uni-

� mean min max sd
0.0 0.229 0.224 0.234 0.010
0.1 0.228 0.223 0.233 0.010
0.2 0.226 0.222 0.230 0.009
0.3 0.225 0.221 0.229 0.008
0.4 0.224 0.220 0.228 0.008
0.5 0.223 0.219 0.227 0.008
0.6 0.222 0.218 0.225 0.008
0.7 0.221 0.217 0.225 0.008
0.8 0.219 0.215 0.223 0.008
0.9 0.217 0.213 0.221 0.008
1.0 0.041 0.039 0.042 0.002

Table 2: Average TAP-10 values for different settings
of the � weight. All results used a sentence confidence
threshold t = 0.9.

form distribution of protein entities in the curated
relations, the relation extraction recall will not ex-
ceed the square of the term recognition recall, i. e.
around 50 % (0.7⇥0.7). This can be verified empir-
ically: The term recognizer is only able to find both
protein concepts in 23,191 out of 50,784 gold inter-
actions (45.7 %). Furthermore, the system might de-
tect interactions which are not included in BioGrid
and therefore are graded false positive, even though
they might be regarded correct by a human expert.

Table 2 shows the average values of TAP-10
(mean, minimum, maximum and standard deviation
of the 10 cross-validation folds) for different val-
ues of the parameter �, which indicates the relative
weight of the concept score and the sentence score.
The text collection used in this experiment is com-
prised of the selection of 20,928 articles mentioned
above, whereof 877 are full text. The values shown
are averaged across the TAP-10 values for each doc-
ument.

The best overall result is achieved with the con-
cept scores only. However, setting � to a moderate
value of 40–70 % still yields reasonable results. This
might be explained by the observation that the sen-
tence score has only little influence at the top end
of the ranking list: Inspection of the ranked interac-
tions shows that many highly-ranked false positives
contain concepts that are false interpretations of the
correct surface terms. Since different concepts of the
same term mention also point to the same sentences,
the sentence score cannot help deciding these cases.
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Figure 1: Example showing top-ranked snippets for the interaction TP53 - MDM2

We expect the sentence score to be more helpful in a
scenario where documents and/or snippets of textual
evidence are ranked, given a pair of protein concepts
– rather than ranking interactions, given a document.
Such a scenario needs to be evaluated manually by
domain experts. While an evaluation by domain ex-
perts is planned, at this stage we do not have yet
results to report. Figure 1 shows the current version
of the interface that will allow examination of the re-
sults. The user can enter two arbitrary proteins, and
the system will deliver the textual snippets which are
considered to be most relevant for that particular in-
teraction.

4 Conclusion

We have presented the preliminary results of an
academic-industrial collaboration which is aimed at
obtaining support for protein interactions from a
very large collection of papers. The project has al-
ready developed some innovative approaches to the
combination of evidence from large quantities of
supporting publications.
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Abstract

Ontology mappings play a key role for
information retrieval and integration in
semantically-enabled systems. This requires
guaranteeing the validity of correspondences
over time, which forces knowledge engineers
to adapt them according to ontology evolu-
tion. However, validating mapping adaptation
remains an open research problem, due to the
different types of modifications and to the fac-
tors that can trigger them. Existing mapping
adaptation approaches rarely involve users.
In this article, we propose an approach to
support human experts in validating adapted
mappings. The proposed 2-steps method
starts by a first validation of mappings with
Boolean questions. If the expert disapproves
the adapted mapping, our approach exploits
(i) mapping changes and (ii) the context of
concepts in the ontology to propose new
alternatives by means of Multiple Choice
Questions (MCQ). The achieved results
suggest the feasibility of our approach for the
validation of mapping adaptation.

1 Introduction

Ontology mappings interconnect entities of domain-
related ontologies through correspondences (Eu-
zenat and Shvaiko, 2007). These correspondences
play a key role in advanced interoperability tasks
as they allow information systems to semantically
interpret data annotated using different ontologies
(Lambrix et al., 2009). Since ontologies contin-
uously evolve, keeping these correspondences up-
to-date has become a great challenge. Several
techniques are proposed in the literature to semi-
automatically adapt the existing mappings according

to the changes affecting the ontology entities, and
guarantee that they remain semantically valid and
complete over time (Dos Reis et al., 2013).

Fully-automated methods are still error-prone due
to the complexity of the task. The intervention of
domain experts is therefore suited to validate the up-
dated correspondences and to certify their correct-
ness. However, adequate methods for expert valida-
tion require relevant techniques to facilitate the hu-
man intervention, and to assure a better quality of the
resulting mappings. The validation demands a good
understanding of the established correspondences as
well as an easy access to alternative choices, to cor-
rect the automatically built adaptations.

Existing approaches for validation focus on re-
vising and testing mappings issued from ontology
alignment methods, based on automatic reasoning
and case tests (Serpeloni et al., 2011) (Meilicke et
al., 2008). Despite their effectiveness, we need fur-
ther studies to deal with different versions of map-
pings in the validation process. Experts demand
easier ways to understand correspondences with-
out technical barriers. While ontology construc-
tion methods have explored question generation to
validate ontological statements (Ben Abacha et al.,
2013), generating questions for the validation of
mapping adaptation remains an open issue.

Given an ontology evolution scenario where the
ontologies evolve to new respective versions, the in-
vestigated problem consists in supporting human ex-
perts in validating a (semi-)automatic adaptation of
the original correspondences. In this paper, we ad-
dress this issue exploring Natural Language (NL)
question generation.
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2 Validation of Mapping Adaptation

We define a set of concepts of an ontology Ox at
time j, such that j 2 N as Concepts(Oj

x) =
{cj1, c

j
2, ..., c

j
n}. Each concept c 2 Concepts(Oj

x)
has a unique identifier (it does not change over
time) and is associated with a set of attributes
Attributes(cj1) = {a1, a2, ..., ap} (e.g., label, def-
inition, synonym, etc.).

An ontology mapping M j
OS ,OT

, established at
time j, interrelates a set of concepts from two differ-
ent ontologies OS and OT , respectively, by so-called
correspondences:
M j

OS ,OT
= {(cjs, cjt , semTypejst)|cjs 2 Concepts(Oj

S), c
j
t 2

Concepts(Oj
T ), semTypejst 2 {?,⌘,,�,⇡}}

The semTypejst stands for the semantic relation
connecting cjs and cjt . We consider the following
types of semantic relations: unmappable [?], equiv-
alent to [⌘], more specific than [], less specific
than [�] and partially correspond to [⇡]. For exam-
ple, “Nail-Patella Syndrome” is more specific than
[] “Congenital malformation syndromes predomi-
nantly involving limbs”.

2.1 The Question Generation Approach

Our question generation method uses question pat-
terns, and a selection of candidate ontology enti-
ties to construct instances of Boolean – or Multiple
Choice (MCQ) – questions. Then, our approach ana-
lyzes the answers provided by human experts to up-
date the mapping adaptations. Figure 1 illustrates
the approach overview.

Figure 1: The proposed approach to validate mapping
adaptation

2.2 STEP 1: Boolean Questions

In a first step, our method translates the proposed
adapted correspondences into a NL question using
textual patterns associated to each relation type. Let
X be the source concept label and Y be the target
concept label, the main patterns are as follows:

• (Is—Are) X <equivalent to> Y ?

• (Is—Are) X <more specific meaning than> Y ?

• (Is—Are) X <less specific than> Y ?

• Do(es) X <partially correspond to> Y ?

• X <cannot be matched with> Y ?

We present three examples borrowed from
biomedical domain:

• Are intestinal diseases equivalent to vascular
disorder of intestines?

• Does the Trousseau sign partially correspond
to ill-defined and unknown causes of morbidity
and mortality?

• Is the Eisenmenger Complex more specific
than other congenital malformations of cardiac
septa?

2.3 STEP 2: Multiple Choice Questions

In the second and main step, negative answers trig-
ger MCQ that are submitted to the expert to detect
alternative correct mappings between cj

0
s (the source

concept) and the concept cj
0

t in target ontology Oj0

T .
In our approach, we have three categories of ques-
tions:

1. Revision of cs. This suggests revising the
source concept by candidate proposals from the new
source ontology Oj0

S . This category preserves the
semantic mapping-relation between the new source
concept cj

0
s and the target concept cj

0

t , and proposes
candidate concepts from Oj0

S that are semantically
close to the initial source concept cjs. In this MCQ
category, we propose questions of the form:
“What concept <semType> <target concept>?”
corresponds to the revision of the candidate source
concept, where
<semType> refers to the type of mapping relation
semTypej

0

st and
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<target concept> consists in the label of the tar-
get concept cjt . For instance: What concept is more
specific than other restrictive cardiomyopathy? The
alternatives stand for the top n most semantically-
close concepts to the initial source concept (e.g.,
Cardiomyopath, Restrictive). Section 3 presents the
selection of alternative candidate concepts.

2. Revision of mapping relation (MR). This
category of questions proposes revising the type of
mapping relation. More precisely, in case of a nega-
tive answer in the previous MCQ option, our method
preserves the initial concept candidate cj

0
s and mod-

ifies the semType of the adapted correspondence,
selecting another alternative mapping relation (cf.
Section 3). We propose questions of the form
“Choose the correct mapping relation alternative”.
The proposed alternatives are declarative sentences
derived from the question patterns.

3. Revision of both. In case of a negative
answer in the previous option, our method revises
both candidate proposals and semantic relation
types, aggregating both option 1 and 2 in a single
multiple choice question. We formulate questions
of the form “Choose the correct source concept
and relation type” corresponding to the revision of
both the candidate source concept and semType of
mapping. We present alternatives for the question
generation in 3 columns format, where the first col-
umn consists of the list of selected source concept
alternatives, the second column presents the list of
new suggested types of semantic relations and the
third column contains the target concept.

We present two examples in the following:
1. Is Other spontaneous pneumothorax more specific
than closed pneumothorax?

• Alternative source concepts:

– Iatrogenic pneumothorax

– Secondary spontaneous pneumothorax

2. Is Gastroparesis more specific than Diabetic Gastro-
paresis associated 2 diabetes mellitus?

• Alternative source concepts:

– Acute dilatation of stomach

– Dyspepsia and other specified disorders of
function of stomach

3 Selection of alternative concepts and

mapping relations

Our approach based on MCQ (cf. Section 2.3) requires
selecting candidate concepts and different semType re-
lations as suggested alternatives in question generation to
support mapping adaptation validation. For this purpose,
we propose an algorithm to select similar concepts to the
original source concept.

We define the context of a concept c
i

in the ontology.
This stands for the union of the sets of super concepts,
sub concepts and sibling concepts of c

i

:

CT (cji ) = sup(cji ) [ sub(cji ) [ sib(cji ) (1)

where cj
k

2 Concepts(Oj

x

), such that
sup(cji ) = {cji @ cjk ^ cji 6= cjk}
sub(cji ) = {cjk @ cji ^ cji 6= cjk}
sib(cji ) = {sup(cjk) \ sup(cji ) 6= ? ^ cji /2 sup(cjk)}

(2)
where cj

i

@ cj
k

means that “cj
i

is a sub concept of cj
k

”.
In the scope of source concept revision, we generate

alternatives in MCQs by using candidate concepts from
the context of the initial source concept in the ontol-
ogy. We aim at combining the answers from these ques-
tions to propose re-adapting correspondences if neces-
sary. For example, if a given correspondence between
source concept cj

s

and target concept cj
t

is adapted, such
that a concept cj

0

k

2 Concepts(Oj

0

S

) replaces the original
concept cj

s

, this generates an adapted correspondence at
time j

0
between cj

0

k

and cj
0

t

2 Concepts(Oj

0

T

). There-
fore, we retrieve from the ontological context CT a set
of other concepts which differs from cj

0

k

, Candidates =

{(cj0
si
, sim

i

)i 2 [1..n]}, where cj
0

i

2 CT (cj
0

s

).
Algorithm 1 presents the designed method to retrieve

the candidate concepts from the context, given a source
concept cj

s

of a mapping. The algorithm sorts the best
top n candidate concepts from CT (cj

0

s

) using a simi-
larity measure. We use the the bigram similarity mea-
sure following the observations of (Cheatham and Hitzler,
2013) on its suitability for ontology matching tasks. We
compute the similarity between pairs of comparable at-
tributes that are selected beforehand as a parameter (e.g.,
the name and synonym attributes). We denote the simi-
larity function as simAtt(aj

i

.value, aj
0

j

.value) between
two attribute values aj

i

.value and aj
0

j

.value.
Given all attributes of the original source concept, the

algorithm retrieves all concepts in context CT at time
j0. For all retrieved concepts different from the concept
cj

0

k

, to which the adapted mapping is associated, the al-
gorithm selects their attributes and calculates the similar-
ity between the attribute values (between attributes of the
source concept and attributes of concepts in CT ). For
each candidate concept, the algorithm keeps the maximal
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Algorithm 1: Find candidate concepts in context
Require: cjs 2 Concepts(Oj

S);CT (cj
0

s ) ⇢
Concepts(Oj0

S ); cj
0

k 2 Concepts(Oj0

S );n 2 N
Cand ;;maxSim 0;
for all aj

p 2 Attributes(cjs) do

for all cj
0

i 2 CT (cj
0

s ) do

if cj
0

i 6= cj
0

k then

for all aj0

i 2 Attributes(cj
0

i ) do

s simAtt(aj
p.value, a

j0

i .value);
if maxSim < s then

maxSim s;
end if

end for

Cand 
Cand [ {(cj

0

i ,maxSim)};maxSim 0;
end if

end for

end for

return Cand sort(Cand, n);

similarity value calculated among the attributes. Finally,
the algorithm sorts the top n retrieved candidate concepts
according to the calculated similarity. We use these can-
didates as alternative answers in our MCQ approach, so
they play a central role for the automatic generation of
the questions.

Revising the semantic relation semType demands re-
trieving alternatives for the second category of proposed
MCQ (cf. Section 2.3). To this end, we recover a set of
semantic relations Rel

alternatives

= {(semType
i

)i 2
[1..n]} where semType

i

2 {⌘,,�,⇡} such that
semType

i

6= semTypet
0

st

. We use the Rel
alternatives

to formulate the question in the revision of MR category.
The alternative relations are proposed from the most pre-
cise one to the more general one (i.e. ⌘, , �, then ⇡).

4 Experimental evaluation

We evaluate the natural-language quality of the questions.
We use two biomedical ontologies SNOMED-CT1 (SCT)
and ICD-9-CM2 (ICD9) and different versions of official
mappings established between them. We aim to investi-
gate to which degree it is possible to generate NL sen-
tences that can adequately describe mappings. For this
purpose, we evaluate the generated questions according
to three standard measures in NL generation: grammat-
icality, fluency and meaning preservation. Since our ap-
proach aims to facilitate human intervention in mapping
adaptation, we assume that it is relevant to assess the
natural-language quality of the automatically-generated

1
www.nlm.nih.gov/research/umls/

licensedcontent/snomedctarchive.html

2
www.cdc.gov/nchs/icd/icd9cm.htm

questions. We presented the generated questions to three
different human assessors who were asked to associate
a score value between 1 and 10 for each dimension and
each question. Assessors were ontology experts and fa-
miliar with the biomedical domain. We evaluated the ap-
proach for the validation of 20 randomly-selected adapted
mappings generated from the evolution of mappings be-
tween SCT and ICD9.

Table 1 presents the obtained results for the 20
Boolean questions that are generated for the 20 targeted
mappings. We measure the Inter-Assessor Agreement
(IAA) for grammaticality, fluency and meaning preser-
vation. IAA corresponds to the average  measure de-
fined in (Cohen, 1960). The  measure indicates how
much the assessors’ agreement is above the probability
of an agreement by chance, and it is commonly used in
computational linguistics. In order to have relevant mea-
sures, we define 3 score intervals for grammaticality, flu-
ency and meaning preservation which are: [0..3], [4..6],
[7..10]. We use these intervals as categories in the calcu-
lation of the  measure.

The overall assessment of the generated initial
Boolean Questions (cf. Section 2.2) indicates good val-
ues for grammaticality and fluency because the attained
average values are satisfactorily high regarding the used
metric. The most important criterion for the mapping val-
idation, which is meaning preservation, had the best score
by the assessors. The  Inter-Assessor Agreement is also
relatively high ( is not negative), which provides a posi-
tive test on the reliability of the assessors’ ratings.

In the conducted experiments, the analysis of the
quality-deficient of Boolean questions produced by the
NL generation system led to two main causes: (i) the
heterogeneity and length of the literal attributes that led
to some inadequacies with the conceived patterns, e.g.
“Are other eye disorders more specific than family his-
tory degenerative disorder of macula?” and (ii) errors in
the concepts’ attributes (mainly labels), e.g. “ Is other
more specific than mechanical complication of suprapu-
bic catheter?”.

5 Conclusion

The continuous evolution of ontologies and the complex-
ity of the mapping adaptation task requires efficient meth-
ods to reduce the cost of mapping validation. Relying
on domain experts to monitor the validation of automat-
ically adapted correspondences can lead to various ben-
efits, ensuring reliable communication between hetero-
geneous systems. In this article, we presented a question
generation approach implementing automatic methods, to
guide domain experts in the validation of adapted ontol-
ogy mappings. The achieved results underscored the rel-
evance of the approach in the completion of the mapping
adaptation process.
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Grammaticality Fluency Meaning

Min. Max. Avg. Min. Max. Avg. Min. Max. Avg.
Assessor 1 0.4 1 0.775 0.4 1 0.81 0.4 1 0.915

Assessor 2 0.4 1 0.745 0.4 1 0.77 0.4 1 0.86

Assessor 3 0.6 0.9 0.735 0.6 0.9 0.745 0.6 0.9 0.77

average  0.28 0.48 0.45

Table 1: Quality of the NL generated questions and average  Inter-Assessor Agreement
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Abstract

Random indexing has previously been
successfully used for medical vocabulary
expansion for Germanic languages. In
this study, we used this approach to ex-
tract medical terms from a Japanese pa-
tient blog corpus. The corpus was seg-
mented into semantic units by a semantic
role labeller, and different pre-processing
and parameter settings were then evalu-
ated. The evaluation showed that simi-
lar settings are suitable for Japanese as for
previously explored Germanic languages,
and that distributional semantics is equally
useful for semi-automatic expansion of
Japanese medical vocabularies as for med-
ical vocabularies in Germanic languages.

1 Introduction

Distributional semantics models, which are based
on word co-occurrence patterns, build on the idea
that words frequently occurring in similar contexts
often have a similar meaning. There are a num-
ber of distributional semantics studies on medical
texts written in Germanic languages. These have
shown that distributional semantics models, built
using large corpora, are useful for semi-automatic
medical vocabulary development for Swedish and
English (Henriksson et al., 2014; Henriksson et
al., 2013) and as features when training English
medical named entity recognition systems (Jon-
nalagadda et al., 2012; Stenetorp et al., 2012;
Pyysalo et al., 2014).

Less work has, however, been carried out on
medical texts in languages that are grammatically
dissimilar from Germanic languages, for instance
Japanese. There are previous distributional se-
mantics studies on Japanese, e.g. studies using
context in form of noun-verb and noun-noun de-
pendencies (Kazama et al., 2010; Yamada et al.,

2009). Research on the adaption of distribu-
tional semantics to Japanese corpora using con-
text information in form of several neighbouring
words, has, however, not always been success-
ful (Sahlgren et al., 2003), possibly due to the
pre-processing and/or parameter choices not be-
ing properly adapted. We, therefore, aim to study
the usefulness of distributional semantics for con-
structing medical vocabularies for Japanese, and if
pre-processing and parameter settings need to be
adapted to Japanese.

2 Background

We have identified three main aspects in which
Japanese is different from Germanic languages,
and that are relevant when constructing models
of distributional semantics: (1) In most distribu-
tional semantics studies, the basic semantic unit
is formed by the white-space segmented word.
White space is, however, not used in Japanese
(Kamermans, 2010, p. 17), requiring a different
approach for dividing the text into semantic units.
(2) A morphologic normalisation in form of a total
lemmatisation is often performed on corpora used
for distributional semantics. Japanese is, however,
highly agglutinative (Tsujimura, 1999, p. 297).
Several suffixes can be added to verbs and adjec-
tives, expressing e.g. negation (Kamermans, 2010,
p. 54) or desire (Kamermans, 2010, p. 111). Full
lemmatisation might, therefore, result in severe
loss of information. (3) Distributional semantics
studies on Germanic languages have shown that
taking information from a small context window
of co-occurring words into account (typically 1–
2 preceding and following words) is most suit-
able when building models for similarity between
words (Sahlgren et al., 2008). This does not nec-
essarily have to be the case for Japanese. This
is partly due to that the basic word order is dif-
ferent (SOV), but also due to that the word order
is relatively free and the function of a word (e.g.
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whether it is a topic, subject or object) instead is
indicated by case particles (Kamermans, 2010, pp.
35-38). Therefore, another context window size
might be more appropriate for Japanese. Also the
stopword filtering, often used for e.g. English vo-
cabulary extraction (Sahlgren et al., 2008), might
have to be adapted to Japanese, possibly retaining
the frequently occurring case particles.

3 Method

To address that white space is not used in
Japanese, a number of steps were applied for seg-
menting the corpus into semantic units. A ba-
sic pre-processing was first carried out by re-
moving smileys and sentences solely containing
Latin characters, as well as normalising the syl-
lable writing characters hiragana and katakana

by transforming half width forms into the corre-
sponding full width form. Then the corpus was
segmented into semantic units by: (a) Applying
the dependency parser CaboCha on the corpus
(CaboCha, 2012) (b) Applying the semantic role
labeller ASA (ASA, 2013) on the parsed corpus.

Three different pre-processing versions were
applied to the corpus, to study effects of the ag-
glutinative nature of Japanese and of word or-
der differences. In the Standard version, parts of
the information contained in the suffixes, which
potentially has a large impact on the semantics
of the surrounding semantic units, was retained.
This included polarity (negation or affirmation),
grammatical mood and voice, while e.g. formal-
ity level and tense were excluded. In this Stan-
dard version, stopword filtering was also carried
out by removing all semantic units not classified
by CaboCha as either a verb (not including helper
verbs or copula), an adjective (including adverbial
derivations of adjectives) or a noun (including pro-
nouns). In the first alternative pre-processing ver-
sion (Total lemmatisation), no information from
the suffixes was retained, but the corpus was in-
stead completely lemmatised. In the second alter-
native version (With case particles), the Standard
pre-processing version was modified by retaining
case particles, to study if this could compensate for
the relatively free word order of Japanese. Multi-
ple adjacent case particles were grouped into one
semantic unit.

Effects of word order differences were also
studied by varying the context window size. Con-
text window sizes of 1+1, 2+2, 4+4 and 8+8 sur-

rounding semantic units1 were evaluated for each
one of the three pre-processing versions. This re-
sulted in a total of 12 created semantic spaces.

The corpus, from which the distributional se-
mantics models were built, was a Japanese blog
corpus from the TOBYO site, which collects blogs
written by patients and/or their relatives (Kitajima
et al., 2013). After the first normalising step, the
corpus contained 270 million characters and the
standard pre-processing version contained 50 mil-
lion semantic units (2.5 million unique).

3.1 Random Indexing

For constructing the distributional semantics mod-
els, random indexing was chosen, because of
its computational efficiency on large corpora
(Sahlgren and Karlgren, 2009). In random in-
dexing, which was introduced by Kanerva et al.
(2000), each semantic unit of segmented text is as-
signed a representation in form of an index vector,
all of the same relatively small dimension. The in-
dex vectors have most elements set to 0, except a
few, randomly selected elements, who are either
given the value +1 or –1. Each semantic unit is
also assigned a context vector of the same small
dimension, and with all elements initially set to 0.
The context vectors are then updated to represent
the context of the semantic unit, by, for each oc-
currence of the unit in the corpus, adding the index
vectors of the surrounding semantic units. The re-
sulting context vectors form an approximation of a
standard co-occurrence matrix, and similarity be-
tween semantic units can be measured by e.g. the
cosine of the angle between the context vectors.

The configuration was generally based on re-
sults by Sahlgren et al. (2008), and non-weighted
direction vectors (of dimension 40,000) were
therefore used. This encodes whether a surround-
ing semantic unit occurs to the right or left of the
target unit, but does not encode its distance to the
target. 400 non-zero elements were used in the in-
dex vectors.

3.2 Evaluation

The semantic spaces were evaluated for their abil-
ity to extract terms belonging to a certain seman-
tic category, given a number of seed terms of this
category. Three semantic categories, highly rele-
vant for patient blogs, were used: Medical Find-

ing, Pharmaceutical Drug and Body Part. As seed
1Not letting the context cross a sentence boundary.
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terms and as evaluation data, terms from Japanese
MeSH were used; terms classified under the node
Diseases (C) for Medical Finding, terms classi-
fied under the node Chemicals and Drugs (D) for
Pharmaceutical Drugs and terms classified under
the node Anatomy (A) for Body part

2. Pharma-
ceutical brand names available at the TOBYO site
(Tobyo, 2013), as well as terms from a language
education web page listing body parts in Japanese
(Chonmage Eigojuku, 2013), were also included
to decrease the difference in number of terms be-
tween the category Medical Finding and the other
two categories. Terms occurring at least 50 times
in the segmented corpus as a semantic unit in the
context of at least one other semantic unit, were in-
cluded in the set of used terms. Terms in existing
vocabularies that were segmented into several se-
mantic units were, therefore, excluded, as were in-
frequent terms, due to the weak statistical founda-
tion for the position of their context vectors. This
resulted in 331 terms for Medical Finding, 278 for
Pharmaceutical Drug and 214 for Body Part.

The sets of terms were divided into two equally
large groups, group A and group B. The terms in
group A were first used as seed terms and the terms
in group B as reference standard. Thereafter, the
reverse setup was applied; terms in group B were
used as seed terms and terms in group A as ref-
erence standard. The seed terms represent terms
that, in a real-world scenario, would be included
in an existing but incomplete vocabulary, while the
reference standard represents terms that should be
suggested by an optimal semantic space for inclu-
sion in the vocabulary. As the two setups were
treated as two separate evaluations, using the seed
terms from one setup as reference standard in the
other does not bias the results in any way. The fi-
nal results were calculated by averaging the results
from the two separate evaluations.

The sets of seed terms were used for ranking
the other semantic units in the created random in-
dexing spaces according to their similarity to seed
terms of each semantic category. The ranking was
obtained with the method used by Skeppstedt et al.
(2013), in which a summed similarity to a seman-
tic category was calculated for every semantic unit
in the random indexing space. This was calculated
by summing the cosine of the angle (✓ū,s̄) between
the context vector of the semantic unit (ū) and the

2Except terms under the sub-nodes Plant Structures

(A18), Fungal Structures (A19), Bacterial Structures (A20)

and Viral Structures (A21).

context vector of each term (s̄) in the set of seed
terms (S) of the semantic category in question.

summed similarity(ū) =
X

s̄2S

cos(✓ū,s̄)

All semantic units (apart from the seed terms) oc-
curring at least 50 times in the corpus were ranked
according to its summed similarity, resulting in
one ranked list for each of the three semantic cate-
gories. For each of the 12 created random indexing
spaces, and each A/B-group setup, one such triplet
of ranked lists was produced and evaluated.

Recall for retrieving the terms in the reference
standard was calculated by measuring whether
the terms in the reference standard were included
among the top i ⇤n highest ranked semantic units,
where n is the number of terms in the reference
standard for a given category and setup and where
i was given integer values between 1 and 10.

For calculating precision for retrieving terms of
the correct semantic category, regardless of if a re-
trieved term was included in existing vocabular-
ies, a small manual evaluation was also carried
out. The top 150 retrieved semantic units in the
ranked lists for Medical Finding and Body Part
were manually classified according to semantic
category. Semantic units were presented to the an-
notators (one with basic level of Japanese and one
with intermediate level of Japanese) along with an
English translation generated using JMDict (JM-
Dict, 2013), and without revealing which semantic
space had produced the candidate. For borderline
cases, the semantic category of the English version
of SNOMED CT (IHTSDO, 2008) was used as a
reference. Semantic units that the annotators were
not able to classify (e.g. since no translation was
provided by JMDict), as well as semantic units for
which the two annotators disagreed on the clas-
sification, were classified by a third annotator, a
native Japanese speaker.

4 Result and Discussion

Results for evaluated semantic spaces are shown in
Figure 1. Standard pre-processing and total lem-

matisation produced similar results for all three
semantic categories, which shows that retaining
some of the inflected information does not con-
tribute to the term extraction.

Retaining case particles for Medical Finding
and Pharmaceutical Drug produced low results, re-
gardless of window size. Removing case parti-
cles and using a window size of 1+1 was instead
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Figure 1: Recall (to the left) was measured for
top n to top 10n candidate terms (n = the number
of terms in the reference standard). Precision (to
the right for Medical Finding and Body Part) was
measured for top 50, 100 and 150 candidate terms.
Existing vocabularies were used as reference stan-
dard for recall, while the reference standard for
precision was extended by manual classification.

clearly the most successful configuration for those
two categories. For Body Part, on the other hand,
the best recall results were achieved when retain-
ing case particles. Using the standard stopword fil-
tering with a window size of 1+1 produced, how-
ever, only slightly lower recall, and precision re-
sults were similar for the two approaches.

The manually classified reference standard,
against which precision was evaluated, had an
inter-annotator agreement of 95%, excluding the
class Unknown, which the annotators used in 9.3%
(basic Japanese) and 0.4% (intermediate Japanese)
of the cases. Despite being evaluated against
a different reference standard, precision results
followed the same pattern as those for recall.
This shows a potential for relying on the efficient
method of using fully automatic recall evaluation
against existing vocabularies for determining what
parameters to use. Precision, however, is needed
to compare between combinations of language,
corpus and vocabulary, since the completeness of
used vocabularies have a large impact on recall.

For extraction of Swedish Medical Findings
with the summed similarity ranking (Skeppstedt
et al., 2013) slightly better precision was reported
(0.80, top 50, 0.68, top 100 and ⇠0.58 top 150,
compared to 0.72, 0.55 and 0.49 achieved here).
This difference could be due to the additional com-
plexity associated with segmenting Japanese text,
but could also be explained by other non-language
factors, e.g. different corpora types and suitability
of the seed terms to the corpus type.

5 Conclusion

Results showed that parameters suitable for previ-
ously explored Germanic languages (a small win-
dow size, stopword filtering of function/frequent
words and total lemmatisation) are suitable also
for Japanese. An exception was, however, the cat-
egory Body Part, for which slightly better results
were achieved when case particles were retained.

The achieved precision for Medical Finding
is only slightly lower than for a similar study
on Swedish (Skeppstedt et al., 2013), showing
that distributional semantics has the same poten-
tial to be useful for semi-automatic expansion of
Japanese medical vocabularies as for the previ-
ously explored languages.

The consistency between recall and precision
increases our confidence in the results. The confi-
dence could, however, be further increased by us-
ing several resamplings of the division into seed
terms and evaluation terms. Future work also
includes application of the evaluated techniques
for Japanese named entity recognition, as well as
for semi-automatic expansion of Japanese medical
vocabularies to also include terms typical to the
language used in patient blogs.
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Abstract

Ontologies are required for precise description
of image resources in repositories. The Imag-
ing Ontology describes image acquisition in-
struments as used in the life sciences and com-
plements ontologies that are used for describ-
ing the content. We show how we can reason
over optical resolution to assist in experiment
planning or knowledge discovery. Use of ad-
jacent classes helps the overall structure of the
ontology and its extendibility.

1 Introduction

Images are an important output for scientific re-
search. They are used for pure phenomenological
description as well as for measurements. In both
cases, good description contributes to longevity of
the images as well as possibilities to connect to im-
ages with similar or complementary content so as to
extend on the application domain of the images.

Ontologies terms are a successful vocabulary for
annotating data in the life sciences. Using existing
ontologies helps with integration and validation of
data. Algorithms can assist the user to annotate their
data accurately and sufficiently.

A lot of research has been done on the (auto-
mated) annotation of biological and medical texts
(Rebholz-Schuhmann et al., 2012). Recent studies
also included images found in text resources, how-
ever the studies have focussed on a single modality
or on image captions (Kuhn et al., 2012).

In previous research we have developed LSIDx
(Leiden Scientific Image Database for Exchange).
The goal of this database is to link its content by

means of standardized terms; this requires precise
annotation with such terms and these terms are
drawn from a range of different ontologies. Con-
sequently much attention has been given to the user
interaction so that the expert is well supported in the
annotation as well as in the retrieval phase (Bei et al.,
2007) (Kallergi et al., 2009). Thus it becomes possi-
ble to do reasoning between images and allows extra
data to be pulled from external databases. Instead of
reconstructing the semantics of images, we propose
a method to preserve as much information about the
images as possible from the moment of acquisition.

The LSIDx database is a canonical database, it
aims at connecting phenomena at different reso-
lutions and from different imaging modalities as
well as connect complementary phenomena to one
”story” that is told by images. In this manner a vir-
tual microscope is built based on a semantic model
(Kallergi et al., 2009). For this purpose custom user
interfaces were developed (Dmitrieva et al., 2010)
(Kallergi et al., 2013).

Previously in LSIDx the microscope information
was recorded using templates that describe common
microscope modalities (e.g. confocal microscopy).
The templates consisted of multiple attribute-value
pairs, that the user could customize before the actual
annotation process. This template was extendible to
capture more information. This metadata was cap-
tured using an Entity-Attribute-Value (EAV) model.
While simple queries on modality were available,
the system could not offer the flexibility to express
queries with aspects of integration and higher lev-
els of complexity and granularity. In this paper we
describe what can be gained from moving the mi-
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croscope acquisition templates from an EAV model
to an ontology based system that integrates with the
semantic models we have for content.

2 Image Annotation

Within LSIDx the Image Annotation is divided into
five categories:

• Dublin Core
• File information
• Content
• Microscope
• External links

Dublin Core metadata (Weibel, 1997) is needed to
provide access rights and provenance information.
Scientific images are often used as evidence for hy-
potheses. As such, it should conform to the high
standards we come to expect from evidence.

File information metadata is important to ensure
computers can parse the images and visualize its
content. To check the data integrity checksums and
file size are stored. For visualization we have meta-
data on image geometry and file type.

Content metadata describes the subject matter that
is depicted in the image. Content annotation is based
on a range of ontology terms that are preselected
from 37 different but standard ontologies. Annota-
tion is facilitated by providing semantic context by
showing the concept neighbourhood in a graphical
user interface.

We changed the original concept of templates, so
that microscope information can now be captured
using relations from a newly developed Imaging On-
tology (cf. section 3) in addition to the ontology
terms used for content annotation.

External links provide the images with more con-
text. The annotation model of LSIDx allows includ-
ing, or linking to, information from standard refer-
ence databases, like UniProt (Apweiler et al., 2004)
and PDB (Berman et al., 2003).

3 Imaging Ontology

The header file of microscope images holds a great
deal of information about the acquisition process.
The headers are often stored in proprietary formats
and lack standardization across different microscopy

techniques. We want to encode our microscopy data
using an ontology with the following requirements:

• Range: The ontology should include concepts
close to the following list: Fluorescence, Con-
focal, Transmission Electron, Scanning Elec-
tron and Atomic Force.

• Instantiable: Microscope should be a class
that is an endurant, i.e. it should model a phys-
ical object. Microscope types should be sub-
classes of this class.

• Class Semantics: All microscope subclasses
should have more axioms than just the asser-
tion that it is a subclass of Microscope.

• Properties: Ontology should have properties
for numerical aperture and (optical) resolution.

In Table 1 we present the results of this check-
list for the ontologies we evaluated using BioPortal
(Noy et al., 2009).

None of the ontologies had the concept of numer-
ical aperture or a property that can hold this data. In
some of the imaging pipelines deconvolution (Mc-
Nally et al., 1999) is an important step and numer-
ical aperture is critical for this operation. Only two
ontologies: FBbi (Orloff et al., 2012) and QIBO
(Buckler et al., 2013), had extra semantics to val-
idate or classify microscope subclasses. From our
evaluation we concluded that the existing ontologies
are not sufficiently generic. We have engineered
a generic ontology for microscope acquisition, the
Imaging Ontology.

For maintainability and reasoning extra seman-
tics on every subclass of Microscope are needed.
These additional semantics require extra classes for
physical interactions and imaging modes. The mi-
croscopy classes are made equivalent to relations to
these additional adjacent classes.

3.1 Adjacent classes
At the heart of imaging techniques is the interaction
with the sample that will be measured by some form
of detector and the mode of operation (e.g. Bright
Field Imaging). These interactions and modes are
modelled using additional classes that are not meant
to be directly instantiated, but only serve to pro-
vide context to the microscope classes. The adja-
cent classes are linked to appropriate DBPedia arti-
cles (Auer et al., 2007).
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Requirements
Ontology Range Instantiable Class Semantics Properties
BAO X X 7 7
BIRNLEX 7 X 7 7
BRO 7 X 7 7
EP 7 X 7 7
ERO X X 7 7
FBbi X 7 X 7
GALEN 7 X 7 7
NPO 7 X 7 7
OBI 7 X 7 7
QIBO X X X 7
RH-MESH X 7 7 7

Table 1: Existing ontologies and their results on our Checklist. BAO = BioAssay Ontology, BIRNLEX = Biomedical
Informatics Research Network Project Lexicon, BRO = Biomedical Resource Ontology, EP = Cardiac Electrophysi-
ology Ontology, ERO = Eagle-I Research Resource Ontology, FBbi = Biological Imaging Methods Ontology, NPO
= NanoParticle Ontology, OBI = Ontology for Biomedical Investigations, QIBO = Quantitative Imaging Biomarker
Ontology and RH-MESH = Robert Hoehndorf Version of MeSH.

Fluorescence Microscope

CLSM

FluorescenceConfocal mode

hasInteraction

hasImagingMode

Adjacent Classes

Numerical Aperture

Emission wavelength

Pinhole size

Figure 1: Relation of the classes within the Imaging On-
tology

The hierarchical structure of the Imaging Ontol-
ogy can be inferred from the relations the micro-
scopes have with the adjacent classes. See Figure
1 for an example.

With these semantics a reasoner can assist the user
to infer the microscope type from the evidence it
gathers from different means, like:

• Pixel information
• Header information
• Content annotations from the user

3.2 Relation to domain ontologies

In LSIDx we aim at storing images of the same phe-
nomenon in multiple modalities with varying reso-
lutions. Of special importance in the Imaging On-
tology is the (optical) resolution of the imaging de-
vice. The resolution allows the computer to reason
about the biological structures that might be visible
in an image. This is illustrated in Figure 2. The
units have to be represented using an ontology of
units (Rijgersberg et al., 2013), or the reasoner has
to be able to cope with the different representations
of the has optical resolution property.

If the domain ontology lacks information on the
general size of its physical objects, then we can at
least get an ordering using the mereology that most
ontologies have. For these ontologies some extra
facts have to be asserted to allow the reasoner to val-
idate what can be observed with what microscope.

3.3 Query possibilities

See Figure 3 and Figure 4 for illustrations of queries
with the Image Ontology and resulting image sets.
The user interface depends on the application at
hand.
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part of

Microscope

Optical Microscope

Bright Field Microscope

Fluorescence Microscope

Confocal Microscope

Electron Microscope

TEM

SEM

1 meter

1 millimeter

1 micrometer

1 nanometer

1 picometer

Male human body

Hypothalamus

Cell

 Chromosome

Nucleotides

part of

part of

part of

FMA

GO

Figure 2: Imaging Ontology relation to domain ontolo-
gies

image_annotation (part_of Hippocampus)

image_annotation (related_to Alzheimer’s Disease)

has_resolution < Confocal_Microscope.has_optical_resolution

Figure 3: Example resultset from query 1

given this image:

Find images with the same gene expression but at lower resolution

Figure 4: Example resultset from query 2

4 Results & Discussion

In this paper we have explained the need for an
imaging ontology to complement image annotation.
We present the Imaging Ontology and demonstrate
the possibilities such an ontology can offer to a
biomedical expert. The ontology requires constant
curation as new imaging techniques and improve-
ments to techniques appear. With the addition of in-
teraction subclasses we have provided a framework
that will help the ontology to grow naturally while
remaining internally consistent.

We have included our ontology to the canonical
database LSIDx, but the same ontological infrastruc-
ture is used for a dedicated application database Cy-
tomicsDB (Larios et al., 2012) (Larios et al., 2014)
in which the focus is put on the management of large
volumes of image time-lapse data and their analysis.

The next step we are working on are personalized
agents that use the information from the ontologies
we have developed to help annotate, retrieve and
connect data.

5 Conclusions

The Imaging Ontology is a valuable asset in an im-
age knowledge base. It can help validate, assist an-
notation and enhance retrieval of images. The on-
tology also increases the internal connectivity of the
data, creating a richer dataset. Using adjacent terms
helped structuring the ontology and making it easier
to extend.
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Abstract

In this short paper, we investigate hierarchical
clustering of event triggers in the EVEX large-
scale event resource. As the primary applica-
tion, we utilize the clustering to identify in-
correct trigger event words and subsequently
eliminate events extracted with these triggers.
We evaluate the method on the BioNLP 2011
and 2013 Shared Task test sets and show that
the method can further increase the precision
and F-score of the winning system of the 2013
BioNLP Shared Task on Event extraction.

1 Introduction

The 2009–2013 series of BioNLP Shared Tasks on
Event Extraction (Nédellec et al., 2013) have given
raise to a number of event extraction systems, sev-
eral of which have been applied at a large scale
(Van Landeghem et al., 2013a; Gerner et al., 2012).
This typically means the full set of PubMed ab-
stracts and PubMed Central full text articles. Hav-
ing been trained on the narrow-domain, carefully se-
lected Shared Task training data, the performance
of the systems when faced with the topically highly
varied PubMed documents — the vast majority of
which do not deal with events among genes and pro-
teins — thus requires a further study.

Already a casual inspection of the EVEX resource
reveals occasional occurrences of obviously incor-
rect events in out-of-domain documents. Further,
Van Landeghem et al. (2013b) have studied the out-
put of the event extraction systems on general do-
main data in further detail. In this short paper, we

focus specifically on the event triggers, with the ob-
jective of automatically identifying those that are ob-
viously incorrect.

2 Data

This study is based on the EVEX resource (Van Lan-
deghem et al., 2013a) containing 40,190,858 events
of 24 different types such as binding, positive-
regulation, negative-regulation, and phosphory-
lation. These events are extracted using the
Turku Event Extraction System (TEES) (Björne et
al., 2012) from 6,392,824 PubMed abstracts and
383,808 PubMed Central Open Access (OA) full-
text articles that were published up to 2012 and
which contain at least one gene/gene-product men-
tion.

The extraction of every event is based on the
recognition of an occurrence of a trigger word in the
underlying sentence. A single unique trigger word,
such as modify, may have a number of occurrences
in the data, acting as a trigger for many events. It is
important to note that these events may be of differ-
ent types. For instance the trigger word expression
acts as a trigger for both gene-expression and tran-
scription events, depending on the context.

In total, there are 137,146 unique event triggers
not comprised purely of numbers and not containing
unicode special characters. As expected, the vast
majority of events in EVEX correspond to a small
number of highly frequent trigger words. For ex-
ample, there are only 3,391 trigger words with fre-
quency above 300 (i.e. corresponding to at least 300
event occurrences), but these words account for full
97.1% of all events in EVEX. Consequently, when
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the aim is to increase the precision of the events in
EVEX by automatic recognition of incorrect trigger
words and eliminating them, focus should be cen-
tered on highly frequent trigger words instead of
the rare ones. Accordingly, we decided to concen-
trate on these 3,391 top most frequent trigger words.
Having this limited number of trigger words of fo-
cus also made it possible to manually inspect the hi-
erarchical clustering tree discussed in the following
sections. Table 1 shows more detailed statistics re-
garding the distribution of event trigger words.

Trigger Word
Frequency
(at least)

Number of
Trigger Words

100 98.4% 6339
200 97.6% 4263
300 97.1% 3391
400 96.6% 2880
500 96.3% 2538

Table 1: Distribution of triggers and their associated
event percentages.

The event type distribution of any particular trig-
ger word can be characterized with a 24 dimen-
sional vector, in which each element corresponds to
the proportion of a particular event type, among all
events that are extracted based on that particular trig-
ger word. While some trigger words are very pure,
where for instance bind is 99.92% associated with
the binding event type, this is often not the case.

3 Method

Among the trigger words, we will target those which
are obviously incorrect, regardless of their context.
These include, for example, gene/protein/chemical
names, author names or names such as hospital. One
of the objectives of this study is thus to develop a
method that can automatically categorize the trigger
words so as to eliminate the obviously incorrect trig-
ger words, thus increasing the precision of the event
extraction systems without impacting their recall.

Another interesting aspect when studying the trig-
ger words is to build a general overview of all of
the trigger words according to the 24 different event
types and to study whether there exist groups/sub-
groups of related trigger words which would allow
us to define sub-types of the 24 event types. Of spe-

cific interest will be studying the groups/sub-groups
before and after eliminating incorrect trigger words.

In the following, we propose a 4-step method
which is based on hierarchical/agglomerative clus-
tering of the 3,391 top-most frequent trigger words
and building, analyzing and pruning the resulting bi-
nary tree.

3.1 Hierarchical Clustering of Trigger Words
As the first step, we induced a vector space represen-
tation for the trigger words, and used these vectors to
hierarchically cluster the triggers. Cosine similarity
was used as the clustering metric and the ward vari-
ance minimization algorithm was used for calculat-
ing the distances between the newly formed clus-
ters. To build the vector space representations, we
used the word2vec method of distributional seman-
tics recently introduced by (Mikolov et al., 2013)
and previously applied in the biomedical domain by
(Pyysalo et al., 2013). The word2vec method com-
prises a simplified neural network model with a lin-
ear projection layer and a hierarchical soft-max out-
put prediction layer. The input layer has the width
of the vocabulary and the projection layer has the
width of the desired dimensionality of the vector
space representation. Upon training, the weight ma-
trix between the input and the projection layer con-
stitutes the word vector space embeddings. The net-
work can be trained in several different regimes,
but in this work we use the skip-gram architecture,
whereby the network is trained to predict nearby
context words, given a single focus word at the cen-
ter of a sliding window context.

We trained the word2vec model on the lower-
cased texts of all PubMed titles and abstracts and all
PubMed Central OA full articles that contain at least
one gene/gene-products (ggps) mentions extracted
from the EVEX resource. All ggp mentions in the
texts were replaced with the “ggp” placeholder and
all numbers with the “num” placeholder to densify
the text.

An initial experiment in hierarchical clustering of
the top 100 most frequent trigger words revealed that
on one hand many coarse/fine grained sub-clusters
were formed in a way that each sub-cluster con-
tained trigger words with biologically similar mean-
ing. Many sub-clusters could be clearly associated
with a unique event type. However, on the other
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hand, many trigger words were clustered together
incorrectly, especially for the common positive-
regulation and negative-regulation types (e.g. in-
crease and decrease) because they have a high simi-
larity in the vector space representation.

To address this issue, we add trigger/event type
association information as additional dimensions to
the word vectors, thereby affecting the clustering
to more closely conform to the event types. To
obtain reliable event type distribution for the trig-
ger words, we used the BioNLP Shared Task 2011
(ST’11) training and development sets (Kim et al.,
2011). Out of the 1,447 unique trigger words in
this data, 995 were single-token trigger words and
of these, 828 are actually among the top 3,391 most
frequent EVEX trigger words. For these 828 trig-
gers, we append a 24-dimensional normalized event
type distribution vector to their word2vec-based vec-
tors (the vectors for the remaining 2,563 triggers for
which a reliable event type information could not be
obtained are simply padded with 24 zeroes). Re-
clustering with the modified vectors, we noticed that
positive-regulation and negative-regulation trigger
words were no longer clustered together, obtaining
more meaningful clusters w.r.t. the task at hand.

3.2 Event Type Vectors of Sub-Clusters
In this step, event type vectors for all nodes of the
binary cluster tree were calculated. For each leaf
of the tree (i.e., a trigger word), its corresponding
trigger/event type vector was calculated based on the
counts of the occurrence of its respective events in
the EVEX, and for each intermediate node of the tree
(i.e., a sub-cluster), its respective event type vector
was calculated by adding trigger/event type vectors
of all triggers that belong to it.

Using this information, it is possible to inspect
how the tree is organized and whether and how its
different branches represent different event types.
For example, by checking which element in a sub-
cluster’s event type vector has the maximum value,
we could tell what is the event type that this sub-
cluster is mostly associated with and the level of
purity of that cluster. For example, while one
sub-cluster can be 98% binding and is thus to
a large extent pure, another cluster can be 43%
gene expression and cannot be assigned a single pre-
dominant type.

3.3 Identifying Possibly Incorrect Trigger
Words

In this step, we prepared a list of safe or supposedly
to be correct trigger words and regarded the remain-
ing trigger words in our set of all trigger words of
focus as possibly incorrect. This was necessary for
the next step: pruning the tree and finding the final
list of incorrect trigger words. As discussed in Sec-
tion 3.1, by analyzing the ST’11 training and devel-
opment sets, we obtained a list of 995 unique single-
token trigger words. Out of the 3,391 EVEX trig-
ger words in our list, 828 were among these. How-
ever, our list contains many other trigger words that
could not be directly found in the ST’11 sets, but
variations of them or variations of their parts could.
For instance, processing was in our list, while pro-
cessed was in the ST’11 sets. As another example,
the word co-regulation was in our list, but regulation
is present in the ST’11 sets.

We therefore performed the following preprocess-
ing steps on the trigger words in both the EVEX and
ST’11 sets:

1. We split each trigger word based on occur-
rences of the following characters: {’-’ , ’.’ ,
’ ’ , ’/’}. For each trigger word, each of its split
parts was saved if all of the following condi-
tions were met: (1) The part length was greater
than one, (2) The part was not a number, (3)
The part was not in the set of following words:
{’co’ , ’up’ , ’down’ , ’re’ , ’non’ , ’over’ ,
’self’}.

2. We lemmatized all the trigger words, and all of
their parts, using the BioLemmatizer software
(Liu et al., 2012) which is specifically devel-
oped for the biomedical domain, and recorded
all produced lemmas for each trigger word.

After the preprocessing, all of the 828 trigger
words that could be directly found in the ST’11 sets
were regarded as safe. For the rest, the following
matching procedure was performed: A trigger word
in our list was regarded as safe if its exact form, or
one of its parts, or one of the lemmas of its parts
could be found in the sets of the ST’11 words, or
their parts or part lemmas. Otherwise, the trigger
word was regarded as possibly incorrect. By per-
forming the abovementioned approach, 602 trigger
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words were identified and added to the list of safe
trigger, resulting in a list of 1,430 safe trigger words.
The 1,961 remaining triggers were regarded as pos-
sibly incorrect. Table 2 shows some example words
from EVEX triggers in our list that were matched
against ST’11 trigger words, parts, or lemmas.

EVEX Trigger Word ST’11-Trigger
Word/Part/Lemma

co-transcribed transcribed
calcium-induced induced
co-immunoprecipitates immunoprecipitate
downregulating downregulate
recognise recognize
preceding precede
analyzing analyse

Table 2: Example of how trigger words from EVEX were
matched against ST’11 exact trigger words or their cor-
responding parts, or the lemmas of their parts.

3.4 Pruning the tree
Pruning the tree was done using the list of possibly
incorrect trigger words in three steps: 1) Process-
ing all leaves of the tree: If a trigger word exists in
the list of possibly incorrect trigger words, its cor-
responding leaf was marked as unsafe, otherwise it
was marked as safe; 2) Processing all intermediate
nodes of the tree: If all of the children of an inter-
mediate node were marked as unsafe, this node was
marked as unsafe as well, otherwise it was marked as
safe; 3) Pruning the tree: All of the descendants and
leaves of the intermediate nodes that were marked as
unsafe, were deleted from the tree. Respective trig-
ger words of the deleted leaves were added to the list
of incorrect trigger words.

There is one important aspect in the pruning al-
gorithm: Because the tree is binary, not all of the
trigger words that are in the list of possibly incor-
rect trigger words were added to the list of incorrect
trigger words, because if such a trigger word was
clustered near a safe trigger word, it was not con-
sidered as an incorrect trigger word and remained in
the tree. By doing this, deletions were propagated to
the upper levels nodes of the tree, only if all of the
participating leaves were recognized as incorrect.

After pruning, event type vectors for all interme-
diate nodes of the tree were recalculated so that we
could compare the tree before and after pruning.

4 Evaluation

4.1 Event Filtering
We evaluate the impact of trigger pruning on
event extraction using the official test sets of the
BioNLP’11 and ’13 GENIA Event Extraction (GE)
shared tasks. As the basis we consider the outputs of
the TEES system entry (Björne et al., 2012; Björne
and Salakoski, 2013) in 2011 (3rd place) and in 2013
(2nd place) GE tasks and, for the 2013 shared task,
also the winning EVEX entry (Hakala et al., 2013).
We prune the outputs of these systems by removing
events whose trigger words are identified as incor-
rect using the abovementioned algorithm and evalu-
ate the resulting pruned set of events using the of-
ficial evaluation services of the respective Shared
Task on the held-out test sets. The results are shown
in Table 3. In all three instances, we see an improve-
ment in both precision and F-score, for a compara-
tively smaller drop in recall. Especially for the 2013
task, the pruned TEES system (+0.23pp F-score over
TEES) matches in performance with the winning
2013 EVEX system. Since the EVEX system was
also based on TEES, it is interesting to note that
we have matched these improvements using a dif-
ferent approach. Finally, the pruned EVEX system
(+0.18pp F-score over the EVEX entry) establishes
a new top score on the task. Naturally, the mag-
nitude of the F-score improvements is modest, as
the top-ranking systems are well optimized to begin
with and major improvements have been difficult to
achieve regardless of the approach. Note also that a
filtering approach such as the one proposed in this
paper cannot increase recall because it is unable to
produce new events. Our main focus thus is on im-
proving the precision, rather than the recall, aiming
to increase the credibility of large-scale event extrac-
tion systems in general.

4.2 Tree Organization Before/After Pruning
The tree before and after pruning was visualized, up
to depth of 9 using the Dendroscope softare (Hu-
son and Scornavacca, 2012). Every intermediate
node of the tree was labeled based on the event type
that it was mostly associated with and level of pu-
rity of that sub-cluster. We noticed before pruning
the tree, many sub-clusters associated with different
event types are clustered close to each other. How-
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P R F
TEES (ST’11) 61.76 48.78 54.51
Pruned-TEES (ST’11) 62.41 48.75 54.74
TEES (ST’13) 56.32 46.17 50.74
Pruned-TEES (ST’13) 57.20 45.96 50.97
EVEX (ST’13) 58.03 45.44 50.97
Pruned-EVEX (ST’13) 58.85 45.23 51.15

Table 3: Results of official TEES predictions on ST’11
and ST’13 test sets and official EVEX predictions
on ST’13 test set before/after pruning. (P:Precision,
R:Recall, F:F-Score)

ever, after removing sub-clusters that were com-
posed purely of incorrect triggers, much better dis-
tinctive regions are formed in the tree that are com-
posed of sub-clusters associated with the same event
types. Visualizations of the tree are uploaded for fur-
ther inspections1.

5 Conclusions

We have investigated hierarchical clustering of event
trigger words from the large-scale EVEX event col-
lection, based on their word2vec vector space repre-
sentations and event type distributions. Using the
binary cluster tree, we have shown that it is pos-
sible to prune even commonly occurring incorrect
event triggers and thus achieve a modest improve-
ment over the winning system of the BioNLP 2013
Shared task on GENIA event extraction.
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Abstract 

Currently, miRNA databases contain limited 
information about the functional properties of 
miRNAs and their roles in biological processes. 
Automatically extracting and filtering such 
information from the literature would help 
biologists to quickly get an overall idea about 
the miRNA’s functions and involvement in 
biological processes. We employ a combination 
of frequency-based and pattern-matching 
techniques to extract highly relevant function-
like and process-like terms for a miRNA, as 
well as their exact relations to the miRNA. The 
results of this study show that our approach can 
successfully select functions and processes that 
could be used in both short summaries and 
somewhat longer summaries for miRNAs. 

1 Introduction 

MicroRNAs (also miRNAs or miRs) are small 
molecules involved in many biological processes 
and affecting gene regulation. In the early 2000s, 
miRs have been recognized as a distinct class of 
biological regulators with conserved functions. 
Since then, the research on miRs has been 
skyrocketing, with an increase in publications of 
over thirty to sixty percent year after year. 

Many miR databases have been created, 
containing manually curated information. Some 
databases benefit from text mining assistance (e.g., 
ranking documents or identifying miR-target 
associations in text for presentation to the curator). 
However, nearly all of these resources focus on 
miR-gene associations (e.g., Hsu et al., 2014) and 
miR-disease associations (e.g., Xie et al., 2013). 

Although these are valuable sources of information 
about miR targets, they contain limited information 
about miR functional properties and roles in 
biological processes. 

Our project aims to augment the information 
found in miR databases with information 
automatically extracted from the literature. This is 
motivated by trying to create resources for miRs 
similar to those for genes/proteins, such as  
EntrezGene, which includes short summaries, 
GeneRIF sentences, and annotations of functions 
and processes. The goal of this study is to identify 
processes/functions that are highly related to miRs. 

For genes, there have been many frequency-
based approaches that automatically identify and 
rank functional information from the scientific 
literature (e.g., Andrade and Valencia, 1998, Tudor 
et al., 2010). Although useful in providing an 
initial ranking for terms co-occurring with a miR in 
the literature, a frequency-based approach does not 
ensure a direct miR-term association. Such direct 
associations are necessary if the terms are to be 
included in summaries for miRs. To detect such 
associations, we develop an approach that selects 
function-like and process-like terms for which a 
strong relationship can be identified in the 
sentences in which they co-occur. 

Our approach combines frequency-based 
methods with rule-based syntactic relation 
extraction to identify terms for functional 
annotation that can also be used to create 
abstractive summaries for miRs. We call our 
system STEM (Summary Term Extractor for 
MiRNA). The evaluation indicates that STEM can 
identify such terms with high precision and recall. 
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2 Approach 

The basic steps of the algorithm are explained in 
the next three subsections: (1) identify FPterms 
(function-like and process-like terms) using a 
frequency-based approach; (2) detect syntactic 
relations for each miR-FPterm pair; and (3) assign 
relevancy based on additional features. 

2.1 Identifying FPterms 

We used the frequency-based approach of eGIFT 
(Tudor et al., 2010), which extracts iTerms, to 
identify FPterms for miRs. In this approach, the 
terms are stemmed and grouped as lexemes 
(groups of words having the same root). As in 
eGIFT, a lexeme corresponding to an iTerm is 
associated with a specific miR by assigning a 
score. The score is based on the frequency of the 
iTerm in abstracts containing the specific miR, as 
compared to the frequency of the iTerm in a 
background set of abstracts mentioning any miRs. 
Using the method of eGIFT, the iTerms are 
grouped into various categories, based on 
dictionary look-ups, surrounding words (e.g., gene, 
protein, complex, domain, analysis) or 
morphological derivatives (e.g., -tion, -sion, -sis). 
The FPterms considered in this study are those 
subsets of iTerms, which are identified as functions 
or processes by this categorization. Examples of 
FPterms identified for miR-1 are “tumor 
suppressor”, “myogenesis”, “cell proliferation”, 
and “gene expression”.  

2.2 Detecting Syntactic Relations 

Although many FPterms describe properties of 
miRs, not all are important enough to be included 
in a summary.  For example “gene expression” for 
miR-1 is probably not appropriate, as any miR will 
affect gene expression. Also the eGIFT-based 
method might pick some terms because of their 
frequencies even though there is no important 
relationship with the miR. Therefore, to find the 
relationship for a miR-FPterm pair, STEM starts 
by extracting sentences mentioning any variations 
of the miR name (e.g., miR-1, microRNA1, 
miRNA-1), and any variation of the given FPterm 
(e.g., suppressor, suppression, suppresses). Then, 
chunks of syntactically related tokens are formed, 
and simple constructs, such as appositives, relative 
clauses and reduced relative clauses, conjunctions, 
and parenthetical elements are detected using 

iSimp (Peng et. al., 2012). This helps to break 
down a complex sentence into multiple simple 
sentences. While looking at gene summaries, we 
observed certain specific types of relationships 
between important terms and the genes. These 
relationships are motivated and described below. 

Regulation/Involvement Relations: A term has 
a strong relationship with a miR, if the miR is 
thought to “regulate” or “be involved in” that 
process. We identify such relations using simple 
lexical/syntactic rules, that follow agent-theme 
patterns, where the miR is in agent position and the 
term is in theme position. The verb-based trigger 
connecting the miR and the FPterm is used to 
differentiate between involvement (e.g., “is 
involved in”, “plays a role in”, “implicated in”, 
etc.) and regulation (“regulates”, “mediates”, 
“activates”, etc.) relations. Lexical and syntactic 
information, simplification constructs and the 
voice of the connecting verb all play a crucial role 
in detecting if a relationship exists. For example, 
“regulation of cell proliferation by miR-9” and 
“miR-9, a ... which regulates cell proliferation” 
will both extract the relation [mir-9, regulates, cell 
proliferation]. Note that in the second fragment, 
the nominalized form of the verb is used. Certain 
sentences like “miR-10b actively participates in 
cancer formation by promoting cell migration” 
indicate causal relations, where miR-10b first 
promotes cell migration and then participates in 
cancer formation. In this case, we extend iSimp 
simplification to generate two sentences: “miR-
10b, actively participates in cancer formation” and 
“miR-10b promotes cell migration”, from which 
the relationships are then easily extracted. 

Is_a Relations. Certain terms describe 
attributes/properties of miRs, which are important 
to be included in short descriptive summaries. 
Terms ending in “or/er” (e.g. tumor suppressor, 
biomarker) fall into this category. We use patterns 
similar to the above to extract such relations. The 
verb-based triggers connecting the miR and the 
FPterm include “is a”, “functions as”, “acts as”, 
etc. Simple sentences constructed from appositives 
more often fall in this category than others. For 
example, “miR-1, a putative tumor suppressor” is 
rephrased to “miR-1 is a putative tumor 
suppressor”, hence, extracting the relationship  
[mir-1, is_a, putative tumor suppressor].  

State Relations. A process term might not be a 
direct biological process, however, it might convey 
important functional information about the miR. 
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For example, “Hsa-miR-9 methylation status is 
associated with cancer development” indicates a 
state (i.e., methylation) of a miR (i.e., miR-9) that 
is associated with a disease (i.e., cancer 
development). We use pattern-based rules like 
“state of miR” and “miR state”, where the state is 
the nominalized form of a non-regulatory verb. In 
the above sentence, STEM extracts the relationship 
[mir-9, state, methylation].  

2.3 Assigning Relevancy to FPterms 
Consider the fragment “miR-9a is involved in 

the regulation of neurogenesis”. The involvement/ 
regulation patterns, as described in the previous 
section, will extract the relation between agent 
“miR-9” and theme “regulation of neurogenesis”. 
However, the FPterm that we are interested in is 
simply “neurogenesis”. Therefore, we extend our 
relation extraction process to allow for larger noun 
phrases (NP) containing the miR or the FPterm. 
However, by doing so, we also introduce weak 
miR-FPterm relations (e.g., “MicroRNA-9 
regulates the migratory mechanism in human 
neural progenitor cells). Hence, we use the type 
of relation and the positions of the miR and the 
FPterm in the corresponding noun phrases to 
assign relevance scores. Head positions (e.g., 
“neurogenesis” in the first example) or nouns 
attached to head positions by preposition “of” (i.e., 
nominalized forms of regulation triggers, e.g., 
“regulation” in the first example) are considered 
important and assigned a high relevance score. 

The presence of one of the three relation types 
does not automatically imply a strong relationship 
between the miR and the FPterm. Considering 
FPterms are lexemes and will contain different 
morphological variations, the relations extracted 
for a miR-FPterm pair may be many. For example, 
the FPterm “suppression” will have variations like 
“suppress”, “suppressing”, and “suppression”. 
Thus, one relation may indicate [mir-9, isa, 
suppressor] while another may indicate [mir-9, 
suppresses, some other process]. Relations where 
the FPterm occurs in a verbal form are considered 
not important and assigned a low relevance score. 
Attributes of miR detected via is_a relationships 
are assigned a high relevance score only if the miR 
and the FPterm occur in head positions within their 
corresponding NPs. 

State relations derive their importance from the 
fact that they act as facilitating associations for the 
miR with some other important entity (e.g., 
disease). Thus, for a state relation to be considered 

important, we look at the type of verb phrase 
preceding or following the miR-state occurrence. 
Biologically meaningful verb phrases, as well as 
triggers like “associated with” or “correlated with”, 
indicate that the miR’s state is important, and so 
we assign a high relevance score. 

For a given miR-FPterm pair, multiple relations 
will be extracted from multiple sentences. STEM 
uses a set of heuristics to assign a single relevance 
score by looking at the frequency as well as the 
types of the relationships. For example, an FPterm 
frequently occurring in a verbal position will be 
assigned a “not relevant” score. 

3 Results and Discussion 

3.1 Experimental Design 

Four biology researchers, who were not involved 
in the design and development of STEM, were 
asked to provide annotations to be used in the 
evaluation. For this, 12 miRs were chosen 
randomly from all the miRs mentioned in 100 or 
more Medline abstracts, and top FPterms were 
chosen from these miRs for a total of 210 miR-
FPterm. Each annotator was given a different set 
of around 50 miR-FPterm pairs. For each pair, we 
provided the annotators with all the sentences in 
which the miR and the term co-occur. We then 
asked them to annotate the pair with one of three 
options: (1) relevant (R), if they would pick the 
FPterm to include in a short summary about the 
miR; (2) somewhat relevant (SR), if they would 
only pick the FPterm to include in a longer 
summary about the miR; or (3) not particularly 
interesting (NI), if they would not include this 
FPterm in a descriptive summary of the miR. No 
other information and examples were provided in 
the guidelines. 

3.2 Results 

The judges annotated the 210 miR-FPterm pairs 
with R in 88 cases (42%), SR in 30 cases (14%), 
and NI in 92 cases (44%). Our system, in turn, 
grouped the 210 miR-FPterm pairs into 75 R 
(36%), 47 SR (22%), and 88 NI (42%). Because the 
overall goal of this project is to identify FPterms 
for generating summaries about microRNAs, we 
show the results in terms of Precision, Recall, F-
measure, and Accuracy for each type of summary, 
as explained in our guidelines. 
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The results are shown in Table 1. The first four 
columns contain the true positive (TP), true 
negative (TN), false positive (FP), and false 
negative (FN) numbers of the system’s outcome as 
compared to the annotations. Precision (P), Recall 
(R), F-measure (F), and Accuracy (A) are provided 
in the last three columns. 
 

Summaries TP TN FP FN P A 
Short (R) 63 110 12 25 84.0 71.6 77.3 82.4 
Long (R+SR) 94 64 28 24 77.1 79.7 78.4 75.2 
None (NI) 64 94 28 24 69.6 72.7 71.1 75.2 

 
Table 1. Precision, Recall, F-measure, and 

Accuracy for the different types of summaries 

3.3 Discussion 

Our system performs well when identifying 
FPterms for short summaries (marked with R), as 
shown in the first row of Table 1. It appears that 
our approach is conservative, preferring precision 
over recall. Among the cases that influenced the 
precision, only 4 were R-NI errors in comparison 
to 8 R-SR errors. An example of R-SR 
disagreements is “colony formation” for miR-21, 
which matches a strong pattern of STEM but was 
marked as somewhat relevant by the annotators. 
Examples of R-NI disagreements include common 
terms, such as “translation” for miR-30. 
Meanwhile, recall errors were evenly distributed, 
with 13 SR-R errors and 12 NI-R errors. An 
example of SR-R disagreements is “cell migration” 
for miR-210, and an example of NI-R disagree-
ments is “methylation” for miR-124. These were 
not captured by any of the strong patterns used in 
STEM, indicating that our relation extraction 
patterns need to be improved to detect such cases. 

We noticed a drop in precision when identifying 
FPterms for long summaries (marked with R and 
SR), as shown in the second row of Table 1. In 
total, there were 24 SR-NI disagreements 
influencing the precision. An example is “secretion” 
for miR-15, which was assigned somewhat 
relevant by our heuristics, but marked as not 
interesting by the annotators. In total, there were 
12 NI-SR disagreements influencing the recall of 
long summaries. An example is “exocytosis” for 
miR-124, which was due to complex sentences not 
clearly indicating to a direct relationship. 

In conclusion, our analysis revealed that a 
majority of these errors can be attributed to 

missing patterns and incompleteness of the 
heuristics rules used in assigning relevancy scores.  

4 Conclusion & Future Work 

We described an approach for identifying functions, 
processes, and descriptive terms highly associated 
with microRNAs. Our method achieves high 
precision (84%) in selecting terms for short 
summaries, and good F-measure (79.7%) in 
selecting terms for somewhat longer summaries. 
The results of this preliminary study, presented in 
Table 1, showed that our approach has a great 
potential for selecting FPterms and corresponding 
sentences for the generation of microRNA 
summaries. We believe that results can be 
improved if machine learning would be used in the 
assignment of summary types to miR-FPterm 
pairs. 
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Abstract 

Current biomedical research needs to lev-
erage the large amount of information re-
ported in publications. Text mining 
approaches aimed at finding relationships 
between entities are key for identification 
of actionable knowledge from free text re-
positories. We report on the development 
of the BeFree system designed to identify 
relationships between biomedical entities 
with a special focus on genes and their as-
sociated diseases. BeFree, by exploiting 
morpho-syntactic information of the text, 
performs competitively not only for the 
identification of gene-disease relationships, 
but also for drug-disease and drug-target 
associations. The application of BeFree to a 
real-case scenario shows its potentiality in 
extracting relevant information for transla-
tional research.  

1 Introduction 

Due to the increasing size of scientific literature 
repositories, there is a strong need for tools that 
firstly, identify and gather the relevant information 
from the literature, and secondly, place it in the 
context of current biomedical knowledge. Text 
mining approaches ease the access to information 
otherwise locked in millions of documents 
(Rebholz-Schuhmann, Oellrich, & Hoehndorf, 
2012), but several challenges still remain, such as 
the identification of complex relationships between 
entities of biomedical interest and the exploitation 
of the extracted information in real-case settings 
for supporting specific research questions in trans-

lational research. In the last years there has been an 
increasing demand on the identification of relation-
ships involving entities of biomedical interest such 
as diseases, drugs, genes and their sequence vari-
ants (Hahn, Cohen, Garten, & Shah, 2012). Re-
garding relation extraction (RE), supervised 
learning approaches have shown good performance 
exploiting both syntactic and semantic information 
(J.-D. Kim, Ohta, Pyysalo, Kano, & Tsujii, 2009). 
Most of the studies have focused in kernel based 
methods to identify associations between entities 
(Chowdhury & Lavelli, 2012; Culotta & Sorensen, 
2004; Giuliano, Lavelli, & Romano, 2006; Miwa, 
Saetre, Miyao, & Tsujii, 2009). A major requisite 
of supervised learning approaches for RE is the 
availability of annotated corpora for both devel-
opment and evaluation. Although there are several 
annotated corpora for identification of interactions 
between proteins (LLL, AIMed, Bioinfer, HPRD50 
and IEPA), manually annotated corpora for other 
associations are scarce (Hahn et al., 2012). We 
present BeFree, a supervised text mining system to 
identify relationships involving genes, diseases, 
and drugs from free text. BeFree is composed of a 
biomedical Named Entity Recognition module 
named BioNER (Bravo, Cases, Queralt-Rosinach, 
Sanz, & Furlong, 2014), and a kernel-based RE 
module. We performed an evaluation of BeFree 
kernel-based RE models obtained by the combina-
tion of the Shallow Linguistic Kernel (KSL) 
(Giuliano et al., 2006) with the Dependency Kernel 
(KDEP), a new kernel that exploits deep syntactic 
information, for the identification of relationships 
between genes, diseases and drugs. In addition, we 
assessed the potential of the BeFree system to 
identify relevant information in a real-case scenar-
io: the search for genes associated to depression, 
one of the most prevalent diseases nowadays. As 
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we focused our case studies in identifying associa-
tions between genes and diseases, we also devel-
oped a new corpus by a semi-automatic annotation 
procedure based on the Genetic Association Data-
base (GAD), an archive of genetic association 
studies of complex diseases. In summary, we ad-
dressed some of the current challenges in the field, 
such as improving RE for entities of biomedical 
interest, integration with existing knowledge bases 
and exploitation of the extracted information in 
real-case scenarios. 

2 Methods 

BeFree is a supervised text mining system com-
posed of a Named Entity Recognition (NER) mod-
ule named BioNER (Bravo, Cases, et al., 2014), 
and a kernel-based RE module. 
2.1 NER module: BioNER is based on dictionaries 
and fuzzy matching methods, more details in 
(Bravo, Cases, et al., 2014). 
2.2 RE module: In order to implement a RE for 
different relationships (drug-target, drug-disease, 
gene-disease), we combine the Shallow Linguistic 
Kernel (KSL) described by (Giuliano et al., 2006) 
and our Dependency Kernel (KDEP) that exploits 
the syntactic information of the sentence using the 
walk-weighted subsequence kernels as proposed 
by (S. Kim, Yoon, & Yang, 2008). For more de-
tails see (Bravo, Pinero, Queralt, Rautschka, & 
Furlong, 2014). 
2.3 Corpora: We used the EU-ADR corpus (van 
Mulligen et al., 2012) for gene-disease, drug-target 
and disease-drug associations. In addition, we de-
veloped a semi-automatically annotated corpus for 
gene-disease associations based on the GAD data-
base (http://geneticassociationdb.nih.gov/), using 
the annotations of relationships between a gene 
and a disease in a single sentence. We applied 
BioNER to these sentences to identify the gene and 
disease entities and normalize them to NCBI Gene 
and UMLS identifiers, respectively. The sentences 
in which a given gene was found together with a 
specific disease, and this gene-disease association 
was annotated by GAD curators as positive or neg-
ative, were labeled as TRUE (2800 sentences). In 
order to create a dataset containing false associa-
tions between a gene and a disease (labeled as 
FALSE, gene and disease co-occur in a sentence 
but are not semantically associated, 2529 sentenc-
es), we selected the sentences with co-occurrences 

between a disease and a gene found by the BioN-
ER system that were not annotated by GAD cura-
tors as gene-disease associations.  
2.4 Evaluation: The performance of each model for 
association classification was evaluated by sen-
tence-level 10-fold cross validation in each corpus. 
The classifiers’ performances were assessed using 
P, R and F-score over the class TRUE (real rela-
tionship between the entities, in contrast with 
FALSE sentences where two entities co-occur, but 
there is no semantic relationship between them).  
 

3 Results and Discussion 

We developed a RE system for 3 types of relation-
ships between entities relevant in translational 
research: genes, drugs and diseases. We assessed 
the performance of the KSL and KDEP kernels using 
different morphosyntactic features on the relation-
ships available in the EU-ADR corpus (see Table 1 
in http://ibi.imim.es/befree/#supplmaterial for the 
full set of features evaluated). In the case of the 
drug-disease associations, the best performance 
both in terms of F score and Recall is obtained 
with the KDEP kernel (P 70.2%, R 93.2%, F 79.3%), 
using stems on the v-walk feature, while in terms 
of Precision the best result is obtained using part-
of-speech tags on both the e-walk and v-walk fea-
tures (P 74.5%, R 71.5%, F 72.3%). Similar results 
were obtained for the gene-disease associations, 
where the KDEP kernel alone achieved the best per-
formance, using stem or lemma over the v-walk 
features (P 75.1 %, R 97.7%, F 84.6%), or when 
using lemma in v-walk and role in e-walk (P 83.8 
%, R 71.0%, F 75.6%). Finally, for target-drug 
relationship, the best classification in terms of F 
score is achieved when using different combination 
of features with both kernels (P 74.2%, R 97.4%, F 
83.3%). Nevertheless, it is worth to mention that 
the KSL kernel, which only uses shallow linguistic 
information, achieves competitive results in the 
classification of drug-disease, gene-disease and 
drug-gene associations (F score: 76.7 %, 80.9%, 
81.1%, respectively). Although it is not possible to 
do a comparison to other approaches due to differ-
ent benchmarks used for evaluation, our results are 
comparable to state-of-the-art approaches. For 
instance, for gene-disease associations F scores of 
78 % (Bundschus, Dejori, Stetter, Tresp, & 
Kriegel, 2008) and 76 % (Buyko, Beisswanger, & 
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Hahn, 2012) have been reported. For drug-disease, 
F scores of 87 % (Gurulingappa, Mateen-Rajput, & 
Toldo, 2012), 79 % (Buyko et al., 2012) and 50.5 
% (Kang et al., 2014) were reported, while for 
drug-target  the values are around 80 % (Buyko et 
al., 2012).  
In order to test the feasibility of using a semi-
automatic annotated corpus for biomedical relation 
extraction, we developed a corpus from the GAD 
database.  Compared to the gene-disease set from 
the EU-ADR corpus, this is larger and contain a 
different ratio of true/false associations, thus it is 
interesting to see how the different combination of 
kernels and features behaves in this benchmark. 
The best results where those obtained with the KSL 
(P 77.8%, R 87.2% F 82.2%). Contrasting with the 
results obtained on the EU-ADR corpus for gene-
disease associations, KDEP alone did not work very 
well on the GAD corpus, and the combination of 
both kernels showed an improvement of the per-
formance but was always lower than the ones ob-
tained with KSL alone.  
Case study on genetic basis of depression 

Depression is a chronic, life-threatening disease 
and the second cause of morbidity worldwide, 
costing billions of dollars per year to the society 
(Albert, Benkelfat, & Descarries, 2012). It is cur-
rently accepted that a variety of genetic, environ-
mentally-driven epigenetic changes and 
neurobiological factors play a role in the develop-
ment of depression; however the exact mechanisms 
that lead to the disease are still poorly understood. 
MEDLINE currently indexes more than 100,000 
publications on depression, thus it is a good re-
source to gather information on genetic determi-
nants of this illness. Thus, we evaluated the 
performance of BeFree to identify genes associated 
to depression. Using a set of 270 abstracts pertain-
ing to depression published during 2012, we ap-
plied BeFree to identify the genes associated to 
depression. We used the models that in cross-
validation achieved the best F score (for EU-ADR, 
experiment 3; for GAD, experiment 1 and 2, see 
http://ibi.imim.es/befree/#supplbefree, Table 2). To 
assess the performance of BeFree, we manually 
checked a random sample of 100 gene-disease 
associations. In this sample, we determined the 
number of true and false associations between 
depression and any gene, and calculated P and R 
values for the predictions. In the case of the model 
trained on the EU-ADR corpus, although the Re-

call was almost perfect (96.6%), we observe a de-
crease in the Precision of the classification com-
pared to the cross-validation scenario (59.4%). On 
the other hand, the model trained on the GAD cor-
pus performed better in terms of Precision (70%) 
but worst in terms of Recall (59.3%) when com-
pared to the cross-validation scenario. All in all, 
the model trained in the EU-ADR corpus, per-
formed a better classification of gene-disease asso-
ciations in this real case setting (F-score 73.5%). 
We then compared the genes identified as related 
to depression by BeFree with the genes already 
known to be associated to depression available 
from DisGeNET (Bauer-Mehren, Rautschka, Sanz, 
& Furlong, 2010). The BeFree model trained on 
the EU-ADR corpus identified 168 genes, 41 of 
them available in DisGeNET, whereas the model 
trained on the GAD corpus retrieved 104 genes, 37 
of them were already reported in DisGeNET (Fig-
ure 1). More interestingly, the EU-ADR and the 
GAD models found 129 and 69 genes respectively, 
not present in DisGeNET, which might represent 
novel findings that could be introduced in Dis-
GeNET. We analyzed more deeply the set of genes 
that were predicted by both methods and were not 
present in DisGeNET (59 genes) by functional 
enrichment analysis with Gene Ontology terms 
using DAVID (Dennis et al., 2003). We found 
significant annotations for terms like synaptic 
transmission, transmission of nerve impulse, bio-
genic amine catabolic process, regulation of neuro-
logical system process, regulation of cell cycle, 
regulation of inflammatory response, which are 
also found for the list of genes from DisGeNET, 
and are representative of the biology of depression. 
More interestingly, some of the genes identified by 
text mining are putatively involved in RNA regula-
tion, RNA splicing and epigenetic regulation. This 
is noteworthy since there is an increasing interest 
in the relationship between the aforementioned 
processes and the physiopathology of depression 
(Albert et al., 2012).  

4 Conclusion 

We present the BeFree system, a kernel-based 
approach that using morphosyntactic and depend-
ency information performs competitively (F score 
at 80 % level) for the identification of drug-
disease, drug-target and gene-disease relationships 
from free text. We show that training BeFree on 
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different corpora (e.g. EU-ADR, GAD) allows the 
identification of gene-disease associations in a 
real-case scenario with good performance. Finally, 
as previously suggested by others (Pakhomov et 
al., 2012), a corpus developed by semi-automatic 
annotation is a good resource for developing a RE 
system in biomedicine. In addition, we evaluated 
the value of the information extracted by BeFree 
for a specific case study in translational research. 
Particularly, BeFree is able to identify genes asso-
ciated to depression that are not present in other 
specialized databases. More importantly, some of 
these genes represent novel aspects of the physio-
pathology of depression.  
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Abstract

In this poster we present a recent extension
of the OntoGene text mining utilities, which
enables the generation of annotated pdf ver-
sions of the original articles. While a text-
based view (in XML or HTML) can allow a
more flexible presentation of the results of a
text mining pipeline, for some applications,
notably in assisted curation, it might be desir-
able to present the annotations in the context
of the original pdf document.

1 Introduction

Several text mining systems are capable of produc-
ing a richly annotated version of the input docu-
ments, and present it in a format which allows easy
browsing. Most of these formats however are text-
based. Typically the annotations are overlayed on
the text of the original document through simple web
technologies (e.g. via XML or HTML plus CSS).
However very few systems are capable of producing
annotated pdf documents – a notable exception is the
Utopia system (Attwood et al., 2010).

Dealing with the original pdf document might be
highly desirable in some contexts. For example,
database curators are accustomed to the layout of
specific journals and often rely on it to quickly lo-
cate the information that they are looking for.

The OntoGene text mining system (Rinaldi et
al., 2008; Rinaldi et al., 2010) is a pipeline of
tools that can provide very advanced biomedical
text mining results, as it has been shown by parte-
cipation in several community-organized evaluation
campaigns. Recently we have implemented some

⇤Tsinghua University, Department of Automation, Beijing,
China

†University of Zurich, Institute of Computational Linguistics,
Binzmühlestr. 14, 8050 Zürich, Switzerland

extensions that allow the OntoGene system to pro-
duce annotated pdf documents, overlaying the re-
sults of the text mining pipeline on top of the original
article.

In the present poster paper we briefly describe the
challenges that we had to deal with in order to be
able to annotate the pdf documents, how we solved
them, and the limitations of the current approach.

2 Algorithm Description

The work described in this paper is based on the as-
sumption that it is possible to create an alignment
between the plain text version of the original arti-
cle and the text in the PDF document. This is not
always the case, since PDF is a layout-oriented for-
mat, which does not impose restrictions on the order
of the elements. In theory it would be possible to
create a good looking pdf document by listing its
textual elements (e.g. paragraph) in a scrambled or-
der, as long as each of them is given the correct co-
ordinates for correct positioning in the final pdf.

There are several libraries that can extract the tex-
tual content of a pdf file, but there is no simple so-
lution to recreate the original textual order if the el-
ements in the pdf do not follow the expected linear
order. On the other hand, there is no obvious reason
for any editing tool to produce a pdf document with
a scrambled order of elements. So it can be assumed
that in most cases the pdf document will respect the
textual order. If that is the case, it is relatively easy
to extract from the pdf file a linear text.

If the original pdf layout does not respect the tex-
tual order, advanced pdf to text conversion tools,
which allow the definition of specific mappings
could be used, such as LApdf (Ramakrishnan et al.,
2012)).

The algorithm that we implement can be de-
scribed as composed of three steps:

1. extraction of text from the pdf
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2. alignment of the pdf-derived text with the text
mining output

3. creation and insertion of overlays in the pdf
document

2.1 PDF text extraction and annotation

We experimented with several pdf libraries in the
course of our work, in particular Itext, PDFClown
and PDFBox. Both PDFClown and PDFBox gave
us relatively satisfactory results. PDFClown1 pro-
vides highlight examples that can be used relatively
straightforwardly to annotate all occurrences of a
given word in the text, and, like all pdf libraries, it al-
lows the extraction of the textual content of the doc-
ument. Unfortunately the present version does seem
to have some limitation in the recognition of unusual
characters, perhaps advanced Unicode. This would
not be too bad in itself, since we could simply skip
over the unrecognized characters and be able any-
way to produce some form of alignment with the
plain text version of the document. Unfortunately
in such cases PDFClow throws up some low-level
exception which cannot be easily catched, so that it
is impossible to resume processing from the point
where the problem originated.

PDFBox2 provides a simpler and clearer interface
to the underlying pdf: it allows the generation of a
sequence of characters with their coordinates on the
page. As long the layout of the paper follows the tex-
tual order, the sequence of characters extracted with
PDFBox can be easily alligned with the plain text
version of the document, and the coordinates can be
later used to modify the pdf document by inserting
suitable overlays. For example it is possible to high-
light any character (or word) with a colored rectan-
gle, and even add a hyperlink from a word to an URL
providing information on that item. This would al-
low for example to link up selected entities in the
pdf document with entries in a reference database.

2.2 Input Alignment

Since the extracted text is only a sequence of char-
acters and it does not contain any space, we place
all the output into a single String object, plus an Ar-
rayList object. The ArrayList consists of the charac-
1
http://sourceforge.net/projects/clown/

2
https://pdfbox.apache.org/

ters plus additional information such as the index of
this character in the String object, and its coordinates
in the paper. Then we establish a mapping from the
index of the String to the index of the ArrayList. Af-
ter these preparations we can start aligning the input
file produced by the text mining system with the text
extracted from the pdf document.

The algorithm reads the input file produced by the
text mining pipeline, in the format shown in the ex-
ample below:
W38 142 145 � A l l
W39 146 152 � R i g h t s
W40 153 161 � Rese rved
W41 161 162 � .
W42 163 175 EFFECT I n a c t i v a t i o n
W43 176 179 � and
W44 180 190 � R e g u l a t i o n
W45 191 193 � of
W46 194 197 � t h e
W47 198 205 GC Aerob ic
W48 206 207 � C
W49 208 209 � 4
W50 209 210 � �
W51 210 223 � D i c a r b o x y l a t e
W52 224 233 � T r a n s p o r t
W53 234 235 � (
W54 235 239 GENE dctA
W55 239 240 � )
W56 241 245 � Gene
W57 246 248 � of
W58 249 260 � E s c h e r i c h i a

There is one token per line, and each token might
have additional properties, such as a type (if it is an
entity) and a link to an external database. The align-
ment algorithm should skip over all tokens that do
not have a type attribute, and only for those that have
a type, act on the original pdf by adding a color-
coded highlighting, which depends on the specific
type of the entity.

There are two main methods that could be used to
create an alignment between the two sequences:

• Apply an edit distance algorithm to align the
extracted String with the sequence of tokens
provided by the OntoGene pipeline, for exam-
ple by calculating the Levenshtein distance.

• Compare word by word between the OntoGene
output and the extracted String and try to find
the most possible matching word in the ex-
tracted String. Then use the mapping to find
the corresponding characters in the ArrayList.
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Normally there are well more than 20,000 char-
acters in one paper and thus calculating the Lev-
enshtein distance could be very slow (and certainly
much more slower than the second method). More-
over, it is not immediately obvious which costs
should be set for substitution, deletion and addition
of a character as different papers may result in dif-
ferent alignments. Instead, comparing word by word
may be a more brute force approach, but it is actually
very efficient and, when the input file and extracted
file align well, the results are quite good. Therefore
we adopt the second method using word compari-
son.

Below we illustrate the process with pseudo code,
where “sub” denotes the substring of extracted text
and “article” the whole String of extracted text.
“sub” is used to align with the input text file and will
eliminate words in itself when finding the aligned
ones. When the word is an aligned entity term (to
be annotated), which should in our case be always
at the first positions of “sub”, we could find the in-
dex of “sub” in “article”, and then find the index of
the entity in “article”, thus locating the specific se-
quence of characters in the ArrayList by using the
mapping between “article” and the ArrayList, and
then annotating them.
0 sub= a r t i c l e ;
1 w h i l e ( te rm r e a d != n u l l )
2 i f ( t e rm does n o t need t o be a n n o t a t e d )
3 i f ( sub . i n d e x ( te rm . c o n t e n t ) == 0 )
4 /⇤Term matched , t h e o r d e r o f t h i s te rm
5 i n t h e e x t r a c t e d t e x t i s c o r r e c t .⇤ /
6 sub = sub . s u b s t r i n g ( te rm . c o n t e n t . l e n g t h ) ;
7 e l s e
8 Code t o P r o c e s s t h e unmatched s i t u a t i o n
9 end
10 e l s e
11 i f ( sub . i n d e x ( te rm . c o n t e n t ) == 0 )
12 sub = sub . s u b s t r i n g ( te rm . c o n t e n t . l e n g t h ) ;
13 Code t o f i n d t h e c o r r e s p o n d i n g i n d e x of t h e s e
14 c h a r a c t e r s i n t h e A r r a y L i s t and A n n o t a t e t h e te rm ;
15 e l s e
16 Code t o P r o c e s s t h e unmatched s i t u a t i o n
17 end
18 end
19 end

We assume that the sequences in the input file and
extracted file are mostly aligned, and in most situa-
tions every term will match the first characters of the
“sub”. Besides, there is also a parameter detecting
the index of the term in “sub”, which is used in the
situations where in the input file some of the infor-
mation such as copyright claims or author details are
omitted. We use a parameter sweep and pick out the
parameter that gives the best matching performance.

For the situations that a match for a term in
the plain text stream is not encountered in the pdf

stream, or the position in “sub” is relatively large,
which implies false match, the following two solu-
tions are considered:

• Term Content has only 1 character
As we delete all “-” characters when extract-
ing PDF file in order to skip over any occa-
sional hyphenation of words over a newline,
and there are some characters in PDF file that
cannot be extracted into the String, we check if
sub.index(term.content) will be larger or equal
than 2 (meaning if this character is not at the
very first positions of the “sub”, we will discard
it), if yes, we will simply skip this character in
the input file and check the next term of input,
otherwise we would set “sub” starting after that
character and delete it in “sub”.

• Term Content has more than 1 character
For this situation, we will temporarily skip this
term and set a flag to track if the next term
will be at the following position of the skipped
term in “sub”. If yes, it means two consecu-
tive terms from input file are detected together
in the PDF stream, then we can assume that the
current corresponding position in “sub” could
be modified with a large distance. So we will
directly delete all the other characters in be-
tween in “sub” and set it starting from the latter
detected term; if not, we will skip the first term
and continue the iteration, reset the flag for the
second term and track the next term.

2.3 Creation and Insertion of Textual Overlays

Since the coordinates of each character are specified
according to the page, if we want to create and in-
sert the textual overlays, we have to perform it on
the exact page, so we need an array recording how
many characters there are in each page so that we
can easily recover the correct page for an annota-
tion. After finding the page, we can obtain a library
object (“annots”) which will allow insertion of over-
lays into that page.

To create the Highlight and Hyperlink overlays
for each term entity, we have to set up a markup con-
taining all the information to be inserted in the PDF
file. We need to set the color and the type (High-
light or Hyperlink), and a rectangle and a group of
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quadpoints both encompassing the areas of this an-
notation. The rectangle could be determined by the
coordinates of 2 diagonal points: the lower left point
and the upper right point, and the quadpoints are ef-
fectively an array with 8 elements, where each pair
denotes the X and Y coordinates of the 4 points rep-
resenting the rectangle.

We first count the number of the characters in the
term, and set the location of the first character to
the lower left point of the rectangle, and the loca-
tion of the last character plus a Y direction transla-
tion of the font size distance to the upper right point.
The quadpoints can also be determined accordingly.
When encountering the situation where the first and
the last character of the term are not in the same line,
we have to create 2 markups to cover characters in
different lines, setting the first rectangle and quad-
points pair ending at the last character that shares
the same line with the first one, and the second pair
starting from the second line, covering the rest of
characters of the term. After finishing the creation
of overlays, we can add them into the “annots” ob-
ject to complete the insertion into the page.

3 Problems

Unfortunately not all pdf files behave as nicely as it
is required for this algorithm to function correctly.
However it is in general possible to predict if the al-
gorithm will function correctly simply by inspecting
the “creator” property of the pdf file, which contains
the name of the software tool that was used to pro-
duce it. We have been able to produce an initial list
of “well behaved” pdf creation tools, for which we
can guarantee good performance with our algorithm.

Notwithstanding the satisfactory results, there re-
mains some problems to be considered in our future
work:

• The input file parses the PDF file in the order
of columns in one page, and the extracted file
is in the logical order, so it may cause some
logical problems when doing alignment, thus
leading to missing annotations. For example,
a remark or footnote at the bottom of the first
column may appear before the second column
in the input file, and in the extracted file it will
appear obviously after the second column.

• Some character in the PDF file cannot be recog-
nized by the conversion tool, so there is always
some mismatch during the alignment.

• In some case, the input file will contain more
words than the extracted file or less. We have
managed to distinguish this situation by setting
a flag to deal with individual word mismatch.
But if there are several redundant words in
consecutive positions, the algorithm will some-
times fail to detect them, and cause a misalign-
ment.

• The alignment algorithm is applied both to
words that require annotations and words that
do not. In situations where it fails to align them,
we choose to ignore these mismatches. In some
cases this could lead to missing annotations.

Figure 1 shows an example of a document anno-
tated using the OntoPDF approach.

4 Conclusion

We have presented a simple but effective method for
enriching existing pdf documents with textual over-
lays marking the entities detected by a text mining
system. We believe that this approach could be use-
ful in some applications of biomedical text minining,
notably assisted curation.
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Figure 1: Example of annotated PDF document
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Abstract

In this poster we present a set of biomedical
text mining web services which can be used
to provide remote access to the annotation re-
sults of an advanced text mining pipeline. The
pipeline is part of a system which has been
tested several times in community organized
text mining competitions, often achieving top-
ranked results.

1 Introduction

Web services play an increasingly important role in
computational biology in general, and in biomedical
text mining in particular. Recently emerged biomed-
ical text mining services can provide results from
tasks such as Named Entity Recognition (NER) or
Relationship Recognition (RE) in an easily reusable
format (Rak et al., 2012; Nunes et al., 2013). Such
web services offer text mining capabilities to a wider
public of potential users that do not necessarily have
the skills or the time to install specialized software.
Additionally, interoperability among different (web)
services can be achieved.

With OntoRest (OntoGene RESTful) we provide
a web service suite offering access to the annotation
results of the OntoGene text mining pipeline, which
is optimized for the biomedical text domain. Input
material can be provided in the community-endorsed
BioC XML format through a RESTful API, for it
to be returned in this same format, enriched by the
specific annotations requested.

In the task 3 of the BioCreative 2013 competition
participants were requested to provide a web service
capable of returning biomedical annotations of util-
ity for the Comparative Toxicogenomics Database

⇤University of Zurich, Institute of Computational Linguis-
tics, Binzmühlestr. 14, 8050 Zürich, Switzerland

(Davis et al., 2011). The annotations had to be pro-
vided in a pre-defined community-specified XML
format called BioC (Comeau et al., 2013). This
file format is designed for the needs of biomedical
text mining, but could in principle also be applied
to other texts types. It provides both in-line and
stand-off annotations: the former to allow the anno-
tation of different text segments like passages or sen-
tences; the later to allow for rich annotation of any
piece of information found in a text. The stand-off
annotations can be enriched through the provision
of so-called infon (“information”) elements. Be-
sides of locational (location tag) and relational
(relation tag), additional tags are available to
specify which place is exactly annotated, but also
which of the annotations may be interrelated.

In the course of the 2013 task organized by the
BioCreative community our team created the ini-
tial version of OntoRest (Rinaldi et al., 2013) –
the OntoGene RESTful annotation web service for
biomedical text mining. In recent months the ser-
vices have been overhauled and extended, as dis-
cussed in this paper. In section 2 we present in gen-
eral terms the design and implementation of Onto-
Rest. In section 3 we describe its functions and fea-
tures.

2 System design and implementation

Primarily, the idea of OntoRest is to adhere to a sim-
ple input–output client–server model through which
biomedical text mining can be carried out using
the underlying OntoGene biomedical text mining
pipeline on a collection basis, which means that one
or more documents can be submitted for annotation,
using the BioC XML format.
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BioC XML input
#

(0) Wait request / validate BioC

#

(1) Read input with PyBioC reader

#

(2) Fetch Pubmed source (optional)

#

(3) Convert to OGXML
#

(4) Sentence splitting + tokenization

#

(5) Term annotation
#

(6) Extract terms
#

(7) Merge tokens

#

(8) Entity disambiguation

#

(9) Compute concept relevance

#

(10) Filter concepts by score

#

(11) Compute relation relevance

#

(12) Filter relations by score

#

(13) Annotate OGXML for visualization
#

(14) Add annotations to PyBioC writer

#

(15) Send back annotated BioC
#

BioC XML output

Figure 1: OntoRest and OntoGene pipeline: green
boxes represent the original OntoGene pipeline, yellow
boxes represent additions that optimize the ranking of
concepts and relations, red boxes represent OntoRest
proper.

BioC is a recently proposed annotation format
which aims at allowing a simplified data exchange
among text mining systems or their components.
BioC comes with a light specification of an XML
format (Comeau et al., 2013), plus a set of tools
which implement the standard in various program-
ming languages (Liu et al., 2014). Our group pro-
vided a native Python implementation called Py-
BioC (Marques and Rinaldi, 2013).

OntoGene is a text mining pipeline which makes
heavy use of the UNIX pipeline philosophy, i.e. con-
version of file formats, tokenization etc. are done in
a sequential way following a clear order: each pro-
gram involved has a clearly defined and limited task
on its own. Intermediate output files are typically
either XML files preserving the original document
structure or TSV files (tab separated values), which
contain some of the mined results. For each sin-
gle step performed by the OntoGene pipeline, log
files are generated, such that – in contrast to heavily
integrated systems – problems can be easily local-
ized. OntoRest uses some of the intermediate files
produced by the OntoGene pipeline to deliver a re-
sponse in BioC XML format.
The OntoRest service performs the following tasks:

• listen for RESTful POST requests on a de-
signed port

• when a request is received, check it for validity,
and reject it with an error message if not valid

• if the request is valid, convert the input BioC
XML into the input format of the OntoGene
pipeline

• invoke the OntoGene pipeline with the con-
verted file as input

• collect the results of the pipeline, and convert it
back into BioC

• send the final BioC document, enriched with
the results of the text mining pipeline, to the
requester

The OntoRest system makes use of the Rep-
resentational State Transfer (REST) architecture
(Richardson and Ruby, 2007) built upon the World
Wide Web most important protocol – the Hyper
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Text Transfer Protocol (HTTP). This means that
the system interface consists of a web server acting
upon HTTP requests of client systems. However,
those clients can be web applications (being web
services on their own) which use the output of
OntoRest to convert the annotations it delivers in
another mark-up language (like HTML) or in any
other format for further processing.

OntoRest is implemented entirely in Python,
tested to work under version 2.7.6 onwards. It
makes use of the following non-standard libraries to
implement its functionality:

• The Twisted library for the lower-
level TCP/IP interaction (https:
//twistedmatrix.com/trac/).

• The Bottle library for handling RESTful re-
quests, and the implementation of the sur-
face parts of the HTTP server (http://
bottlepy.org/).

• The PyBioC library to provide interoperability
in terms of file formats (https://github.
com/2mh/PyBioC). PyBioC is a native
Python implementation of the BioC architec-
ture created by the OntoGene team (Marques
and Rinaldi, 2013) during the 2013 BioCre-
ative challenge. This library features readers
and writers for handling, manipulating and cre-
ating files in BioC XML format.

3 System features and functioning

To use OntoRest, a user has to submit a document
in valid BioC XML format, as specified by the cor-
responding Document Type Definition (DTD) file.
The document is sent in a RESTful way: that is
by using the HTTP POST method towards a cer-
tain URL (with a port) e.g. http://locahost:
8081/ctd. Currently the services are available
from the base URL:
https://pub.cl.uzh.ch/projects/BioC/

The web service provides six request handlers
(see table 1), which can either be used for ba-
sic system tests (using the /iotest request han-
dler), or to obtain annotations on any user-provided
textual material (as long as it is in the required
BioC format). The system provides annotations for

Request han-
dler

Output delivered

/iotest Input XML without modifications
/chem Input XML annotated for chemicals
/disease Input XML annotated for diseases
/gene Input XML annotated for genes
/ctd Input XML with all annotations

(gene, chemicals, diseases)
/ixn Input XML with interaction terms

Table 1: Request handlers supported by OntoRest.

chemicals, diseases or genes, using as entity iden-
tifiers those use by the CTD database. Using the
/ctd request handler it is possible to easily get
annotations for chemicals, diseases and genes in
one run (this is one of the recent additions which
was not part of the BioCreative IV challenge). In
order to use a specific service, the user has to
combine the basic URL with the specific request
handler, e.g. use https://pub.cl.uzh.ch/
projects/BioC/disease to obtain the men-
tions of diseases in the input document. The list of
services might be expanding as we integrate them
with the existing OntoGene pipeline. An up-to-date
list can be found at
http://www.ontogene.org/webservices/

For the BioCreative task only concept identifiers
(according to specific biomedical databases) were
supposed to be made available. However, following
the challenge, further infon elements were added
for the NER sub-task of detecting chemicals, dis-
eases and genes, which currently are:

• By default OntoRest does not just provide the
concept name, but also the surface form found
in the text.

• Providing a suffix like the implemented
+offset attached to either /ctd, /chem,
/disease or /gene when calling the web
service designates an optional argument. In
case of the +offset option, a location ele-
ment is added to the annotation tags making
clear where an annotation starts and how long
it is.

• Using the option +rel (for “relations”), the
top 10 annotations are returned showing which
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HTTP error code Possible problems
400 Bad Request Invalid data (not BioC

XML) was submitted.
404 Not Found An invalid URL was used

(including nonexistent
options).

405 Method Not Al-
lowed

A wrong HTTP method
was used (typically GET
instead of POST).

Table 2: Request handlers supported by OntoRest.

concepts appear together along with its score
of relatedness, by which they are sorted. This
currently can be applied only to the /ctd
request handler involving chemicals, diseases
and genes.

For example, a request with the URL
https://pub.cl.uzh.ch/projects/

BioC/gene+offset
will deliver all genes found in the input document
with their positions in the original text. A request
with the handler /ctd+rel delivers all entities de-
tected in the input document and the 10 top-ranked
interactions. A forthcoming extension will allow the
user to select the number of interactions that they
want to be delivered. Another planned addition will
allow the user to select interactions among specific
entity types (e.g. gene-disease only).

OntoRest strictly accepts only BioC XML text
as input, which must be transferred via the HTTP
POST method, and generates as output an enriched
version of the input document, conforming to the
BioC specification, and containing annotations pro-
vided by the OntoGene pipeline.

In cases where no valid input material or no al-
lowed HTTP methods are used, HTTP errors are
triggered to signalize wrong service usage. The pos-
sible errors and their common underlying problems
are illustrated in table 2. The current version of the
web services is publicly accessible as described in
http://www.ontogene.org/webservices/
Figure 2 shows an example of output document.

4 Conclusions

We presented a set of web services (OntoRest)
which provide advanced text mining capabilities to

remote users. The services rely on the recently pro-
posed and rapidly spreading BioC standard for data
interchange in the biomedical text mining commu-
nity. OntoRest has been originally designed as part
of the BioCreative 2013 challenge, and has been re-
cently extended to provide more advanced services.
We continue its development and intend to provide
soon additional functionalities.
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<?xml version=’1.0’ encoding=’UTF-8’?>
<!DOCTYPE collection SYSTEM ’BioC.dtd’>
<collection>

<source>PUBMED</source>
<date>20100202</date>
<key>ctdBCIVLearningDataSet.key</key>
<document>
<id>20130422</id>
<passage>

<infon key="type">title</infon>
<offset>0</offset>
<text>Chemotherapy resistance as a predictor of progression-free

survival in ovarian cancer patients treated with neoadjuvant
chemotherapy and surgical cytoreduction followed by intraperitoneal
chemotherapy: a Southwest Oncology Group Study.</text>

</passage>
<passage>

<infon key="type">abstract</infon>
<offset>104</offset>
<text>In vitro testing of the activity of chemotherapeutic agents

has been suggested as 1 method to optimally select drugs for patients
with ovarian cancer . There are limited prospectively obtained data
examining the clinical utility of this approach. We sought to obtain a
preliminary assessment of this strategy in a trial that examined the
administration of neoadjuvant chemotherapy followed by surgical
cytoreduction and intraperitoneal chemotherapy in women with advanced
ovarian cancer . Women with stage III/IV epithelial ovarian carcinoma
that presented with large-volume disease were treated with neoadjuvant
intravenous paclitaxel and carboplatin for three 21-day cycles followed
by cytoreductive surgery. If optimally debulked, patients received
intravenous paclitaxel , intraperitoneal carboplatin and intraperitoneal

paclitaxel for six 28-day cycles. Tumor cloning assay results (Oncotech)
were correlated with progression-free survival. Sixty-two patients (58
eligible) were registered from March 2001 to February 2006. Thirty-six
eligible patients had interval debulking and 26 received
postcytoreduction chemotherapy. Twenty-two patients had tumor cloning
assay results available. The clinical features of this population were
similar to those of the larger group of women who entered this study.
There was no difference in progression-free survival between patients
whose cancers were defined as ’resistant’ or ’nonresistant’ to either
platinum or paclitaxel . While the small patient numbers in this trial do
not permit definitive conclusions, these data fail to provide support
for the argument that prospectively obtained in vitro data regarding
platinum or paclitaxel resistance will be highly predictive of clinical

outcome in advanced ovarian cancer .</text>
<annotation>

<infon key="type">chem</infon>
<infon key="id">MESH_D016190</infon>
<text> Paclitaxel </text>

</annotation>
<annotation>

<infon key="type">chem</infon>
<infon key="id">MESH_D017239</infon>
<text> Carboplatin </text>

</annotation>
<annotation>

<infon key="type">disease</infon>
<infon key="id">MESH_D010051</infon>
<text> Ovarian Neoplasms </text>

</annotation>
</passage>

</document>
</collection>

Figure 2: Example of output of OG text mining service in BioC format. The output of the system is generated in
the BioC specification format. This oputput was generated by querying for chemicals and diseases on PubMed abstract
20100202. Colors added for clarity. Offsets of annotated terms can be obtained with a separate query.
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Abstract 

Knowledge Author (KA) is a web-based software tool 
that supports users in developing domain content nec-
essary for Natural Language Processing (NLP) appli-
cations, as well as a tool to provide recommendations 
for additional domain content. To accurately extract 
information from text, NLP tools require a semantic 
schema describing variables and their lexical variants 
and associated modifiers. Knowledge Author uses a 
set of semantic categories based on the secondary use 
clinical element models (SUCEM) and the Common 
Type System (CTS) to allow the user to quickly create 
and modify domain related variables. Additional in-
formation such as synonyms are obtained using Uni-
fied Medical Language System (UMLS) Metathesau-
rus terminology lookup and presented to the user in an 
easy to use fashion.  KA can be found at blu-
lab.chpc.utah.edu/KA/ . 

1 Introduction 

A wide range of NLP pipelines and components 
specific to clinical text have been developed 
since the early 1990s, facilitating the analysis of 
emergency department notes, radiology reports, 
and other free-text clinical documents using lexi-
cal, syntactic, and semantic information 
(Friedman 2000). Within the clinical domain, 
NLP systems based on these pipelines and com-
ponents have been implemented in a variety of 
contexts, such as pharmaco-vigilance, case find-
ing and patient screening, summarization of nar-
rative patient information, and quality measure-
ment (Li, Chase et al. 2008, Pakhomov S, 
Bjornsen S et al. 2008, Wang, Hripcsak et al. 
2009, Al-Haddad MA, Friedlin J et al. 2010, 
Aramaki, Miura et al. 2010, Chiang, Lin et al. 
2010, Van Vleck TT and Elhadad N 2010). 

However, with all of its usefulness, it re-
mains time consuming to develop the domain 
content necessary for NLP tools to produce the 
desired results. Previously existing ontology cre-
ation tools such as Protégé (Protégé) are feature 
rich, but they can be time consuming to learn, 
and are designed to serve a broad range of uses 
(e.g., from modeling archaeological information 
to modeling geographic data). Knowledge Au-
thor (KA) focuses solely on the clinical NLP 
domain, which allows for a more tailored set of 
features. The goal of KA is to allow domain ex-
perts such as medical clinicians to efficiently 
develop domain-specific content that can be used 
in clinical NLP systems. 

2 Design and System Description 

The overall design goal of KA is to allow the 
user to quickly create a semantic schema, which 
is the target extraction template for an NLP sys-
tem. KA allows the user to create domain related 
variables and assign a semantic category to the 
variable. In KA, a variable is defined as a lexical 
concept found in a standardized terminology 
along with any relevant modifiers associated 
with that concept. For instance, a user interested 
in extracting the variable “fever” from text can 
create the variable and associate it to the UMLS 
concept “C0015967 fever” and assign it a seman-
tic category of Problem. In addition, a user could 
create more complex variables such as “white 
blood cell count >=12,000”. To accomplish this 
in KA, the user would create the variable and 
associate the UMLS concept “C0015967 white 
blood cell count” to the variable and assign it a 
semantic category of “Lab/Test/Measurement”. 
KA will then prompt the user to enrich the varia-
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ble with additional information such as syno-
nyms, semantic categories, and semantic and lin-
guistic modifiers (Figure 1). Only information 
that is relevant to the particular semantic type of 
category the user is creating is presented, such as 
the lab/test/measurement value “>= 12000” in 
the example variable above.  

KA makes variable creation more efficient 
by allowing a user to look up and choose a con-
cept from the UMLS Metathesaurus and import-
ing any relevant information such as synonyms, 
concept definition, and semantic category into 
the KA interface. The output of KA is a schema 
indicating what information the user wants to 
extract from clinical documents.  

To test the validity of a newly created vari-
able, KA allows the user to search a default cor-
pus of de-identified medical records for phrases 
that would potentially be retrieved for the new 
variable. The search mechanism is a simple 
Apache Lucene reverse index query (Apache  
Lucene) that uses the variable name and syno-
nyms to provide potentially useful diagnostics to 
the user through examples of what the NLP sys-
tem would extract. For example, in looking 
through the example sentences, a user could see 
that there is a problem with the synonym of a 
variable and alert them to the need to edit the 
variable’s synonym list. 

2.1 Workflow 

A typical user workflow to extract information 
from narrative reports would start with creating a 
new domain variable. KA currently supports two 
different types of variables – ‘person’ and ‘non-
person’. Upon creation, the ‘person’ type 

prompts the user to provide information such as 
birth date, death date, race, age and gender to 
facilitate creation of complex variables like “Af-
rican American females above 65 years of age.”  
The non-person type gives the user access to a 
range of information as described below. 

2.2 UMLS Terminology Lookup 

The next step in the workflow involves mapping 
the variable to a concept in the UMLS Metathe-
saurus (Figure 2). The user simply types in a 
concept and then clicks on the Terminology 
Lookup button. This will provide a popup win-
dow with a list of possible UMLS concepts to 
choose from. The list is generated using the UTS 
API 2.0 (UTS API 2.0). This mapping imports 
into the domain schema the synonyms, defini-
tion, and semantic type for the variable. A manu-
al review process allows the user to remove or 
modify any of the imported data.  

2.3 Corpus Search 

Once a variable is created, KA allows the user to 
perform a corpus search to test the validity of the 
variable name and synonyms. The MTSamples 
(MTSamples) corpus of de-identified medical 
records is available for the user to search their 
variables against. The data use agreement for this 
corpus allows it to be used in KA.  

 The corpus search tool returns a list of 
sentences that contain the variable name. Statis-
tics about how many sentences were returned 
relative to the corpus size are also displayed. 
This helps the user gauge the usefulness of the 
name and synonyms and potentially results in 
elimination of some errors before deploying the 

 

Figure 1: Concept creation interface 
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domain schema in an NLP tool. For example, 
one of the synonyms for ‘malignant melanoma’ 
in the UMLS is ‘skin.’  Including that synonym 
would create a large number of false positives 
that could be picked up using the corpus search 
tool. 

2.4 Linguistic Modifiers 

Table 1: Linguistic modifiers available to the 
user 

 
   Linguistic modifiers allow the user to narrow 
down their variable to reduce irrelevant matches 
by specifying linguistic information found in the 
surrounding text where the variable is found. KA 
allows the user to specify the temporality 
(whether the concept occurs in the past, present, 
or future), certainty (whether the concept is as-
serted, negated, or hedged), and experiencer 
(whether the patient or someone else experiences 
the concept). For example, “colon cancer” could 
be modified to “possible family history of colon 
cancer”. Table 1 lists the possible linguistic mod-
ifiers the user can choose from.  

2.5 Semantic Modifiers 

Semantic modifiers are similar to linguistic mod-
ifiers with the exception that specific modifiers 
are associated with specific semantic categories – 
unlike linguistic modifiers that are associated 
with all non-person variables. The semantic cat-
egory of the variable determines, which semantic 
modifiers can be assigned to the variable. There 
are currently eight possible semantic categories 
to choose from - Anatomical Site, Aller-
gy/Intolerance, Encounter, Lab Test Measure-
ment, Medication, Problem, Procedure Interven-
tion, Social Risk Factor, and Vital Sign. Each 
category contains a number of possible semantic 
modifiers which were based on the secondary 
use clinical element models (Tao et al. 2013) and 
the Common Type System (Wu, et al. 2013), 
which are two commonly used models employed 
to represent information extracted by NLP sys-
tems in the biomedical NLP community. Each of 
the semantic modifiers has, in turn, a number of 
possible values associated with it. For example, 
for the semantic category ‘Medication’, the user 
would be able to choose from semantic attributes 
such as ‘dosage’ or ‘delivery route.’ The ‘deliv-
ery route’ semantic attribute has a number of 
possible values such as ‘oral’ or ‘intravenous.’ 
Semantic attributes support creation of variables 
such as “Ibuprofen 80 mg orally every four 
hours.” 

2.6 Input/Output File Format 

 KA saves the user’s work to an internal database 
that is available to the user upon login. The data 

Category Modifiers 

Certainty 

Definite Existence, Definite Negated 
Existence, Probable Existence, Prob-
able Negated Existence 

Experiencer 

Patient, Family Member, Donor 
Family Member, Donor Other Mem-
ber, Other Member 

Temporality 
Before, Before-Overlap, Overlap, 
After 

Figure 2: UMLS terminology lookup interface 
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can also be exported from the database to an 
OWL (OWL) file. 

2.7 Software Architecture 

KA is a web-based platform written in Java 7 on 
top of a MySQL database. The SeaCore (Sea-
Core) framework is used to facilitate the web 

development. The UMLS terminology is ac-
cessed through use of the Java based UTS API 
2.0 which queries the UMLS metathesaurus ser-
vice. The corpus search feature uses Apache Solr 
4.7 which is a web service wrapper to the  
Apache Lucene Java search library (Apache 
Solr). 

3 Use Case 

To test the functionality of KA, we created a 
pneumonia use case file using KA and compared 
it with an OWL file created manually using Pro-
tégé 4.1 of the same domain. The same 
knowledge engineer created both files and only 
timed how long it took to create the variables and 
related lexical information (i.e. time it took to 
gather and to learn the use case and the time it 
took to build the proper structures in Protégé to 
hold the information was not included in the time 
comparison). Using KA, the variables could be 
created in a fraction of the time it took to manu-
ally create the same variables in the manual 
OWL file and did not require expertise in OWL. 
This major time difference was mainly due to the 
fact that within KA, most of the lexical infor-
mation (i.e. synonyms, definition, semantic cate-
gory) was automatically imported when a varia-
ble is mapped to a UMLS concept, which had to 
be manually added to the Protégé file. It should 
be noted that KA is not designed to be a re-
placement for Protégé as it has a different feature 
set, but rather to speed up and simplify the crea-
tion of domain content. 

Both versions were able to create variables 
in the pneumonia schema (see Table 2). In KA, 
however, 33% of the concepts could not be rep-
resented fully because currently, KA lacks the 
ability to add numeric thresholds and the ability 
to use logical operators to combine values of 
modifiers (i.e., “new or worsening cough”). In its 
current version, a user would have to create two 
separate variables that share the same concept 
but have different modifiers to capture this in-
formation (i.e. “new cough” and “worsening 
cough”). However, the user would have to dupli-
cate the Terminology lookup, synonyms and def-
inition for each variable that shares the same un-
derlying concept.  

4 Conclusion and Future Development 

We have presented a web-based tool for building 
a semantic schema of domain content that could 
be used in an NLP application. KA leverages 
three existing knowledge resources – the 

Concept Name Created 
in KA Reason 

infiltrate yes   
consolidation yes   
cavitation yes   
fever yes   
temperature > 100.4 deg F partial NT 
leukopenia yes   
white blood cell count < 
4000 WBC/mm3 partial NT 

leukocytosis yes   
white blood cell count >= 
12000 WBC/mm3 partial NT 

altered mental status in 
adults >= 70 years old yes   

new or change in purulent 
sputum yes   

increased respiratory secre-
tions yes   

increased suctioning re-
quirements yes   

new or worsening cough partial LON 
new or worsening dyspnea partial LON 
new or worsening tachpena partial LON 
respiratory rate > 25 bpm partial NT 
rales yes   
bronchial breath sounds yes   
worsening gas exchange yes   
increased oxygen therapy yes   
increased respiratory suc-
tioning yes   

increased ventilator care yes   
Oxygen saturation 
(PaO2/FiO2 <= 240) partial NT 

 
Table 2:  List of concepts used in the pneumonia 
use case. Whether or not the concept was able to 
be fully created using KA, and the reason if not 
is also listed. 
LON - Logical operator between modifiers not 
supported in KA at the time the use case was 
completed. 
NT - Numeric Threshold not supported in KA at 
the time the use case was completed. 
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SUCEMs, CTS, and the UMLS – to provide the 
user with relevant information for creation of 
domain-specific variables, which allows for rapid 
semantic schema creation by a user without for-
mal training in ontology development or NLP. 
Future work includes adding constructs that will 
allow users to link variables together using rela-
tionships (i.e. “ibuprofen treats pain”) and logical 
operators and usability testing with naïve users. 

KA is the first part of a pipeline that will al-
low the user to create an NLP schema, annotate 
documents, process documents using various 
NLP tools, and analyze the results. We envision 
an end-to-end system that allows the user to rap-
idly build custom clinical text queries. The full 
pipeline is currently under development. 
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Abstract

The Simple Knowledge Organization System
(SKOS) was introduced to the wider research
community by a 2005 World Wide Web Con-
sortium (W3C) working draft, and further de-
veloped and refined in a 2009 W3C recom-
mendation. Since then, SKOS has become the
de facto standard for representing and shar-
ing thesauri, lexica, vocabularies, taxonomies,
and classification schemes. In this paper, we
describe the development of a web-based, free
SKOS editor built for the development, cu-
ration, and management of small to medium
sized lexicons for health-related Natural Lan-
guage Processing.

1 Introduction & Background
The Simple Knowledge Organization System
(SKOS) standard was introduced to the wider
community by a 2005 World Wide Web Consortium
(W3C) working draft1 and further developed and
refined in a 2009 W3C recommendation2 (Lacasta
et al., 2010). Since then, SKOS has become the de
facto standard for representing and sharing thesauri,
lexica, vocabularies, taxonomies, and classification
schemes, both as a useful data format in its own

1
www.webcitation.org/6QmPKaUaP

2
www.webcitation.org/6QmPUa0m8

right, and as a means for sharing resources on
the semantic web. In this paper, we describe the
development of a web-based, free SKOS editor
suitable for the creation and curation of knowledge
organization systems in general, and health-related,
linguistically-oriented thesauri designed to support
health-related Natural Language Processing (NLP)
in particular.

SKOS is a flexible standard designed to repre-
sent and encode a wide number of different types
of knowledge organization systems. The standard
is widely used3 by governments (e.g. United King-
dom Public Sector Vocabularies), scientific bodies
(e.g. NASA vocabularies), and non-governmental
organizations (e.g. UNESCO Thesaurus). In con-
trast to its sibling World Wide Web Consortium se-
mantic web standard, the Web Ontology Language
(OWL), SKOS follows the principal of “minimal on-
tological commitment” (Baker et al., 2013). That is,
SKOS concepts and relations are lightly specified,
using thesaurus-style relations like broader rather
than logically formalized relations commonly used
in OWL or the Basic Formal Ontology (e.g. IS-A).

SKOS models consist of concept schemes which
serve as containers for concepts. Concepts can
be related together in various ways to create

3
www.webcitation.org/6QmoFFjdc
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Figure 1: Screenshot of the web interface

a hierarchical structure. The most important
of these semantic relations are, skos:broader
(which can be read as “has broader concept”) and
skos:narrower (which can be read as “has nar-
rower concept”). Further, each concept can be as-
sociated with a number of lexical labels, includ-
ing skos:prefLabel (a preferred label provides
a mechanism to link a canonical label to a con-
cept), skos:altLabel (an alternative label pro-
vides a mechanism to specify synonyms for the con-
cept), and skos:hiddenLabel (a hidden label
provides a mechanism to specify non-standard syn-
onyms like colloquialisms or misspellings).

Given its lightweight semantics, SKOS is partic-
ularly suitable as a basis for the development and
sharing of vocabularies to support NLP tasks. A key
part of the workflow in developing some NLP sys-
tems – in particular NLP systems designed to pro-
cess health-related text – is the development of cus-
tom lexicons, including common abbreviations, syn-
onyms (including slang terms), and truncations (Wu
et al., 2012; Liu et al., 2013; Wilson et al., 2010;
Myslı́n et al., 2013).

Since its inception in 2005, significant effort has
been expended on the development of software tools
for the SKOS standard, in particular in editing and
viewing SKOS vocabularies. Notable examples in-

clude a SKOS Application Programming Interface
(API) and editing module (Jupp et al., 2009) for
Protégé 44 (the Protégé SKOS Editor), PoolParty, an
online SKOS editing and manipulation tool (Schandl
and Blumauer, 2010), and SKOS functionality built
into the TopBraid Composer RDF editing platform5,
all of which facilitate the creation, development, and
utilization of SKOS vocabularies. However, to the
best of our knowledge, until now no free web-based
SKOS editor has been available to the research com-
munity (note that PoolParty, although web-based, is
a commercial product). In this paper we present
a web-based SKOS editing tool that is suitable for
developing and modifying the health-related lexi-
cons necessary for large-scale information extrac-
tion from clinical notes and other health-related text,
yet is also general purpose enough for any small-to-
medium sized SKOS vocabulary development or cu-
ration project.

2 Implementation
A key advantage of using a web-based editor, is that
it can be used anywhere, on any machine, without
complex user installation. Given that our target users
are clinicians and domain experts — i.e. those with

4
www.webcitation.org/6QmsQg41G

5
www.webcitation.org/6QmsXXNCc
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SKOS Editor Architecture
Fariba Fana, NLP Group @ UCSD Dept. of BiomedicaI Information Division

Client

 -- Upload SKOS file from
    URL or local machine
 -- Create SKOS file from 
    scratch
 -- Download own work in 
    RDFXML format

XML

Liferay Server (Running on Tomcat)
user authorization & authentication and user & user groups management

View

Technologies:
JSP/JavaScript/
YUI/Dojo/CSS/HTML

HTML forms rendered by
dialogs as user interacts
with different parts of the
application and send
AJAX calls to controller

Controller

APP

Technologies:
Java JSR 286 Portlet 
Web App 

Portlet processAction and
serveResource methods
to answer AJAX calls from
the view JSP

Model

Technologies:
Java SKOS and 
OWL 2 API

Methods to call SKOS
and OWL2 API to do
various operations

AJAX Calls
JSON

Request
Response  

Functionalities / Operations

File / IO Schema & Concept Object Properties Data Properties
 -- Upload SKOS file from
     URL
 -- Upload SKOS file from
    local machine
 -- Create SKOS file from 
    scratch and download
 -- Download own work in 
    RDFXML format

 -- Create and rename schema
 -- Display concepts in 
     hierarchical view/tree
 -- Add top concept and child
    child concept
 -- Remove concept 
 -- Rename concept
 -- Move concept within the
     hierarchy

 -- Display object properties
     organized in a table
 -- Add new object properties
 -- Remove object properties
 -- Edit object properties
 -- Object properties are
    grouped according to SKOS
    standard object property 
    types

 -- Display data properties
     organized in a table
 -- Add new data properties
 -- Remove data properties
 -- Edit data properties
 -- Add new type for properties
 -- Data properties are
    grouped according to SKOS
    standard

Figure 2: System functionality

little or no experiences of semantic web languages
— rather than informatics professionals, ease of use
is an important requirement. We took the decision to
simplify the editor’s user interface as much as pos-
sible, hiding much of the general OWL/RDF func-
tionality available in tools like Protégé and TopBraid
Composer.

A screenshot of the system is shown in Figure 1.
The screenshot shows a SKOS thesaurus designed
to drive a NLP system for the automatic identifi-
cation of biosurveillance-relevant symptoms from
Electronic Health Records (Conway et al., 2011).
After some experimentation, we adopted an inter-
face that consists of three panels, from left to right:

• CONCEPT PANE: An editable taxonomic
hierarchy of SKOS concepts representing
skos:broader and skos:narrower re-
lations, which the user can click on to expand
and collapse the tree

• RELATIONS PANE: An editable list of re-
lations between concepts, particularly the
skos:related, skos:broader, and
skos:narrower relations

• LINGUISTICS PANE: An editable list of lexical
items related to each SKOS concept (e.g.
skos:prefLabel, skos:altLabel,
skos:hiddenLabel)

We identified six core functions necessary for the
editor, partially based on the requirements identified
by Jupp et al., 2009:

• Create, edit and delete SKOS entities
• Assert SKOS relationships between SKOS con-

cepts (e.g. broader/narrower)
• Assert and edit skos:prefLabel,
skos:altLabel, and
skos:hiddenLabel data properties

• Visualize broader and narrower relationships in
a browsable hierarchical tree

• Support for SKOS documentation properties
and Dublin Core

• Provide alternative renderings (e.g. multilin-
gual prefLabels) within the editor

In building our web-based SKOS Editor, we relied
heavily on existing OWL, SKOS and RDF tooling,
in particular, the SKOS API (Jupp et al., 2009) (de-
veloped by author SJ) and the OWL API (Horridge
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and Bechhofer, 2011). The system is a Liferay Port-
let application (see Figure 2).

3 Current Limitations & Future Directions
While the SKOS editor is suitable for building and
curating special purpose SKOS vocabularies to run
bespoke health-related NLP systems, it does have
several limitations. First, the system is not suitable
for editing large SKOS taxonomies (i.e. > 1000
concepts). Second, although there have been re-
cent efforts in developing best practice guidelines
for building SKOS vocabularies (Mader et al., 2012;
Manaf et al., 2012) there may still be situations in
which particular language features may not work as
expected.

Our long term goal is to integrate the SKOS edi-
tor as a lexicon development and management mod-
ule within a comprehensive platform for developing
clinical NLP algorithms. As part of this long term
goal — and informed by the comments and sug-
gestions of our early users — we are currently im-
plementing several system enhancements, including
adding version control tools, developing “wizards”
to support the rapid creation of concept schemes,
and most importantly, building multi-user function-
ality and collaborative editing.
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Abstract 

In order to build networks for systems biology 
from the literature an UIMA based extraction 
workflow using various named entity recognition 
processes and different relation extraction meth-
ods has been composed. The Unstructured Infor-
mation Management architecture (UIMA) is a Ja-
va-based framework that allows assembling com-
plicated workflows from a set of NLP compo-
nents. The new system is processing scientific ar-
ticles and is writing the open-access biological ex-
pression language (BEL) as output. BEL is a ma-
chine and human readable language with defined 
knowledge statements that can be used for 
knowledge representation, causal reasoning, and 
hypothesis generation. In order to curate the auto-
matically derived BEL statements, our workflow 
integrates a curation interface that provides access 
to BEL statements generated by text mining and 
that integrates supporting information to facilitate 
manual curation. By using the semi-automated cu-
ration pipeline, expert time to model relevant 
causal relationships in BEL could be significantly 
reduced. In this paper the UIMA workflow and 
key features of the curation interface are de-
scribed. 

1 Introduction 

Currently, a lot of effort is invested to manually 
extract information from scientific articles and en-
code the relevant parts in machine-readable lan-
guage. In order to tackle these tasks, curators must 
be experts in both, the biological domain and the 
modeling language used for the computational rep-
resentation of knowledge. Although automatic re-
lation extraction methods for biomedical entities 

have been developed during the last decade, the 
tools and the use of automatically generated net-
works are not widely established in the area of sys-
tems biology. This is due to many aspects, includ-
ing the complexity of the underlying relations, the 
poor performance of the systems, missing standard 
output formats for systems biology and missing 
interfaces to support curation of automatically ex-
tracted data. The BELIEF (BEL Information Ex-
traction workFlow) infrastructure embeds an in-
formation extraction workflow with state-of-the-art 
named entity recognition (NER) and relation ex-
traction (RE) methods into an environment where 
the end user can start his own processes, visualize 
results and correct the extraction results to generate 
a precise knowledge base. As a modeling language 
we make use of the ‘Biological Expression lan-
guage’ BEL. The OpenBEL framework is freely 
available1 providing an environment for capturing, 
integrating, storing, and visualizing knowledge. In 
comparison to other formats, such as BioPax2 or 
SMBL3, BEL coding comes very close to the un-
structured text (human readable) yet ensures a 
structured syntax (machine readable). Its closeness 
to the unstructured text makes it very suitable to 
automated extraction and knowledge coding. BEL 
documents are XML-based (XBEL) and by default 
contain citations, evidence sentences, and context 
annotations together with the corresponding BEL 
statement (cf. example in figure 1). The BEL 
statement itself provides the relation information in 
a compact, standardized way, which, after some 

                                                             
1 http://www.openbel.org/ 
2 http://www.biopax.org/ 
3 http://sbml.org/Main_Page 
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training, can easily be understood by domain ex-
perts. 

 
Figure 1 BEL document comprising: Citation, Evidence sen-
tence and the BEL statement itself. Context information is not 
limited to one reference or one evidence sentence.  
p() = protein abundance, HGNC = namespace for human 
genes and proteins,  surf = cellSurfaceExpression 

2 BEL information extraction workflow 
(BELIEF) architecture 

Several UIMA-based Analysis Engine (AE) arche-
types have been developed in order to allow for an 
easy integration of Named Entity Recognition 
(NER) and Relation Extraction (RE) modules. Ad-
ditional components can be added at a later stage. 
For the integration of new relationship types the 
rules in the BEL writer had to be adapted as well. 
The current workflow is described below in figure 
2. New workflows can either be started as batch 
jobs from command line or from a user interface 
within the BELIEF dashboard. Text readers for 
Medline abstracts or full text in XML as well as 
ASCII text are available. BEL makes use of prede-
fined namespaces and identifiers and therefore a 
mapping from the NER dictionaries to BEL has 
been integrated.   

 
Figure 2 BELIEF extraction workflow 
 
Two types of RE methods have been incorporated: 
one classification method based on sentence and 
NER information and one BioNLP shared tasks 

based method. Finally, a writer has been developed 
to convert the results of the RE tools into BEL syn-
tax and ultimately into a compliant BEL document. 

2.1 Named entity recognition and integrated 
dictionaries 

In the workflow described it is simple to use dif-
ferent NER modules with the restriction that map-
pings to the established name spaces are necessary 
for the generation of correct BEL statements. Cur-
rently the ProMiner system is used allowing nor-
malization and integration of different dictionaries. 
ProMiner is well established for NER and shows 
good performance for the recognition of gene and 
protein names (Fluck et al. 2007) or disease names 
(Gurulingappa et al. 2010).  
 
Entity class Resources BEL 

namespace 
Human Genes/Proteins EntrezGene/ 

Uniprot 
HGNC 

Mouse Genes/Proteins EntrezGene/ 
Uniprot 

MGI 

Rat Genes/Proteins EntrezGene/ 
Uniprot 

RGD 

Protein family names OpenBEL PFH 
Protein complex names OpenBEL NCH 
Protein complex names Gene Ontology GOCC-

TERM 
Chemical names OpenBEL SCHEM 
Chemical names ChEBI CHEBI 
Chemical names ChEMBL SCHEM 
Disease names MeSH MESHD 
Anatomy names MeSH MESHA 
Table 1: Integrated dictionaries for different clas-
ses. 
 
Existing resources such as the gene/protein name 
dictionary or MeSH disease dictionary were 
mapped to corresponding OpenBEL namespace 
identifiers or names. Other namespace resources 
such as the protein family names were extended 
with frequent synonyms or in the case of chemical 
names three resources have been combined to al-
low for a higher coverage of concepts.   
Table 1 lists all dictionaries currently in use, the 
corresponding entity classes, original resources, 
and the name space symbols used within BEL. The 
recognized named entities could be either used as 
input for relation extraction or as additional con-
text annotations within the BEL document. 
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2.2 Relation extraction 

The relation extraction methods build on pre-
annotated named entities. Since the NER modules 
perform independent annotations it is necessary to 
unify and harmonize overlapping matches. These 
tasks have been combined into a separate AE 
called RE-preprocess. For overlapping matches 
with different boundaries the longest match will be 
taken into account. A ranking of hits is given (e.g. 
HGNC over MGI or RGD) for multiple hits with 
the same boundary. This arbitrary selection is only 
made for relation extraction tools. At the curation 
interface all detected entities are displayed to the 
user (cf. figure 4). Thus, the human expert can se-
lect entities that were neglected for the relation 
extraction task.  
Currently, two different RE methods are integrat-
ed: The linear support vector machine classifier 
LibLINEAR was trained on five public available 
training corpora (AIMed, BioInfer, IEPA, 
HRPD50, and LLL 05) (composed by Pyysalo et 
al. 2008). The approach is based on lexical features 
such as bag-of-words (BOW) and n-grams based 
features. Additionally, dictionary based domain 
specific trigger words are taken into account as 
well as dependency parsing features. For details we 
refer to Bobic et al. 2012. As input the classifier 
gets sentences with co-occurring entities selected 
by the RE-preprocess and returns the relation in-
formation for the two entities. 
As BioNLP shared task method the Turku Event 
Extraction System TEES (Björne et al. 2012) has 
been selected. It addresses nearly all BioNLP 
shared tasks and is one of the top scoring tools in 
those tasks (Björne & Salakoski 2013). In the BE-
LIEF workflow TEES 2.1 with the models trained 
on the Genia Event Extraction for NFkB 
knowledge base (GE), Cancer Genetics (CG) and 
Pathway Curation (PC) has been integrated as one 
AE. For further details of the tasks we refer to the 
BioNLP shared task webpages4. The UIMA NER 
annotated text is given to TEES. Within TEES it 
was necessary to replace the TEES internal named 
entity recognizer BANNER by the RE-preprocess 
that selects the corresponding unified entity anno-
tations. The GE model only gets protein annota-
tions such as the different organism dictionaries or 
the protein family names. In the PC model chemi-

                                                             
4 http://2013.bionlp-st.org/ 

cal entities are required additionally.  Event extrac-
tion in TEES is done according to default settings 
of the system and BioNLP shared task annotations 
are written back into the UIMA CAS object. 
Depending on the interfaces of the named entity 
annotations it is possible to integrate further rela-
tion extraction modules into the BELIEF work-
flow.  

 
Figure 3 BioNLP to BEL conversion example. For incomplete 
relations FIXME was introduced as subject to generate a valid 
BEL statement. The user must correct these FIXMEs during 
manual curation (in this case to bp(GO: monocyte differentia-
tion); bp = biological process). 

2.3 BEL writer 

For the translation of the BioNLP shared task sys-
tems output to BEL statements, a rule set was gen-
erated. The conversion process was described for 
GE task in detail in Fluck et al. 2013. Standard 
output for the interaction partners are preferred 
names together with the name space information 
and abundance information (cf. examples figure 1 
p(HGNC:F2)). By default, protein abundance (p()) 
is chosen for proteins, but is converted to RNA 
abundance (r()) for gene expression and transcrip-
tion events. Protein modification events such as 
phosphorylation can be directly converted to BEL 
terms p(namespace:protein, pmod…). All ‘Positive 
Regulation’ events in the Shared Task annotations 
are converted to ‘increase’ statements of BEL. 
Similarly, all ‘Negative Regulation’ events are 
converted to a ‘decrease’ statement. Figure 3 dis-
plays an example of an incomplete statement and 
gives an impression of the restrictions of the cur-
rent automated workflow and the necessity of 
manual curation. The entity FIXME is always in-
troduced when no CAUSE is found. By definition 
BEL statements without CAUSE or subject are 
invalid. Therefore, these statements require manual 
curation. 
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3 BELIEF Dashboard 

The BELIEF Dashboard is a web-based tool allow-
ing for relation extraction and subsequent manual 
curation of resulting BEL statements.  The user can 
create and manage projects where documents can 
be uploaded and processed through the BELIEF 
text mining pipeline. Results of the pipeline are 
stored in a database and can be displayed in the 
dashboard. The Curation editor visualizes the ex-
tracted BEL statements together with the evidence 
sentence shown in bold letters (c.f. Figure 4 upper 
text box). To enable a better understanding of the 
context the sentences surrounding the evidence text 
are displayed as well. The corresponding concepts 
found in the text are shown on the right hand side 
of the editor. While the mouse is held over the 
concepts the annotated text in the evidence sen-
tence is highlighted. 
The dashboard allows for editing or deleting of 
found statements (shown in the lower level) or the 
introduction of new statements based on the evi-
dence sentence. In addition to the BEL statements 
context information such as organism, anatomy or 
disease context is shown as annotation and can be 
edited as well. 
The curated statements can be stored and are au-
tomatically validated for correct format, valid 
name spaces and valid reference citation. Based on 
PMIDs the system is able to retrieve correct cita-
tion automatically through a web based PubMed 
search. 

4 Applications 

The BELIEF workflow is currently in use for the 
generation of BEL disease models. ProMiner has 
been evaluated in the BioCreative assessments for 
the recognition of gene and protein names and has 

recall and precision values of approx. 80 percent 
for human and mouse gene/protein name 
recognition (Fluck et al. 2007; Hanisch et al. 
2005). For chemical names a recall of 90 percent 
via combination of three dictionaries could be 
reached in a test set mainly focusing on relations 
between proteins and protein inhibitors. Similarly, 
a combination of GO_complex names and BEL 
complex names lead to a recall rate around 80 
percent. For evaluation of relationship extraction 
only sentences with correctly annotated protein 
were considered. TEES extracted 42 % correct 
protein pairs the LibLinerar classification 60%. 
The combination of both methods reached an 
overall recall of 74 %. The LibLinerar 
classification has a higher recall but more curation 
effort is necessary for the generation of complete 
BEL statements. 
Compared to manual curation, our assisted 
approach led to significant reduction (40 %) of 
curation time (Ansari et al. 2014). Additionally, in 
the Improver Network Verification Challenge5, a 
web service was set up supporting participants in 
writing BEL statements. Users could send text of 
interest to a BELIEF web service and resulting 
BEL statements were sent back via e-mail. 

5 Summary and Outlook 

The first version of BELIEF is in production mode 
and is already suitable for semi-automatic curation. 
A demo web server is available under 
http://www.scaiview.com/belief. In this setting text 
can be delivered to the BELIEF workflow and 
results are sent back via e-mail. The release of the 
BELIEF workflow with the integrated relation 
extraction modules is planed for the near future. 
                                                             
5 https://sbvimprover.com/challenge-3/challenge 

Figure 4 Screenshot of the web based BELIEF Curation Editor. 
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